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Ever since the introduction of the term macromolecule and the
early days of polymer science [1], organic chemistry and
polymer chemistry have been closely related [2]. It only seems
to be a logical step to give room for a thematic issue on polymer
chemistry in the Beilstein Journal of Organic Chemistry. The
connection between organic and polymer chemistry has been
highlighted frequently [3,4], up to the point where one can talk
about macroorganic chemistry, where oligomers bring molecular precision from organic chemistry together with materials
properties from polymer chemistry [5]. Especially in the challenge of transformation to a more sustainable polymer science,
organic chemistry can give significant support in the development of greener polymer materials [6].
This thematic issue covers a broad range of current topics in
polymer chemistry, from synthesis to materials and applications. In the area of synthetic methods, the use of click photochemistry in polymer and organic molecule synthesis is
presented, as well as the combination of polymers with supramolecular chemistry for the assembly of polymer fibers and the
synthesis of well-defined polysaccharides. In the direction of
materials, cryogels and reinforced hydrogels are discussed, as
well as 3D-printed poly(caprolactone) biomaterials. In addition,
properties of thermoresponsive materials and self-healing mate-

rials are presented in this thematic issue. Finally, the use of polymerization-induced self-assembly for the synthesis of drug
carriers is presented. The issue also shows the multidisciplinary
character of polymer science, for example when supramolecular motifs, organic coupling reactions or photocatalysis are employed in the development of new polymer materials in order to
address specific applications.
Overall, I hope the thematic issue “Polymer chemistry: fundamentals and applications” highlights the breadth of current
polymer research and enables the reader to dive into this fascinating area of chemistry. I want to express my gratitude to all
authors who showcase their excellent work in this thematic
issue and the Editorial Team for the magnificent organization.
Bernhard V. K. J. Schmidt
Glasgow, November 2021
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Abstract
Hydrogels are a special class of crosslinked hydrophilic polymers with a high water content through their porous structures. Postmodifications of hydrogels propose an attractive platform so that a variety of fresh functions, which are not arising from initial
monomers, could be accessible on a parental network. Photoinduced post-modification of hydrogels by embedding semiconductor
nanosheets would be of high interest and novelty. Here, a metal-free semiconductor graphitic carbon nitride (g-CN)-embedded
hydrogel as an initial network was synthesized via redox-couple initiation under dark conditions. Post-photomodification of
so-formed hydrogel, thanks to the photoactivity of the embedded g-CN nanosheets, was exemplified in two scenarios. The synthesis of ‘hydrophobic hydrogel’ is reported and its application in delayed cation delivery was investigated. Furthermore, pores of the
initial hydrogel were modified by the formation of a secondary polymer network. Such a facile and straightforward synthetic
protocol to manufacture functional soft materials will be of high interest in near future by the means of catalysis and agricultural
delivery.

Introduction
Popularity of hydrogels arises from their structural similarity to
natural tissues, meaning that they are stable networks with high
water content [1-3]. The simplest synthesis of hydrogels can be
conducted in an aqueous solution of a water-soluble monomer
and crosslinker (bi- or more functional) in the presence of an
initiator (generally radical initiation). Since then, many synthe-

tic routes have been developed in order to synthesize artificial
matter that mimics the performance of natural tissues. Therefore, many reinforcement methods have been suggested, i.e.,
host–guest interactions [4,5], double network formation [6-8],
and reinforcer addition [9-12]. The potential of hydrogels is
beyond biomaterials, currently these aqueous soft materials are
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prime candidates in agricultural delivery systems as well
[13,14].
In the era of sustainability, utilization of sunlight is of great
importance [15]. Metal-containing and mostly toxic and nonsustainable semiconductors are slowly being replaced by a new
generation of semiconductors. Graphitic carbon nitride (g-CN)
is a metal-free polymeric semiconductor that is mainly
composed of carbon and nitrogen elements by tri-s-triazine,
triazine imide, or heptazine repeating units [16-18]. g-CN represents a family of materials where variety of synthetic routes can
be applied to form photoactive matter with altered properties,
i.e., monomer supramolecular assembly to attain a monomer
complex prior to carbonization results in enhanced porosity and
photoactivity since ordered structures are formed, and a detailed
overview has been reported by Shalom et.al. [19]. Facile
tunability has rendered g-CN to be applied in visible-light-induced catalytic reactions such as water splitting [20-22], pollutant degradation [23-26], CO2 reduction [27-29], photonics
[30,31] and polymer synthesis [32-35].
Integration of g-CN into hydrogels has been popularized
in the last four years, where g-CN nanosheets can be implemented into hydrogels through embedding [36] or covalent
binding [37,38] for the target application such as reinforced
hydrogels [39] and hydrogels for photoredox-based applications [40,41].
Hydrogel post-modification via semiconductors induced by
visible light would be an appealing haven. Herein, we demonstrate the photoactive g-CN nanosheet addition to hydrogels
through embedding, which will be the anchoring point that
grants an access to photoinduced post-modification methods.
The effectiveness of this strategy will be demonstrated via a
photoinduced transformation of a hydrophilic skeleton to a
hydrophobic network. Furthermore, freeze-dried hydrogel will
be subjected to a subsequent photoinduced pore patching
(Scheme 1).

Results and Discussion
Under the scope of this study, which is divided into two parts,
the hydrogel denoted as HGCM was utilized as the main substrate for both sections. To prepare HGCM, firstly graphitic carbon nitride was synthesized from the thermal treatment of a
cyanuric acid–melamine supramolecular complex (CM) [42].
The resulting yellow powder was ultrasonicated in water to
obtain a g-CN aqueous colloidal dispersion. The freshly prepared CM/water colloidal dispersion was mixed with watersoluble monomer (N,N-dimethylacrylamide, DMA) and
crosslinker (N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide, MBA) followed by
the addition of the redox couple, ascorbic acid/hydrogen
peroxide, respectively. The mixture was immediately placed in
a Petri dish to complete the gelation via free radical polymerization under dark conditions. After 3 hours, the resulting hydrogel
was purified with water to remove the unreacted species (monomers and redox mediators), then it was freeze-dried overnight
(HGCM). Despite the fact that g-CN-based hydrogels are
appealing as g-CN nanosheets can be employed as photoinitiators to form covalent species, in this study external initiators
were employed to embed g-CN nanosheets within hydrogel
network [36]. In addition, a comparative sample was prepared
by the same procedure in the absence of g-CN.

Hydrophobic hydrogels
Recently, utilization of hydrogels in nutrient delivery in agricultural science and long-term drug delivery exhibits a significant
interest [43]. Most of these methods require aqueous formulations to be delivered over a certain amount of time, yet a hydrophobicity for a long-term open-air application must be
possessed in order to prevent the drying and a loss of a part
[44]. Hydrophobic hydrogel is a novel concept that administers
the surface properties of the initial network. In this section, we
will propose a straightforward photo-based surface modification to introduce hydrophobicity on a hydrophilic network by
taking advantage of the photoactive g-CN nanosheets. As explained in the preparation section, the resulting HGCM was
immersed in the hydrophobic monomer 4-methyl-5-vinylthia-

Scheme 1: Schematic overview of g-CN-embedded hydrogel fabrication and its subsequent photoinduced post-modifications.
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zole, denoted as vTA, then exposed to visible light irradiation to
initiate an in situ surface photomodification. Extensive studies
over the last years demonstrated photoinduced g-CN surface
modification methods through a photoredox system. vTA,
which is a common food additive to donate a nutty taste, has
previously shown a significant hydrophobization effect on bulk
g-CN [45], so that a similar strategy is targeted for the present
case in hydrogel systems (Scheme 2). After adequate light irradiation followed by a facile purification step, the resulting sample (HGCM-vTA) and HGCM were investigated via solid-state
analysis to evaluate the vTA incorporation, and microscopy
techniques were employed to examine the impact on their morphology. In terms of applicability, water contact angle measure-

ment, equilibrium swelling ratio analysis, and dye releasing
efficiency experiment were also conducted.
All hydrogel samples were characterized via FTIR analysis to
elucidate structural footprints of CM embedding and vTA
photographing. The broad peak in the range from 3639 cm−1 to
3136 cm −1 corresponds to the hydrogen bonding between
carboxyl and hydroxy groups with amide functionality of the
hydrogel backbone. Significant stretching at 1620 cm −1 is
typical for carbonyl groups of amides (Figure 1a). Thereupon,
characteristic hydrogel vibrations explicitly vary according to
the applied processes. The major difference between HG and
HGCM is the significant peak sharpness around 3274 cm-1,

Scheme 2: Hydrophobic hydrogel via photoinduced surface modification over embedded g-CN nanosheets in hydrogel network.

Figure 1: a) FTIR spectra of freeze-dried HGCM-vTA, HGCM and HG. b) UV spectra of freeze-dried HGCM-vTA, HGCM and HG.
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which can be related to –NH 2 functional group stretching
relying on buried g-CN structure in hydrogel network. The vTA
photografting can be revealed via distinctive signals such as the
emergent peak at 3081 cm−1, corresponding to C–H aromatic
stretchings arising from the thiazole ring, the neck at 1687 cm−1
signifies the C=N vibration band, and at last the intensified peak
at 1419 cm−1 indicates a C–N stretching of the thiazole ring.
Proceeding the examination by UV–vis spectroscopy, overlaid
absorption spectra of the samples revealed the photophysical
differences as expected, since HG does not consist of photoactive g-CN particles in contrast to HGCM and HGCM-vTA.
Moreover, the altered HGCM absorbance after surface modification provides enhanced absorption in deep UV range
(Figure 1b). In addition, digital images of HG, HGCM, HGCMvTA under UV light irradiation also reveal their emissive properties (Supporting Information File 1, Figure S1).
Scanning electron microscopy was performed to investigate the
morphology of freeze-dried HGCM and HGCM-vTA. As

shown in Figure 2a, HGCM exhibits a significantly porous and
uniform morphology. Formation of accessible pores for vTA
was the key point to reach in order to activate g-CN nanosheets
buried in the hydrogel to perform a photoinduced modification.
It must be mentioned that the light transmission is limited since
the hydrogel substrate is not fully transparent, and this envisions the importance of porosity as a key factor to diffuse and
reflect the incoming light that can reach embedded g-CN nanosheets to enhance the modification.
Surface transformation has drastically changed the parental
hydrogel morphology. Closure of pores (Figure 2) are the
supportive evidences for a successful modification as they are
not observed in parental hydrogel (Figure 2a). Besides,
elemental mapping results of HGCM-vTA are exhibiting a
sulfur content allocation in accordance with the nitrogen atom
distribution in a fair amount of abundance (Figure 2b). Determination of the sulfur content is a facile approval for the surface
modification as neither monomers nor g-CN from HGCM are
possessing a sulfur atom (Figure 2a).

Figure 2: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of a) HGCM and b) HGCM-vTA in combination with their elemental mapping results via EDX.
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As we attempted to modify HGCM surface from hydrophilic to
hydrophobic, the corresponding material surface wettability is
expected to be influenced. To investigate this, wet forms of
HGCM and HGCM-vTA were subjected to a water contact
angle (WCA) measurement by utilizing multiple contact points
(Supporting Information File 1, Figure S2). The most stable
result in terms of smooth and unwrinkled contact point of
HGCM-vTA has resulted in 58.5° over 40 seconds, and the
other spots have resulted in 77.8° and 68.3°. On the other hand,
HGCM showed a super hydrophilic character by imbibing the
water with high-speed that even imaging was not possible (see
the video provided as Supporting Information File 2).
It is known that the competition between the hydrophobic and
hydrophilic character of hydrogels has a role in affecting water
absorption and retention. In this regard, synthesized hydrogels
were subjected to a swelling measurement to reveal their overall

water affinity and then a TGA measurement was conducted to
examine the water retention performances. The swelling ratio
results showed that the surface hydrophobization led to a significant decrease, nearly a half performance, compared to unmodified samples (Figure 3a). Following that, water retention performances of HGCM and HGCM-vTA were investigated after
leaving the samples to dry at room temperature for 2 days
before conducting the TGA measurement (Figure 3b). TGA
profiles did not indicate a significant difference for water retention, but thermal stability of HGCM-vTA within the range of
150 °C to 318 °C has improved. Considering the water retention, the first trials of the hydrophobization process were designed to perform the hydrophobization with the swollen sample instead of using freeze-dried versions to take the advantage
of entrapped water that might provide the opportunity to control
the water retention. Unfortunately, during the photomodification, diffusion of vTA molecules has driven the water mole-

Figure 3: a) Equilibrium swelling ratios of HG, HGCM, HGCM-vTA at specified time intervals. b) Thermogravimetric analysis of HGCM and HGCMvTA. c) RhB dye releasing efficiency versus time plot of HG, HGCM, and HGCM-vTA. d) RhB dye adsorption/desorption concentrations of HG,
HGCM, HGCM-vTA.
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cules outside the network. Despite this fact, the wet-modified
sample resulted in a fair water contact angle result, but, however, not enhanced water retention. Another parameter on the
water swelling was the effect of g-CN presence. It was observed that the presence of g-CN in hydrogel did not affect the
water swelling ratio compared to the reference hydrogel, which
is reasonable in terms of the physicochemical nature of hydrophilic hydrogels.
After the swelling experiment, samples were contacted to an
aqueous RhB dye solution to investigate their dye releasing efficiency by gradually washing out the samples, in order to mimic
a drug or nutrient release. One of the attractive applications of
g-CN relies on the adsorption and/or photodegradation of dyes.
In general, these performances are reported on bulk g-CN materials, such as the on a self-standing ultra-long porous g-CN
wires exhibiting outstanding RhB adsorption values by minimized solvent uptakes [46]. In our case, we focus on the RhB
releasing profiles of RhB swollen hydrogels. HG, HGCM, and
HGCM-vTA have been immersed in RhB solution for 24 hours,
then washed with distilled water every 24 hours, and all
collected samples were investigated by UV–vis spectroscopy
until reaching the minimum dye absorbance (Figure 3c,d, Supporting Information File 1, Figure S4). According to released
RhB dye concentration versus time plots of all samples,
HGCM-vTA completed dye releasing with the longest time
period of 9 days. It was followed by HG, which resulted in
6 days whereas HGCM was accomplishing the process in
3 days (Figure 3c). Besides, according to periodically collected
RhB dye concentrations summed up and compared with adsorption concentrations for each sample (stock RhB concentration:
40 ppm), HG released 88% of adsorpt RhB dye in 6 days,
HGCM 89% in 3 days, and HGCM-vTA 77% in 9 days
(Figure 3d). In addition to RhB dye, albumin–fluorescein isothiocyanate and fluorescein isothiocyanate–dextran fluorescent
probes were subjected to HGCM and HGCM-vTA samples with
a comparatively shorter releasing experiment than the one performed for RhB dye (Supporting Information File 1, Figure
S4a). The static experiment principally relies on physical
adsorption/releasing performance being under the control of
intermolecular interactions. Hydrophobization might enhance
the hydrophobic interactions between the dye core and the
polymer network, thus releasing can be achieved in a longer
term. As a last simulative experiment, cation (K+, Ca2+, Mg2+)
releasing performances of HGCM and HGCM-vTA after an
overnight immersion in separately prepared stock solutions
were analysed via ICP-OES (Supporting Information File 1,
Figure S4b). HGCM shows higher cation releasing which might
be driven by osmosis, however, HGCM-vTA retains cations
thus offering a slower release which is highly beneficial for
agricultural delivery systems.

The grand outcome of embedded g-CN-based surface photomodification has significant advantages in terms of its non-toxic
process and cost-efficient material resources.

Pore substructuring
In porous materials, the functionality of the pores is responsible
for the main catalytic activity, such as in carbonaceous materials [47,48]. When a network with full functionality cannot be
formed easily, one can form a rigid neutral host and modify the
pores subsequently. Herein, the nanoporous system is magnified to macropores in hydrogel systems as a representative synthetic approach to modulate porous structures of hydrogels with
secondary polymers via visible-light-induced reaction. The
photoactivity of g-CN materials are attractive in this sense since
covalent modification of the surface of g-CN has offered a
versatile post modification platform [49]. The as-prepared
hydrogel network (HGCM) was immersed in various acrylic
monomers. Following that, photoinduced free radical polymerization of employed monomers performed under visible light irradiation by taking advantage of embedded g-CN nanosheets in
HGCM. According to literature, g-CN as an organic semiconductor is utilized in polymerization processes as a photoinitiator by generation of reactive radical species (O 2 −• , HO • ,
HO2•) under convenient light illumination. The ability of g-CN
to initiate polymerization and act as a polymerization locus for a
covalent polymer growth have been investigated in detail in literature [37,50]. Inspired by these, we now attempt to conduct a
pore modification on g-CN-embedded hydrogels by visiblelight-induced reaction. HGCM was a host network and the
variety of monomers were swollen in the network, polymerized,
and purified (Scheme 3). After the polymerization was completed, polymer networks were purified as delineated in the experimental section. Altered pore morphology was investigated by
SEM, and functional group analysis was achieved by FTIR.
Enrichment of the hydrogel network with subsequent radical
polymerization using various acrylic monomers possessing different functional groups were explicitly confirmed via FTIR
(Figure 4). Regarding the polyacrylic acid-based system (PAA),
the broadened signal from 2730 cm−1 to 3703 cm−1 and sharp
signal at 3303 cm −1 corresponds to O–H stretching of the
carboxylic acid group. The peak appearing at 1723 cm−1 can be
attributed to asymmetric C=O group stretching vibrations of
carboxylic acid groups on PAA chains. The polyacrylamidebased (PAAM) pore substructure spectrum is exhibiting the
typical –NH stretching vibrations at 3420 cm−1 and the band at
1656 cm−1 is corresponding to the strong primary amide C=O
stretching vibration of the amide group. The strong signals at
1558 and 1404 cm−1 are originated from amine N–H bending
and scissoring –CH 2 – vibrations, respectively. At last, the
poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate (PEGMEMA)-
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Scheme 3: Overview of pore substructuring via photoinduced free radical polymerization over embedded g-CN nanosheets in hydrogel network.

Figure 4: FTIR spectra of freeze-dried HGCM-PAA, HGCM-PAAM, HGCM-PEGMEMA in comparison with HGCM.
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based network displays O–H stretching from 3106 cm −1 to
3710 cm −1 relying on pendant hydroxy groups of the PEG
structure, the signal at 1719 cm−1 is corresponding to the C=O
group stretching and the more pronounced intensities from
980 cm−1 to 1202 cm−1 are attributed to C–H bending and C–O
stretching vibrations. Consequently, all FTIR spectra results
confirm the photoinduced polymerization within the hydrogel
network.
Visible light irradiation leads to a polymerization of monomers
within the three‐dimensional hydrogel network, thus one can
expect altered pore morphologies. In that regard, SEM images
are useful to explore the pore substructuring for each type of
polymer, which are compacted and attached to the hydrogel
skeleton (Figure 5). The morphology of HGCM as a main
substructure was already investigated in the previous chapter.
Considering the HGCM porous structure as a reference point,
HGCM derived hydrogels demonstrated altered pore structures
based on the type of the interpenetrated polymer. While PAA
and PEGMEMA formations mostly bound intrinsically surfaceattached, PAAM exhibited comb-like strands by connecting two
junction points on the substrate. The reason of this might be
both topological selectivity of polymers and the arbitrary photo-

polymerization process. In addition, we were not able to
identify free polymer chains during the purification process,
which indicates a covalent growth of polymers on a hydrogel
host.
It is expected that pore modification on networks will influence
the thermal stability of the initial substrate. Regarding this, thermogravimetric analysis results confirmed the enhanced thermal
stability for each employed polymer network compared to the
initial substrate (Figure 6a). The HGCM curve is indicating the
evaporation of entrapped water (up to 150 °C) followed by
structural decomposition starting from 307 °C and ending up
with 8.44% total weight at 800 °C, at first place. HGCM-PAA
maintained thermal stability up to 305 °C with 8.4% mass
change and resulted in 12.6% total weight whereas HGCMPAAM was stable up to 250 °C with 7% mass change ending
up with 13.4% total weight. At last, HGCM-PEGMEMA exhibited thermal stability up to 307 °C with 13% mass change and
resulted in 8.5% total weight. When the temperature range between 160 °C and 300 °C is subjected for all curves, it can be
concluded that the occupied pores by subsequent polymer
networks are providing the thermal stability to parental HGCM
substrate.

Figure 5: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of a) HGCM-PAA, b) HGCM-PAAM, and c) HGCM-PEGMEMA.
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Figure 6: a) Thermogravimetric analysis of HGCM, HGCM-PAA, HGCM-PAAM and HGCM-PEGMEMA. b) Equilibrium swelling ratio results of
HGCM-PAA, HGCM-PAAM, HGCM-PEGMEMA in various conditions; pH 2, pH 7, pH 13, 1 M NaCl, 1 M CaCl2.

Employing a diverse set of monomers to HGCM network can
have an influence on the swelling properties as well. Regarding
this, swelling performances of so-formed networks were examined via swelling process at equilibrium state in various conditions (Figure 6b). The first overall interpretation is that the
condition variety did not drastically affect ESR results of each
sample. HGCM-PEGMEMA has the highest ESR in every
condition that is in good agreement with the nonionic and
highly flexible structure of PEG that can resist electrolytes and
pH stimuli.
On the other hand, PAAM and PAA depicted significantly decreased ESR results, which are confirming the subsequent
network formation by occupying the pores. The gap between
the ESR results in each network could be considered as their
patching efficiency. HGCM-PAAM performed a slight decrease from low pH to high pH value due to amine groups'
protonation on the polymer backbone via electrostatic attraction, and it responded to monovalent electrolyte with a higher
ESR. With the increased pH, HGCM-PAA eventuated with enhanced ESR results arising from the dissociation of carboxylic
acid groups. Swelling in saltwater conditions demonstrated similar results, yet significantly lower compared to previous examples.
In addition, the error margins of equilibrium swelling behavior
were affected by isotropic accretion of polymer networks over
the substrate. It is important to underline that the presented polymerization process relies on a light access in the porous
network, so conducting the reaction on thin substrates is
favored.

Conclusion
Embedding photoactive g-CN nanosheets in hydrogels could be
an advanced trick to access photoinduced post-modification
techniques. The pores of the dried hydrogel can be filled with
the precursor of a secondary network, and a visible light illumination forms an extended network with interlocked character.
Alternatively, hydrophobization of a hydrogel can be attained
by visible-light-induced photografting of vinylthiazole groups.
In the present paper, two straightforward synthetic pathways for
hydrogel post-modification are presented, and final products
could be of great interest from the materials science perspective.
Visible-light-induced post modification technology by semiconductors on porous networks could be extended to other porous
systems as well, such as carbonecous networks.

Experimental
Materials: 4-Methyl-5-vinylthiazole (vTA, 97%, SigmaAldrich), ʟ-(+)-ascorbic acid (AsA, 98+%, Alfa Aesar), N,Ndimethylacrylamide (99.0+%, TCI), N,N′-methylenebis(acrylamide) (MBA, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich ), acrylic acid (AA, 99%,
Sigma-Aldrich), acrylamide (AAM, 98.5%, Acros),
albumin–fluorescein isothiocyanate conjugate (FITC-Albumin,
Sigma-Aldrich), calcium chloride (CaCl2, 97%, Alfa Aesar),
cyanuric acid (98%, Sigma-Aldrich), fluoresceinisothiocyanatdextran (FITC–Dextran, 10.000 Mw), hydrochloric acid (HCl,
37%, Sigma-Aldrich), hydrochloric acid (1 M solution, SigmaAldrich), hydrogen peroxide (30% aqueous solution, Merck),
magnesium chloride (MgCl 2 , 99%, Merck), melamine
(99%, Sigma-Aldrich), poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate
(PEGDMA, Mn 550, Sigma-Aldrich), poly(ethylene glycol)
methyl ether methacrylate (PEGMEMA, M n 300, Sigma1331
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Aldrich), potassium chloride (KCl, 99%, Merck), rhodamine B
(RhB, 95%, Sigma-Aldrich), sodium chloride (NaCl, 99%,
Sigma-Aldrich), sodium hydroxide (1 M solution, SigmaAldrich). DMA, PEGDMA, PEGMEMA and were passed
through basic alumina column prior to use.
Synthesis of g-CN: g-CN was synthesized from cyanuric
acid–melamine supramolecular complex as reported in literature [42]. Cyanuric acid (1.29 g) and melamine (1.26 g,
1:1 molar ratio) were mixed in 50 mL distilled water overnight
to form cyanuric acid–melamine complex, then the solid was
filtered and dried in vacuum overnight. The dried product was
transferred into a capped crucible and put into an N2-protected
oven at 550 °C for 4 hours, with a heating rate of 2.3 °C /min.
The resulting yellow powder is labeled as g-CN (CM).
Synthesis of g-CN nanosheets embedded hydrogel (HGCM):
150 mg as-prepared CM was dispersed in 30 mL distilled water
and sonicated 3 times for 30 minutes to exfoliate g-CN nanosheets (CM-W). 9 g freshly prepared CM-W, 0.8 g DMA,
0.150 g MBA and 0.150 g AsA were weighted into a flask,
mixed for 5 minutes, then sonicated for 20 seconds. Following
that, 1.5 mL hydrogen peroxide solution was injected into the
mixture and placed in a Petri dish after mixing thoroughly. The
Petri dish was capped and left for 3 hours to obtain a gelation
via redox-induced free radical polymerization. Afterwards, it
was washed with distilled water to remove the unreacted
species and freeze dried for 24 hours. The resulting light and
brittle g-CN nanosheets embedded hydrogel was ready for
further usage. In addition, a comparative sample was prepared
with the same procedure in the absence of CM, then the final
hydrogel is denoted as (HG).
Synthesis of hydrophobic hydrogels (HGCM-vTA): 100 mg
as-prepared HGCM and 5 mL vTA were put in a glass vial and
left for 30 minutes to complete adsorption–desorption equilibrium. Afterwards, it was placed between two visible light
sources (10 cm distance each) for 5 hours to perform in situ
photomodification based on the photoactivity of embedded
g-CN nanosheets within the hydrogel network. After 5 hours,
hydrophobized HD-CM was placed in a Petri dish and washed
with 20 mL acetone to remove the remaining vTA, then left in a
fume hood for drying overnight.
Pore substructuring of HGCM by photoinitiation: 100 mg
as-prepared HGCM and certain amounts of patching monomer
(consisting 10 mol % crosslinker) were added into a capped
glass vial containing 2 g distilled water and left for 2 hours to
complete adsorption–desorption equilibrium. After 2 hours,
monomer swollen hydrogel was replaced into another capped
glass vial and set between two visible light sources (10 cm dis-

tance each) overnight to accomplish photopolymerization.
Afterwards, it was purified by immersing in 20 mL distilled
water refreshed repeatedly every 2 hours for 3 times and then
left in a fume hood for drying overnight. This procedure was
repeated for each substructuring monomer categorized as acidic
AA (10 mol % MBA), cationic AAM (10 mol % MBA), and
neutral PEGMEMA (10 mol % PEGDMA).
Rhodamine B dye releasing experiment: 40 mg HD, HGCM
and HGCM-vTA were weighted separately in a capped glass
vial containing 4 mL RhB dye solution (4 × 10−2 M) and left for
24 hours. Afterwards, all samples were replaced in another
glass vial containing 4 mL distilled water to follow the dye
releasing progress spectroscopically every 24 h. The RhB dye
releasing efficiency was calculated by using the following
formula for each sample:

c0: initial RhB dye concentration, ct: RhB dye concentration at
specified time.
FTIC-albumin and FTIC-dextran releasing experiment:
40 mg HGCM and HGCM-vTA were weighted separately in a
capped glass vial containing 4 mL FTIC-albumin (2000 ppm)
and FTIC-dextran (2000 ppm) solutions and left overnight.
Afterwards, all samples were placed in another glass vial containing 4 mL distilled water to spectroscopically monitor the
labeled molecule release process after 24 h.
Cation releasing experiment: 100 mg HGCM and HGCMvTA were separately immersed in freshly prepared KCl, CaCl2
and MgCl2 stock solutions (corresponding concentration for
each cation, K + , Ca 2+ and Mg 2+ = 1000 ppm) overnight.
Afterwards, samples were placed in a capped glass vial
containing 10 mL distilled water, respectively, and left
overnight. Released contents of each cation were analyzed via
ICP-OES.
Characterization: Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra
were acquired on a Nicolet iS 5 FT-IR spectrometer. Solid-state
ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis) spectroscopy for grinded samples
was performed via a Cary 500 Scan spectrophotometer
equipped with an integrating sphere. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed via TG 209 Libra from Netzsch under
nitrogen atmosphere with a heating rate 10 K min−1 using aluminum crucible for samples. Trace analysis of potassium,
calcium and magnesium cations were performed via inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES
Optima 8000). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and EDX
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elemental mapping were performed using a JSM-7500F (JEOL)
microscope equipped with an Oxford Instruments X-Max
80 mm2 detector for the determination of both elemental composition and morphology. The CM/water suspension was prepared in a sonication bath at 50% amplitude from Elma
(Transsonic T310). Freeze drying was applied to hydrogels for
24 hours (LSC, Christ, Germany) in order to obtain solid
samples with protected porous architectures for further
investigations. Water contact angle measurement was performed using a Krüss contact angle measuring system G10 and
recorded via Krüss official software. The sample with ideally
flat surface is placed in front of a camera which records the
water drop on the surface and estimates the angle between water
droplet and surface. This method is useful to determine surface
properties, such as hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity in the
present case.
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Abstract
The sequence, length and substitution of a polysaccharide influence its physical and biological properties. Thus, sequence controlled polysaccharides are important targets to establish structure–properties correlations. Polymerization techniques and enzymatic methods have been optimized to obtain samples with well-defined substitution patterns and narrow molecular weight distribution. Chemical synthesis has granted access to polysaccharides with full control over the length. Here, we review the progress
towards the synthesis of well-defined polysaccharides. For each class of polysaccharides, we discuss the available synthetic approaches and their current limitations.

Introduction
Polysaccharides are an abundant class of natural polymers that
play important roles in the biosphere by structurally supporting
plants, providing energy to animals, and regulating a variety of
biological processes [1]. Their versatility and diversity result in
a wide range of properties exploited for commercial purposes.
Chemical modifications permit to broaden their applications
even further. Additionally, polysaccharides can be converted
into useful chemicals upon biodegradation [2,3], contributing to
the sustainable development of future materials.

Despite polysaccharides’ utility, there are limitations associated
with their exploitation. Extraction from natural sources is
laborious, low yielding, and provides heterogeneous mixtures
that hamper characterization, reproducibility, and quality
control. Small contaminations can heavily affect the
polysaccharides’ material and biological properties. This
issue became dramatic when contaminated batches of heparin
caused many deaths during the so called “heparin crisis” in
2008 [4].
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In addition, the heterogeneity of naturally sourced samples
poses a severe bottleneck to the molecular characterization
of polysaccharides that dwarfs in comparison to other
biomolecules like peptides and nucleic acids. Establishing structure–property correlations is key to understanding polysaccharides’ function in nature and translate this knowledge into
tailor-made materials.
Synthesis (i.e., chemical, enzymatic, or through polymerization)
offers the opportunity to access polysaccharides with welldefined composition, length, and substitution. These compounds are ideal probes to study polysaccharides at the molecular level and identify structure–property correlations. Access to
synthetic polysaccharides facilitated the correlation of chemical
structure with molecular conformations [5,6], intermolecular
interactions [7,8], and biological response [9]. Nevertheless, the
complexity and diversity of polysaccharides makes synthetic
processes extremely laborious and time consuming. Several
aspects are crucial to plan a successful polysaccharide synthesis. Properly designed starting materials and/or catalysts are required to ensure regio- and stereocontrol during glycosidic bond
formation. Control over the polysaccharide length (degree of
polymerization, DP) and regioselective insertion of modifications or branches are additional challenges. Three main approaches are available (Figure 1): A) enzymatic polymerization

[10-17], B) chemical polymerization [18], C) chemical synthesis.
The use of enzymes has undeniable advantages because it offers
the possibility to use unprotected sugars as substrates and
guarantees remarkable control of the regio- and stereoselectivity during glycosylation. Mono- or oligosaccharides bearing a
reactive leaving group (LG, e.g., phosphate, fluoride,
nucleotide) are polymerized by the enzyme to form the desired
polysaccharide (Figure 1A). Several classes of enzymes are
available, including hydrolases, phosphorylases, sucrases,
glycosyltransferases, and glycosynthases [19-22]. An excellent
overview of the enzymes available for polysaccharide synthesis
and their mode of action was recently published [11]. Despite
the numerous advantages of this approach, limited enzyme
availability as well as their high specificity narrowed the
substrate scope. Generally, the highly specific enzyme
reactive site tolerates only small modifications, hampering
the formation of unnatural polymers. Low glycosylation
yields and product hydrolysis represent additional hurdles
associated with enzymatic synthesis of polysaccharides [23].
With this approach, homopolymers are often obtained as
non-uniform samples, because the enzymes cannot distinguish
between acceptors with different lengths in the reaction mixture.

Figure 1: Overview of the methods available for the synthesis of polysaccharides. For each method, advantages (green) and disadvantages (red) are
highlighted. Polymerization techniques (A and B) generate mixtures of compounds with non-uniform distribution of molecular weight (MW). In contrast,
chemical synthesis (C) produces well-defined polysaccharides, but it is time-consuming. Automated Glycan Assembly (AGA) increases the efficiency
of chemical synthesis by automating cycles of coupling and deprotection on a solid support (D).
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Chemical polymerization is often performed by ring-opening of
the respective anhydrosugar (Figure 1B) or polycondensation
reactions. This approach is highly valuable to generate long
chains in short time, allowing for the introduction of unnatural
modifications. However, the control over the length and substitution pattern remains poor. To ensure good regio- and stereoselectivity, the starting material, often a polycyclic compound, has
to be designed with suitable protecting groups (PGs). These
structures can be quite challenging to prepare. Moreover, problems can occur during the removal of the PGs, since partially
deprotected compounds can generate insoluble aggregates [24].
Incomplete deprotection and residual PGs can largely affect the
properties of the obtained polymer.
Chemical synthesis provides compounds with well-defined
length and substitution pattern (Figure 1C), but requires a substantial synthetic effort. For this reason, only few examples of
long polysaccharides prepared by chemical synthesis are available. Properly designed building blocks (BBs) are needed, often
prepared following numerous synthetic steps. In general, BBs
are equipped with a reactive anomeric LG to allow for glycosylation and suitable PGs to ensure regio- and stereocontrol [25].
Even though, in most cases, BB preparation follows straightforward protection/deprotection strategies, the low selectivity and
yield of certain transformations [26,27] can limit the scope of
this approach. The desired polysaccharide is generally assembled following a linear or a convergent approach. In the former,
the desired BBs are added sequentially to the growing polysaccharide chain via a series of glycosylation reactions. In contrast,
a convergent approach (also known as fragment coupling)
allows connecting pre-assembled oligosaccharide blocks.
To decrease the synthetic time required for the chemical synthesis of polysaccharides, automated techniques have been
developed [28-31]. Automated glycan assembly (AGA)
connects monosaccharide BBs on a solid support following
a linear approach (Figure 1D). Cycles of glycosylation and
selective deprotection are iteratively performed to access
the desired polysaccharide with full control over the length and
the monosaccharide sequence [32]. Upon completion of the
assembly, the desired product is released from the solid support
and subjected to global deprotection. Similar to chemical polymerization, the removal of the PGs is a significant bottleneck.
Additionally, several transformations remain challenging due to
the poor reactivity or limited stereocontrol of certain BBs [3337].
To overcome some limitations of the individual methods, a
combination of methods is sometimes exploited. A classic example is chemoenzymatic synthesis, in which synthetic BBs are
employed to direct the enzymatic synthesis towards the desired
polysaccharide target.

In this review, we discuss the recent efforts towards the synthesis of well-defined polysaccharides, with particular focus on
how to control the length and the substitution pattern. Each
section describes a class of polysaccharides based on a particular monosaccharide backbone (Figure 2). For each class, we
discuss the specific challenges associated with their synthesis
and we highlight the methods that were developed to overcome
such bottlenecks. We aim to provide guidelines for the synthesis of a target polysaccharide, as well as to identify the
remaining bottlenecks associated with each class of polysaccharides. For this reason, the synthesis of polysaccharides based on
a highly heterogeneous backbone will not be discussed [38-40].
Such syntheses are specific to the single polysaccharide target
and only applicable to that particular sequence.
Each chapter focuses on recent literature describing the synthesis of oligo- and polysaccharides longer than hexasaccharides.
Shorter oligomers are discussed when they represent a key step
towards the synthesis of the corresponding polysaccharide.
Polymers based on a sugar backbone connected via glycosidic
linkages are analyzed, excluding glycopolymers and other
mimetics. Extraction methodologies or post-extraction modifications are not discussed.

Review
Glucose-based polysaccharides
Cellulose
Cellulose is a polymer consisting of glucose units connected by
β(1–4) glycosidic bonds. It is mainly found in two allomorphs –
Cellulose I (natural) and Cellulose II (synthetic) – that differ in
the orientation of the individual chains and in the number of
hydrogen bonds in the crystalline structures [42,43]. In Cellulose I, the chains are oriented parallel, whereas in Cellulose II
antiparallel. Natural cellulose is produced by cellulose
synthases [44-46]. As the chain gets elongated, microfibrils are
formed. Such fibrils are the main structural components of the
plant cell-wall, together with hemicelluloses [47]. Because of
the high abundance and biodegradability [48-52], cellulosic materials have found multiple industrial applications [53].
Synthesis and utilization, as well as a better understanding of
cellulose’s properties are hindered by its poor solubility in most
solvents. Relatively short oligomers with DPs of 6–10 tend to
aggregate and precipitate out of solution [54], making isolation
of pure samples troublesome. Much effort has been put to tune
the synthetic conditions and produce long and uniform polysaccharides. Solvent systems like DMAc/LiCl or quaternary ammonium electrolytes are able to dissolve cellulose and could
overcome the precipitation issues during synthesis [55,56];
however, these systems are not always compatible with reaction conditions [57]. The developments of synthetic cellulose
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Figure 2: Overview of the classes of polysaccharides discussed in this review. Each section deals with polysaccharides built on the same monosaccharide backbone. Representation following the Symbol Nomenclature For Glycans (SNFG) [41].

until the year 2005 were discussed in a previous review [58],
therefore we will focus only on recent reports. A detailed
discussion on the synthesis of cellulose oligomers by enzymatic depolymerization [59] and phosphorylase [60] can be
found elsewhere.
The first successful enzymatic synthesis of cellulose was reported by Kobayashi in 1991 [61]. Since then, a plethora of enzymes [62] and substrates [63] were developed, aiming to
narrow the dispersion of molecular weight (MW), increase the
DP, or control the molecular organization of the resulting material (Scheme 1). Enzymatic polymerization of cellobiose fluoride 1 was achieved using a cellulase produced from Trichoderma viride (Scheme 1A). The DP of the acetylated product
was shown to be at least 22. Using a purified version of this enzyme, it was possible to obtain a synthetic analogue of Cellulose I [64].

A rough control of DPs (between 5 and 14) could be obtained
tuning the concentration of glucose (2a) or cellobiose (2b)
primer acceptor [65]. Polymerization conducted under macromolecular crowding conditions using water-soluble polymers
produced hydrogels consisting of cellulose and gelatin networks
[54,66-69]. A study of the self-assembly of cellulose chains at
the active site of the enzyme suggested that diffusion of the
aggregated molecules and the monomers around the active
center dictates the DP that can be obtained by enzymatic polymerization [70,71]. This could be the reason causing enzymatic
reactions to stop after a certain chain length, as the active site
becomes overcrowded. Thus, by modifying the reaction medium, a better control over the DP may be achieved.
Longer cellulose chains (DP > 100) were obtained using
DMAc/LiCl as reaction solvent and a cellulose surfactant complex, even though in low yields (2–5%). This approach circum-
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Scheme 1: Enzymatic and chemical polymerization approaches provide cellulose oligomers with a non-uniform distribution of MW. A) Cellulose
oligomers can be synthesized using cellobiose fluoride 1 and cellulase. Other enzymes like cellodextrin phosphorylase (CDP) or cellobiose phosphorylase (CBP) use glucose (2a) or cellobiose (2b) primer respectively and glucose phosphate 3. B) Synthesis of cellulose by ROP from protected
orthoester 4 promoted by Lewis acid (LA) or base (B).

vented the precipitation of the water-insoluble oligomers and
allowed for chain elongation [72,73]. This methodology was
improved employing a protic co-catalyst system to yield
DP > 120 in a 26% conversion [74]. Generally, an acid catalyst
would promote the hydrolysis of the glycosidic bond. In this
system, the SEE was hydrolytically inactive and the acid catalysis activated the C-1 at the reducing end efficiently to promote
chain-elongation.
Immobilized catalysis provided cellulose analogues with very
high crystallinity. A synthetic mutant enzyme of endoglucanase
II [75] was cross-linked by bis-nitrilotriacetic acid yielding
fibrous cellulose [76]. Cross-linked enzymes are believed to
arrange their catalytic core domains and promote the formation
of cellulose with high crystallinity. A similar principle was also
demonstrated on a self-assembled monolayer [77]. Mimicking
the natural cellulose synthases machinery can be foreseen to
provide synthetic Cellulose I.
Some enzymes offer the flexibility to produce modified cellulose structures. Cellulose oligomers with fluorine substitution at
C-2, C-3 or C-6 position were prepared by cellodextrin phosphorylases [78]. Mono- or multi-fluorinated compounds were
obtained in good yields (30–47%) with average DPs ranging
from 9 to 15. The multifluorinated compound crystallized in a
new cellulose allomorph. AFM and TEM images confirmed the
formation of long platelets for monofluorinated compounds,

similar to those observed for cellulose [67,79], while the multifluorinated compound formed considerably shorter platelets.
Cellulose–xylan [80] and cellulose–chitin [81] hybrids were
also obtained upon enzymatic polymerization of the respective
dimers. An amino or azido functionality in the C-6 position
allows for further modifications, for example by click-chemistry [82]. These results show that enzymatic methods can be
powerful approaches also to create unnatural polysaccharide
materials. Nevertheless, the inherent selectivity of the enzymes
limits these approaches to particular patterns and modifications.
To access a broader scope of cellulose modifications, chemical
polymerization is a more suitable option. Ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of orthoesters 4 (Scheme 1B) is an established procedure for the synthesis of β(1–4)-glucopyranan structures. The first chemical synthesis of stereoregular cellulose
was achieved by ROP of 3,6-dibenzyl-protected 4 catalyzed by
Ph3CBF4 [83]. The protected polymer 5 was obtained in 2 h in
62% yield and an average DP of 19.3. The benzyl (Bn) group
seems to be essential for the selective transformation [84].
Several derivatives were prepared in a similar fashion
(Scheme 1B), including the 6-deoxy [85], 13C-labelled [24],
ʟ-Glc [86], and ethyl/methyl analogues [87-89]. Depending on
the methyl/ethyl content, it was possible to tune the solubility of
the polymer in water. 6-O-Methyl- and 6-O-ethyl-celluloses
were poorly soluble in water, in contrast to heterogeneous polymers with an increased content of ethyl groups. Even though the
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methyl/ethyl content could be adjusted using different ratios of
the respective BBs, no control over the substitution pattern
could be achieved. Removal of the Bn PG posed a bottleneck,
requiring repeated treatments at high pressures and temperatures. Allyl groups provided a valid alternative and could be removed with palladium chloride at 60 °C in 4 hours [90].
Chemical synthesis grants full control over the polymer length,
avoiding non-uniform dispersions of MW obtained by polymerization. Polymers with virtually any possible pattern of modification can be prepared. Strategically introduced PGs can be
selectively removed to insert a branch or a chemical modification. However, to date, this approach has suffered dramatically
from the severe aggregation and insolubility of cellooligosaccharides, permitting to obtain only relatively short structures in
low yields. To overcome this issue, the products were converted and studied as their acetate analogues, as in the case of a
cellulose 20mer obtained with a convergent approach [91,92].
To date, the longest well-defined cellulose analogue produced
via chemical synthesis is a 12mer (13, Scheme 2), obtained in a
2% yield due to formation of insoluble aggregates during the
deprotection step, resulting in loss of product during purification [93]. 13 was obtained by AGA as part of a collection of
substituted compounds, obtained in much higher yields. Specifically placed substituents including methyl, fluorine, and
carboxymethyl groups, prevented the formation of insoluble
aggregates by disrupting hydrogen-bond networks. Dramatic
differences in the conformation (e.g., radius of gyration and
glycosidic bond conformation) and aggregation behaviour (i.e.,
crystallinity and solubility) were observed for compounds with

the same degree but different pattern of substitution, underscoring the importance of pure and well-defined polysaccharides for proper structure–property characterization. For example, compounds with an alternated methylation pattern resulted
in quasi-linear structures, whereas more bent geometries were
observed with a block wise arrangement of methyl groups. As
chemical synthesis offers high flexibility in terms of manipulation, non-carbohydrate moieties can be exploited to guide the
geometry of the resulting compounds. β(1–4)-Linked glucose
chains were connected parallel via an anthraquinone moiety to
give synthetic Cellulose I [94].
Overall, enzymatic synthesis is an established procedure to
obtain non-uniform cellulose oligo- and polysaccharides. Some
success was achieved using additives and molecular crowding
conditions; however, this approach remains limited by product
insolubility and enzyme flexibility. ROP allowed for the introduction of modifications in the structure, thus providing a first
step towards structure–properties correlations. Yet, the substitution pattern remains random. Cellulose analogues were obtained with full control over the length and substitution pattern
by chemical synthesis, albeit in low yields. Selective disruption
of intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds suggested that
modifications can be designed to prevent precipitation and
guide cellulose assembly.

Xyloglucans
Xyloglucans (XGs) are based on a β(1–4)-Glc backbone decorated with xylopyranose branches, which can be further substituted at the C-2 position by a β-linked galactose or a α-ʟ-fucose

Scheme 2: AGA of a collection of cellulose analogues obtained using BBs 6–9. Specifically placed modifications prevented the formation of insoluble
aggregates resulting in higher isolated yields. The AGA cycle includes coupling (NIS/TfOH), capping (Ac2O) and Fmoc deprotection (piperidine or
Et3N).
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unit (Figure 3). XGs are abundant components of the plant cellwall, where they are believed to interact with cellulose
promoting the integrity of the plant wall [95]. However, a recent
study suggested that XGs are not essential for the creation of
the cellulose network [96].
The complexity and diversity of XGs hinder isolation from
natural sources and complicates their description. A significant
effort was put towards the development of enzymes for selective introduction of the side chains [97,98]. A detailed overview
of the enzymatic strategies to generate artificial plant cell wall
polymers was recently published [11,99]. Here, we describe the
methods available to access well-defined XG oligo- and polysaccharides.
The first solution phase synthesis of a nonasaccharide repeating
unit was realized using a convergent approach [101]. The
process was later simplified using AGA and several XG oligosaccharides were prepared [102]. Representative examples are
19 and 20 (Scheme 3) [103], as well as the galactose-contain-

ing compounds 21 and 22 [104]. These compounds permitted to
study XG recognition by plant cell-wall antibodies. To avoid
performing the challenging 1,2-cis glycosylation that would
generate a mixture of anomers in AGA, the α(1–6) linkage between glucose and xylose was pre-installed in the disaccharide
BB 16 (Scheme 3, highlighted in red) [104]. The orthogonal
levulinoyl (Lev) and p-methoxybenzyl (PMB) PGs could be
selectively cleaved to allow for chain elongation and for introduction of the Gal unit at the C-2 of the xylopyranose, respectively.
An alternative approach utilized natural sourced XLLG tetrasaccharide, which was obtained from tamarind seed XG via enzymatic digestion. This compound was then chemically transformed to the corresponding glycosyl donors (4-methoxyphenyl- or fluoro-glycoside) to chemoenzymatically produce
complex XGs. Compounds with different substitution patterns
were obtained using a glycosynthase from Humicola insolens
[105,106]. This approach produced polysaccharides with controlled substitution, but no control over the length [107].

Figure 3: Chemical structure of the different branches G, X, L, F commonly found in XGs. Names are given following the established nomenclature
[100].

Scheme 3: AGA of XG analogues with defined side chains. The AGA cycle includes coupling (TMSOTf), Fmoc deprotection (Et3N), PMB deprotection (DDQ) and Lev deprotection (hydrazine).
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Similarly, XG fragments prepared by enzymatic degradation of
XGs were converted to the fluoride donors and used in the
subsequent glycosynthase-catalyzed transformations. (XXXG)3,
(XLLG)3, and XXXG-GGGG-XXXG were prepared to study
interactions with bacterial microcrystalline cellulose [108]. The
glycosyl fluoride donors were also polymerized to give
(XXXG)n and (XLLG)n with MW up to 12000 [109]. The synthesis of the highly branched (XLFG) n polysaccharides required the additional fucosyltransferase AtFUT1 to introduce
the fucose residues [110].
Even though the complexity of plant polysaccharides hinders
their synthesis, these compounds are highly desirable to dissect
the different interactions taking place in the plant cell-wall.
Recognition of the branched oligomers by glycosynthases
proved to be limited and more enzymes are needed to broaden
applications and generate uniform polymers. Chemoenzymatic
methods provided XG oligo- and polymers, but are laborious,
requiring several synthetic steps for the synthesis of the
glycosyl donors.

deprotection [113-125]. Ester groups are commonly employed
at C-2 position to ensure anchimeric assistance during glycosylation (Figure 4). However, the O-2 acyl group on the glycosyl
acceptor hinders the 3-O-glycosylation sterically and electronically [126]. The decreased nucleophilicity of the C-3 hydroxy
acceptor could lead to poor stereoselectivity [127]. This issue
becomes even more dramatic when 2,4-di-O-acyl groups are
present, sometimes leading to exclusive formation of α-anomers
[128,129]. PGs like 2-O-ADMB (4-acetoxy-2,2-dimethylbutanoate) [130] or 2,2’-O-benzylidene [131] were introduced to
solve this issue. Several reports highlighted the importance of
the 4,6-O-benzylidene group on the glycosyl donor and the
acceptor for the stereoselective formation of the β(1–3) linkage
(Figure 4) [132].

β(1–3)-Glucans, linear or with β(1–6) appendances, are present
in the cell-wall of fungi and yeasts, and are major polysaccharides in brown seaweeds (laminarins) [111]. Due to their
immunostimulating, antibacterial and antitumor activities, linear
and branched β(1–3)-glucans have become interesting synthetic
targets. Since several reports highlighted the correlation between chain length and biological activity, significant effort has
been put to chemically synthesize β(1–3)-glucans with welldefined lengths.

Interestingly, oligomers bearing several 4,6-O-benzylidene
groups show anomalously small coupling constants for some of
the C-1 hydrogens. NMR [133] and X-ray [134] studies
revealed that, for some residues, the 4,6-O-benzylidene group
stabilizes a boat conformation (1,4B or B2,5), in contrast to the
standard chair (4C1). This unexpected conformation did not
affect the stereoselectivity of the glycosylation, permitting the
preparation of linear β(1–3)-glucans of different lengths (6mer,
8mer, 10mer and 12mer) following a convergent preactivationbased iterative strategy [135]. These compounds were subsequently conjugated to keyhole limpet hemocyanin, revealing
that the length of the glucans affected the immunogenic properties. A pre-activation-based iterative one-pot glycosylation
method was also employed to access different branched structures having β(1–3)- and β(1–6)-linked Glc appendances on a
β(1–3) backbone [136].

In contrast to β(1–4)-glucans (i.e., cellulose), β(1–3)-glucans
with a DP up to 20 can be dissolved in water [112], simplifying
the synthetic process. Several oligosaccharides have been prepared to identify the best PG pattern ensuring a proper balance
between BB reactivity, stereoselectivity, and simplicity of

To date, the longer β(1–3)-glucans [137,138] were obtained
using a 2-O-acylated donor, to ensure β-selectivity, followed by
deacylation and use of the resulting 2,3-diol as acceptor in the
following glycosylation [131]. A regioselective glycosylation
strategy was developed to obtain a collection of linear glucans

β(1–3)-Glucans

Figure 4: Synthetic strategies and issues associated to the formation of the β(1–3) linkage.
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(8mer to 16mer) (Scheme 4), as well as a branched 9mer and
17mer [137,138]. A similar strategy based on the regioselective
glycosylation of a 2,3-diol 4,6-O-benzylidene acceptor
permitted to access various β(1–3)-glucans, ranging from trimer
to 13mer [126]. Regioselectivity was also achieved using a
gold-catalyzed glycosylation, to give a linear β(1–3)-linked
11mer and a branched 14mer in a convergent manner [139].
Collection of linear as well as branched β(1–3)-glucans with
defined lengths could be prepared by AGA [140-142]. The poor
nucleophilicity of the C-3 hydroxy group on the glycosyl
acceptor required the use of more reactive glycosyl phosphate
donors and, in some cases, a double glycosylation cycle
[118,143].
Longer structures, albeit with no control over the DP, could be
prepared via chemoenzymatic polymerization of α-laminaribiosyl fluoride donors catalyzed by the mutated barley
β(1–3)-glucanase [144,145]. Linear β(1–3)-glucans with DP of
30–40 appeared as lamellar, hexagonal crystals. Electron and

X-ray diffraction studies revealed that long β(1–3)-glucan structures adopt a parallel, triple helical structures [146]. A
glycosynthase derived from Bacillus licheniformis could polymerize glycosyl fluoride donors to prepare artificial mixed
linkage β-glucans with an average molecular mass of
10–15 kDa [147].
The better solubility of β(1–3)-glucans, compared to the β(1–4)
analogues, has permitted the chemical or enzymatic synthesis of
long polysaccharides. Still, the poor nucleophilicity of the
hydroxy group at C-3, in the presence of a C-2 ester PG, could
decrease the efficiency of chemical synthesis. Hence, there is
scope for new strategies to provide anchimeric assistance, without affecting the nucleophilicity of the hydroxy group at C-3.

β(1–6)-Glucans
The formation of the β(1–6)-glycosidic bond poses less synthetic challenges than the β(1–3) bond. The primary C-6 hydroxy
group is more nucleophilic than the secondary hydroxy group at
C-3 and β-selectivity is easily achieved with the help of

Scheme 4: Convergent synthesis of β(1–3)-glucans using a regioselective glycosylation strategy.
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anchimeric assistance provided by a 2-O-acyl functionality.
Despite these advantages, the synthesis of β(1–6)-Glc polysaccharides appears only in few reports [148,149], with short
oligomers being prepared mainly to prove new methodologies
[31,150-155].
The synthesis of structures longer than hexasaccharides suffered
from poor solubility during the deprotection step, likely due to
the formation of aggregates resulting from particular secondary
structures adopted by the partially protected intermediates
[156]. The replacement of a single Glc unit with a Man unit was
sufficient to disrupt this secondary structure and significantly
increased the isolated yield of the final compounds. Molecular
dynamic (MD) simulations predicted a compact helical conformation for the fully deprotected compound, confirmed by NMR
studies on a collection of 13C-labelled hexamers [157]. Similar
issues during deprotections were not observed when the β(1–6)
backbone was substituted with β(1–3) branches [158-166] and
long oligomers could be synthesized on solid support [157,166]
or in solution phase using block coupling [165].

α-Glucans
In contrast to the relatively simple formation of a 1,2-trans
glycosidic bond using participating group at C-2, the construction of 1,2-cis glycosidic bonds is a long-standing challenge in
the field of glycochemistry [167]. The formation of 1,2-cis Glc
linkages is particularly relevant, as α(1–4)-glucans form the
backbone of starch, with the linear amylose and the branched
amylopectin, and α(1–3)-glucans are related to fungal pathogenicity in plants [168]. Only few options can aid the stereoselective construction of 1,2-cis glycosidic bonds. In general,
stereocontrol can be obtained either by fine tuning of PGs at
C-3, C-4 or C-6 positions, or by making use of participating solvents [37,167]. 3-O-acyl and 6-O-acyl groups are commonly
employed to remotely participate in the glycosylation and

promote α-selectivity [169,170]. This strategy permitted to
prepare oligosaccharides having multiple α-glycosidic linkages
by AGA [171].
Additional strategies include the dehydrative glycosylation of
glucosyl hemiacetal [172] or the halide-catalyzed in situ
anomerization of glucosyl iodide donors that yielded α(1–6)hexaglucans [173]. The halide-catalyzed in situ anomerization
approach was efficient in solid phase as well as in solution
phase synthesis. The participating (S)-(phenylthiomethyl)
benzyl chiral auxiliary at the C-2 position of the glucosyl donor
permitted the solid phase synthesis of a branched pentaglucan
having a α(1–3) branch on an α(1–6) backbone [174]. Boronmediated aglycon delivery (BMAD) with the use of a diboron
catalyst allowed for regio-, as well as stereoselective glycosylation to achieve an α(1-3)-pentaglucoside [175]. Regioselective
1,2-cis-glycosylation could also be achieved by boron-catalyzed coupling via a S N i-type mechanism [176]. Hydrogen
bond-mediated aglycon delivery (HAD) with the aid of a 4-Opicoloyl (Pico) group offered an interesting method to achieve
multiple α-glucosidic linkages. However, the efficacy of the
HAD diminished with the increased bulk of the glycosyl
acceptor [177].
In general, even though several elegant approaches were reported, the construction of multiple α-linkages remains challenging, in particular with the increasing size of the acceptor.
The nucleophilic additive glycosylation-based approach
(Scheme 5A) offers the opportunity to install multiple 1,2-cis
glycosidic bonds by converting the glycosyl donor 30 into a less
reactive adduct 31. DMF-mediated glycosylations permitted
access to long structures based on multiple α(1–4) linkages 33
and 34 [178] and α(1–3) linkages 35 [179] (Scheme 5B). The
short oligosaccharide 36 having α(1–2) linkages was also prepared, however, in this case, the stereoselectivity diminished

Scheme 5: DMF-mediated 1,2-cis glycosylation. A) General mechanism and B) examples of α-glucans prepared using this approach.
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with the increasing length of the oligosaccharide, possibly due
to steric hindrance [180].
The nucleophilic modulation strategy in combination with the
O-6-Lev remote anchimeric assistance could further improve
the stereoselectivity of the 1,2-cis glycosylations, leading to the
synthesis of long linear α-glucans 43 (11mer and 30mer) having
multiple 1,2-cis glycosidic linkages (Scheme 6A and 6B) [181].
The remote anchimeric assistance from ester groups at C-3 and
C-6 on thioglucoside BBs 44 and 45 permitted the AGA of
linear 46a,b and branched 47–49 glucans with multiple 1,2-cis
linkages (Scheme 6C) [182].
To avoid the chemical formation of this challenging bond,
natural compounds containing 1,2-cis linkages could be
exploited. α-, β- and γ-cyclodextrins offered a good starting material to prepare stereoselectively a 6-O-methylated α(1–4)glucopolysaccharides consisting of 6–20 monomer units
[183,184]. As alternative, stereoselectivity can be achieved with
enzymes. Glucan phosphorylase is commonly employed to
produce linear amylose polysaccharides with the desired average MW by changing the glucose monophosphate/amylose

primer ratio [185]. This approach permitted the preparation of
amylose with narrow MW distribution, amylose hybrids, and
amylose-functionalized materials [186]. Linear and branched
oligosaccharides with mixed α(1–3) and α(1–4) linkages were
synthesized using a glucansucrase from Lactobacillus reuteri
[187,188].
Even though several chemical methods are available for the formation of 1,2-cis linkages, only few are unaffected by the increasing size of the target molecule. The recently published
synergistic approach that combines remote anchimeric assistance and nucleophilic modulation permitted access to long
linear α-glucans [181]. The implementation of a similar strategy
in AGA has already shown promising results [182] and could
fuel the production of well-defined polysaccharides based on
multiple 1,2-cis-glycosidic linkages.

Xylose-based polysaccharides
Xylans are abundant polysaccharides mainly found in plants or
in mammalian cells as proteoglycans [189,190]. They participate in the formation of the cell-wall by interacting with cellulose microfibrils [191], however, these interactions lack a mo-

Scheme 6: Synergistic glycosylation strategy employing a nucleophilic modulation strategy (TMSI and Ph3PO) in combination with the O-6-Lev
remote anchimeric assistance. A) General glycosylation mechanism. B) Synthesis of linear α(1–6)-glucan 11mer and 30mer. C) AGA of starch and
glycogen oligo- and polysaccharides. The AGA cycle includes coupling (NIS/TfOH), capping (Ac2O), Fmoc deprotection (Et3N), and Lev deprotection
(hydrazine).
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lecular description [192]. Some evidences suggest that the
xylan–cellulose interaction depends on the xylan substitution
pattern [193].
Natural xylans contain β(1–4), β(1–3) or a combination of
β(1–4)- and β(1–3)-linked β-ᴅ-xylopyranosyl units. Rarely,
α(1–3) glycosidic linkages are present [194]. These backbones
are often partially acetylated or appended with sugar side
chains, mainly ʟ-arabinose, fucose, galactose and 4-O-methylglucuronic acid [195]. In general, low substituted xylans are
forming insoluble aggregates, whereas heavily substituted
xylans are highly soluble in water [196,197]. Minor changes to
the xylan structure can dramatically affect their crystallinity and
solubility [198], highlighting the importance of obtaining welldefined samples.
Cationic ROP of anhydrosugars was the pioneering approach
for the preparation of synthetic, unnatural xylans. Polyxylofurans with (1–5) and (3–5) linkages were described [199,200]. In
most cases, non-uniform polysaccharides were obtained, as in
the case of α(1–5)-xylans, prepared in up to 93% yields and DP
between 45 to 477 (Scheme 7A) [201]. Enzymatic polymerization is generally performed using glycosyl fluorides as substrates, which are structurally related to the natural glycosyl enzyme intermediate [202]. β-Xylobiosyl fluoride donors, selectively recognized by the cellulase from Trichoderma viride,
afforded xylans containing exclusively β(1–4) linkages in 72%
yield [203]. Compounds with DP higher than 23 constituted the
insoluble fraction (37% yield) (Scheme 7B). The combination
of XynB2-catalyzed dimerization of α-ᴅ-xylopyranosyl fluoride
and subsequent polymerization by XynA helped to overcome
the bottleneck of poor substrate-recognition of longer oligosaccharides by glycosynthases [204]. Still, the polymer was obtained with a wide range of DP between 6–100. Shorter Xyl
chains with up to 12 units were reported using a retaining
xylanase from Cellulomonas fimi [202].

Well-defined xylan oligosaccharides were obtained by chemical synthesis following convergent or sequential glycosylation
approaches. These well-defined xylans allowed establishing
correlations between the substitution pattern, length, and macroscopic properties (i.e., crystallinity, solubility, interactions with
other polysaccharides). To date, the longest xylans reported are
10mers [205], although there is in principle no reason hindering
the synthesis of longer structures. A convergent approach is
often employed to avoid tedious purification of unreacted
acceptors from the products, resulting from incomplete glycosylation. Peracetylated thioglycoside donors 52 were reacted
with 4-methylbenzoylated (MBz) acceptors 53, following NIS/
AgOTf activation (Scheme 7C). Upon global deprotection, a
collection of well-defined oligoxylans with 4–10 monosaccharide units was obtained [205]. A convergent approach was also
employed to prepare a β(1–3)-Xyl hexamer, an analogue of
xylans found in algae cell-walls [206]. TMSOTf promoted the
glycosylation of the Bz-protected disaccharide acceptor with the
Bz-protected tetrasaccharide trichloroacetimidate donor. Although not yet reported, the authors suggested that this method
can be extended to the synthesis of longer oligomers in a gramscale.
To avoid purifications after each glycosylation step, oligoxylans were produced by AGA on solid support (Scheme 8A)
[207,208]. The iterative addition of monosaccharide BBs and
the use of orthogonal PGs permitted to control the length and
pattern of substitution. A collection of linear β(1–4)-ᴅ-xylan
chains and with α(1–3)-ʟ-arabinofuranosyl branches was
quickly assembled to identify the binding epitopes of monoclonal antibodies. These oligomers, together with other welldefined analogues obtained by chemoenzymatic synthesis, were
converted to the respective glycosyl fluoride and used for enzymatic polymerization catalyzed by XynAE265G (Scheme 8B)
[7]. This approach generated polymers 62a–g with well-defined
substitution patterns. Differences in solubility were observed for

Scheme 7: Different approaches to produce xylans. A) Polymerization techniques including ROP, and B) enzymatic polymerization yielded nonuniform homopolymers. C) Chemical synthesis following a convergent approach provided short oligomers with control over DP.
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Scheme 8: A) Synthesis of arabinofuranosyl-decorated xylan oligosaccharides using AGA. Representative compounds are reported. The AGA cycle
includes coupling (NIS/TfOH for thioglycosides and TMSOTf for glycosyl phosphates), Fmoc deprotection (Et3N) and Nap deprotection (DDQ).
Azmb = 2-(azidomethyl)benzoyl. B) Chemoenzymatic synthesis of arabinofuranosyl-decorated xylan polymers with well-defined substitution patterns.

certain patterns, affecting the efficiency of polymerization and
the DPs of the resulting polymers. Linear xylan precipitated
with a MW of 9.2 kDa. Arabinofuranosyl xylans substituted at
the C-2 or C-3 position of every third residue, formed crystalline aggregates. The authors speculated that a threefold
helical screw conformation might enable the regular interaction
of individual chains. The arabinose pattern also played a role in
the interaction with cellulose, with the crystalline compound
62c that did not adsorb to cellulose, in contrast to 62b, which
adsorbed irreversibly. The high adsorption of 62b was associated with its twofold helical screw conformation, only accessible
with this substitution pattern.
Overall, chemical and enzymatic polymerization are faster than
chemical synthesis, however, non-uniform xylans are always
generated. The chemoenzymatic approach permitted to prepare,
for the first time, arabinose-substituted polymers with a defined
substitution pattern. Although still lacking control over the
polymer length, these compounds underscored the importance
of well-defined polysaccharides to understand the microscopic
properties of natural xylans and fuel advancements in plant cellwall biology [102].

Glucosamine-based polysaccharides
Chitin and chitosan
Chitin is a linear polysaccharide composed of β(1–4)-linked
2-acetamido-2-deoxy-ᴅ-glucopyranose (GlcNAc) repeating
units, which mainly exists in the exoskeleton of crustaceans and
insects, as well as in the cell-wall of fungi [209,210]. Chitosan,
its partially N-deacetylated analogue, has vast industrial applications in coating materials, cosmetics and pharmaceuticals
[211]. Owing to their superior biological and mechanical properties, chitin and chitosan are used in fibers, gels, sponges,
films, beads, and nanoparticles [212]. Tunable stiffness, solubility, and transparency can be obtained by tuning of the DP and
fraction of acetylation (FA).
Chitooligosaccharides (COS: β(1–4)-linked oligomers of
GlcNAc and/or GlcN) have gained popularity due to their
exceptional antimicrobial, antitumor, and immune modulatory
activities [29,213-217]. Methods to obtain well-defined COS
with controlled size and substitution pattern are highly desirable, because DP and FA affect the physicochemical properties
of the COS [218,219]. A size-dependent immune recognition
was verified in plant chitin receptors as well as in toll-like re-
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ceptors (TLR2) [220]. Moreover, the PA can tune the biological activity, as demonstrated using partially acetylated COS obtained by enzymatic degradation of chitosan promoted by
hydrolases [221].
Chemical degradation of chitin promoted by acid treatment
[222-228] or using chitinases and chitosanases [229-231] generates mixtures of short COS, which requires tedious purification
steps. Furthermore, degradation of natural chitin often lacks
proper control over the pattern of acetylation (PA). Acetolysis
also often leads to heterogeneous mixtures [232-235]. A controlled acetolysis of chitin, followed by the one-pot trans-Ntrifluoroacetylation of peracetylated chitooligomers, could efficiently generate 1,2-(2-trifluoromethyloxazoline) donors. These
reactive compounds were employed to construct different
length COS, from dimer to hexamer [236].
Synthetic COS were prepared following chemical or enzymatic
polymerization, albeit with poor control over size and substitution pattern. Classical methods include chitinase-catalyzed
assembly via ring-opening polyaddition of N,N’-diacetylchitobiose oxazoline derivatives [237-239] or self-condensation of
N-phthalimide protected thioglycoside [240]. Enzymatic polymerization promoted by hydrolases is an interesting option to
produce long COS from shorter oligomers [241]. After cleaving
the glycosidic linkage, the enzyme remains attached to the new
reducing end of the oligomer, releasing the cleaved part. Subsequently, the oligomer is transferred to another COS acceptor,
forming a new glycosidic bond [216]. Various enzymes have
been successfully employed, including β-N-acetylhexosaminidase [242], lysozyme (Scheme 9) [243], and endochitinase [244-246]. With these approaches, structures with a
DP up to 13 could be accessed. Genetically engineered transglycosylating hydrolases were employed to polymerize chemically
activated oligosaccharide substrates [216]. These chemoenzymatic approaches are often based on glycosynthase-type GH18
or GH19 chitinases and produce mixture of COS with different
lengths [237,243,247-250].

Chemical synthesis offers the possibility to generate welldefined COS, but it is to date underexploited. The poor reactivity of the C-4 hydroxy group of the glucosamine BB, and the
need of orthogonal PGs on the nitrogen atom to control the PA
are the main bottlenecks [251]. The β-directing N-phthaloyl
(N-Phth) PG was installed in trichloroacetimidate donors to
synthesize fully deacetylated COS up to 12mer. After each
glycosylation step, the 4-methoxyphenyl group at the anomeric
position was oxidatively removed and the resulting hemiacetal
was transformed into the trichloroacetimidate glycosyl donor
for the next glycosylation step [252]. An orthogonal glycosylation strategy was developed to alternately stitch N-Phth-protected thioglycoside donors and N-Phth-protected fluoride
donors to obtain COS up to 7mer (Scheme 10) [253]. Similarly,
trichloroacetimidate and thioglycoside donors permitted the
synthesis of short COS [254]. Upon assembly, the N-Phth PGs
were removed with hydrazine under reflux and the free amino
groups were acetylated to obtain the fully N-acetylated COS
[255].
Control over the pattern of N-acetylation was for the first time
achieved using two monosaccharides bearing an azido (N3) and
a N-Phth moieties as precursors of the free and N-acetylated
amino group, respectively [256]. The stereoselectivity of the
glycosylation reaction between the C-2 azido donor 71 and
N-Phth 72 acceptor met with little success, lowering the yield of
the desired anomer significantly. The obtained disaccharide was
converted to the trichloroacetimidate donor and used in a
[2 + 2] glycosylation, affording the tetramer 74 with an alternated N-acetyl pattern (Scheme 11A) [257]. Partially N-acetylated COS dimer and tetramer were obtained exploiting the
orthogonality of the azide and N-Troc groups [258]. β-Selectivity during the glycosylation with the C-2 azido trichloroacetimidate donor 75 was controlled by SN2 displacement of the
α-trichloroacetimidate LG upon activation with BF3·OEt2 in
CH 2 Cl 2 /n-hexane (3:2) (Scheme 11B). The orthogonal
N-trichloroacetyl (N-TCA) and N-benzyloxycarbonyl (N-Cbz)
PGs permitted the synthesis of chitobioses with different PA.

Scheme 9: Chemoenzymatic synthesis of COS utilizing a lysozyme-catalyzed transglycosylation reaction followed by the deprotection of N-chloroacetate.
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Scheme 11: Orthogonal N-PGs permitted the synthesis of COS with
different PA.

Scheme 10: Synthesis of COS using an orthogonal glycosylation
strategy based on the use of two different LGs.

N-TCA groups could be converted into N-acetates upon reduction with tributyltin hydride and azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN),
and the N-Cbz groups were removed to liberate the free amino
groups during hydrogenolysis over Pd/C [259].

proach required only two BBs with the amino group protected
either with the N-TCA 79 or with the N-Cbz group 80
(Scheme 12). Compounds 81–85 served as standards to explore
the conformational space of COS with different PA. NMR analysis and MD simulations revealed the importance of the
deacetylated residues, with the free amino group able to stabilize new geometries.

A collection of well-defined COS with defined DP and PA was
prepared by AGA [93,157,260]. The automated solid-phase ap-

Many more N-protecting groups [217,261] are available and
could generate COS with defined PA, however, to date most of

Scheme 12: AGA of well-defined COS with different PA using two orthogonally protected BBs. The AGA cycle includes coupling (TMSOTf), capping
(Ac2O), and Fmoc deprotection (piperidine).
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them have shown significant drawbacks, decreasing the reactivity of the BB during glycosylation or complicating the deprotection steps. Orthogonality and stability become particularly
crucial when the goal is the multistep synthesis of long COS.

Other glucosamine-based polysaccharides
Other polymers of glucosamine based on the β(1–3) or β(1–6)
linkages exist, but have gained less synthetic attention. Nevertheless, β(1–6)-linked GlcN oligosaccharides may act as potential antitumor and immunostimulating agents [262] and could
become important synthetic targets. The synthesis of a β(1–6)linked 9mer was demonstrated, using an isopropyl thioglycoside donor [262]. Convergent [262] as well as linear iterative
[263] approaches were reported. A block coupling approach
enabled access to a collection of free amino or N-acetylated
structures up to 11mer [264]. Intramolecular glycosylation between a thioglycoside and a free C-6 hydroxy group at the nonreducing end enabled the synthesis of β(1–6)-glucosamine
macrocyclic compounds [265]. The iterative glycosylation of
N-Phth protected 2-deoxy-2-aminothioglycosides allowed for
the combinatorial synthesis of short oligoglucosamines having
β(1–6) and/or β(1–4)-linkages [263]. Automated solution-phase
synthesis of β(1–6)-glucosamine oligosaccharides, ranging from
tri- to hexasaccharide, was obtained via iterative electrochemical assembly [266]. A solid-phase automated approach delivered β(1–6)-glucosamine hexasaccharide 87a and dodecasaccharide 87b (Scheme 13A) [267]. β(1–3)-Oligomer 90 was prepared as chitin mimetics (Scheme 13B). Despite the subtle

differences in the conformational behavior of the two analogues (β(1–3) vs β(1–4) oligomers), it was observed that the
β(1–3)-mimetic was still recognized by wheat germ agglutinin
and a chitinase enzyme, and could act as a moderate inhibitor of
chitin hydrolysis [268].

Mannose- and rhamnose-based
polysaccharides
Due to the structural analogies between Rha (both ᴅ and ʟ) and
Man, we describe the polysaccharides based on these two units
in the same section. From a chemical point of view mannose
and rhamnose are ‘double-faced’ monosaccharides, as chemically constructing α-linkage is relatively easy, whereas β-linkages are still considered a major challenge in carbohydrate
chemistry (Figure 5). While long α-mannosides could be
accessed either by chemical synthesis or by polymerization
approaches, only relatively short β-mannan analogues could
be synthesized to date. In addition, limited enzymatic approaches exist to assist with the synthesis of mannans and rhamnans.

α-Mannans
Mannans are widespread in nature, as constituents of the plant
cell-wall (β-mannans, based on the β(1–4)-Man linkage), or on
the surface of yeast and pathogens (α-mannans, where α(1–2),
α(1–3), and α(1–6) linkages can be found). No enzyme has been
reported for the synthesis of α-mannosides. Similarly, polymerization approaches remain to date underrepresented.

Scheme 13: A) AGA of β(1–6)-N-acetylglucosamine hexasaccharide and dodecasaccharide. AGA includes cycles of coupling (NIS/TfOH) and Fmoc
deprotection (piperidine). B) Convergent synthesis of a β(1–3)-glucosamine pentasaccharide.
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repeated iteratively allowing for an exponential length growth,
while maintaining control over the elongation. Beside more
common LGs such as phosphates, thioethers, and imidates,
ynenoate donors activated using Au(I) catalysis were successfully employed in an iterative strategy, enabling the synthesis of
a 32mer [272]. The construction of α(1–6)-mannans (up to
10mer) bearing α(1–2)-Man branches was also accomplished
using phosphate, N-phenyltrifluoroacetimidate or n-pentenylorthoester donors [273,274].

Figure 5: ‘Double-faced’ chemistry exemplified for ᴅ-Man and ʟ-Rha.
Constructing β-Man linkages is considerably more challenging than
constructing α-Man. β-Rha linkages present an additional challenge as
PG-directed 1,2-cis glycosylations are not viable.

α-Mannosides can be reliably prepared through chemical glycosylation, which is in general highly α-stereoselective. Construction of the 1,2-trans linkage of α-mannosides is conventionally
achieved with [142,157,269], or even without [270], neighboring group participation (e.g., Ac, Bz). The favorable
anomeric effect ensures efficient glycosylation reactions. The
synthesis of α-mannosides is widely established, allowing the
chemical synthesis of the longest polysaccharide to date (i.e.,
151mer). To speed up and simplify the solution phase synthesis
of long and well-defined polymannosides, iterative coupling
strategies are generally adopted [271,272]. Two monosaccharides are coupled yielding a disaccharide, which is parted and
converted to the new donor and acceptor. This process is

An approach using a (cationic) ROP method using tricyclic
orthoester Man BBs considerably reduced the time needed for
the stereoselective synthesis of linear α(1–6)-mannans (ranging
from 5mer to 20mer) [275]. The biggest advantage of this approach is the easy scalability, up to a gram scale. However, this
strategy is limited to one type of linkage (i.e., only α(1–6) linkages) and does not allow for access to mannans with defined
length.
Total syntheses of mannose polysaccharides including a 30mer
[276], 50mer [277] and 100mer [278] were achieved by AGA.
Key optimizations including tuning of the PGs [277], adjustment of coupling time and temperature [278], and introduction
of a capping step [279] permitted to drastically improve overall
yields and to simplify the purification (Figure 6). The 100mer
93 was obtained with a calculated average stepwise yield of
98.75% (Scheme 14). Long α-mannosides have the advantageous feature of being highly soluble due to the high flexibility
of α(1–6)-Man backbone, facilitating the deprotection and
purification steps [157].

Figure 6: Implementation of a capping step after each glycosylation cycle for the AGA of a 50mer oligomannoside 91. Uncapped 50mer and 49mer
deletion sequence are eluted with virtually the same retention time. The capped 49mer (i.e., C-6 O-acetylated) is instead readily separated from the
desired 50mer.
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Scheme 14: AGA enabled the synthesis of a linear α(1–6)-mannoside 100mer 93 within 188 h and with an average stepwise yield of 98.75%. The
AGA cycle includes glycosylation (NIS, TfOH), capping (Ac2O), and Fmoc deprotection (piperidine).

Naturally occurring mannosides, such as lipomannans found on
the cell surface of mycobacteria, normally consist of a α(1–6)mannan core substituted with α(1–2) branches, commonly introduced exploiting orthogonal PGs (e.g., Fmoc and Lev)
[269,280,281]. These compounds could be prepared entirely on
a solid support, or following a solution-phase fragment (or
block) coupling. In this case, the branch produced by AGA, employing a traceless linker [118], was converted into a glycosyl
donor and coupled to the mannan acceptor to create a dendronlike structure. To overcome the high steric hindrance of both
coupling partners, careful optimization of the LG and the reaction temperature was imperative [118,278,280,282]. A
[31 + 30 + 30 + 30 + 30] fragment coupling allowed assembling a 151mer polymannoside 97, the biggest synthetic polysaccharide obtained to date (Scheme 15). Switching from a

N-trichloroacetimidate to a less reactive fluoride donor and
screening of the suitable activator was key to the success of the
coupling. As synthetic polymannosides have now reached the
size of macromolecules, new challenges are arising in terms of
purification and characterization. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) and advanced high-resolution MS analysis are being
developed to address the need of these new available compounds [278,283].

β-Mannans and β-mannuronans
In contrast to α-Man linkages, the construction of β-Man glycosidic linkages is a major challenge (Figure 5). Absence of the
anomeric effect in the β-product and steric repulsion of the C-2
axial substituent make β-selectivity hard to achieve. Even
though, several methods have been developed to construct

Scheme 15: The 151mer branched polymannoside was synthesized by a [30 + 30 + 30 + 30 + 31] fragment coupling. AGA enabled the synthesis of
the α-mannoside 30mer donor fragment 96 and the branched 31mer acceptor fragment 95.
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β-Man glycosidic linkages, the majority of them focused on the
construction of a single β-Man linkage [284,285]. Hydrogenbond-mediated aglycone delivery (HAD) was recently employed to construct a β(1–3) 2-O-acetyl-6-deoxy-mannoheptopyranose 4mer with excellent β-selectivity [286]. PG stereocontrol by means of 4,6-O-benzylidene is to date the most
applied chemical strategy to construct β-mannosides [270]. In a
first stage, the donor (either a sulfoxide or a thioglycoside) is
pre-activated at low temperature with triflate-based activators.
After this step, the acceptor is added, leading to preferential formation of the β-mannoside [287]. The high stereoselectivity is
thought to derive from the high stability of the α-triflate intermediate, which dissociates generating a contact ion pair (CIP).
In the CIP, the triflate anion shields the α-face, allowing for the
preferential attack of the nucleophile from the β-face
(Figure 7A). The 4,6-O-benzylidene group disfavors the complete dissociation of the α-triflate to the corresponding solvent
separated ion pair (SSIP), preventing the formation of the
α-Man product [288,289].

Various β-mannosides (up to 8mer) with β(1–2), β(1–4) [290]
as well as mixed linkages β(1–3)/β(1–4) [291] were prepared
with high stereoselectivity (α:β ratio ca. 1:9) using PG stereocontrol (Figure 7B, 99–101). Interestingly, the synthesis of
β(1–2) analogues suffered from a drastic decrease in stereoselectivity (α:β ratio drop to ca. 1:4) and yield as the chain was
elongated beyond the 3mer stage (Figure 7C). This observation
was ascribed to the characteristic conformation of the protected
β(1–2)-trisaccharide acceptor 103, in which a compact helical
structure caused severe hindrance impacting the reactivity and
stereoselectivity [290,292]. This issue was not observed with
the β(1–4)-mannosides due to their more linear rod-like shape.
Overall, the wide variety of β-mannosides prepared underscored the versatility of the 4,6-O-benzylidene directed
β-mannosylation to construct the challenging β-Man linkage.
Some limitations of the method occur when large Man donors
are used, especially when bulky substituents are present at C-3
position (α:β ratio can drop to 1.5:1) [291]. To date, the sulf-

Figure 7: PG stereocontrol strategy to obtain β-mannosides. A) The mechanism of the β-mannosylation reaction is thought to proceed through a contact ion pair (CIP) in which the triflate anion shields the α-face favoring the nucleophile attack from the β-face. The solvent separated ion pair (SSIP)
scenario is disfavored due to the benzylidene group locking the C5–C6 bond in the tg conformation which destabilizes the oxocarbenium ion. For a
thorough explanation of the mechanism we refer to the original publication [289]. B) Examples of β-mannosides synthesized using the 4,6-O-benzylidene directed β-mannosylation strategy. C) Chain elongation beyond the trisaccharide level for β(1–2)-analogues presented a significant drop in yield
and β-stereoselectivity due to the conformation of acceptor 103.
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oxide donor pre-activation protocol and the low temperatures
needed (−78 to −60 °C) posed technical challenges to the implementation of this method in AGA. Thus, carboxybenzyl donors
bearing a minimally intrusive PG at C-3 were employed in a
protocol that does not require pre-activation [293]. However,
only trisaccharides with β(1–4)/β(1–3) mixed linkage could be
isolated after challenging purification steps, indicating that
major limitations still exist for the AGA of β-mannosides.
Since stereoselectivity and yield are sensitive to the acceptor
conformation and nucleophilicity, the synthesis of some classes
of compounds remain hindered. To circumvent the challenge of
β-mannosylation using large donors, an indirect approach was
followed to construct β(1–4)-mannosides up to 8mer. The high
β-stereoselectivity of β-glucosylation was exploited in a [4 + 4]
fragment coupling. The subsequent C-2 epimerization, via an

oxidation–reduction step, converted the β-Glc into a β-Man
[294]. Similarly, an indirect approach using Glc orthoester
donors was applied for the synthesis of a 8mer based on β(1–2)Man linkages. The newly formed β-Glc was converted to
β-Man by Swern oxidation of the hydroxy group at C-2, followed by reduction of the carbonyl group [295]. Other indirect
methods to synthesize β(1–2)-mannosides were also reported
using donors bearing a ketone functionality at C-2 (ulosyl
donors) which require a reduction step to obtain Man [296,297].
High β-selectivities were observed for mannuronic acid (ManA)
donors [298-301]. This result is thought to derive from
the unusual 3H4 conformation of the oxocarbenium ion intermediate, stabilized by the pseudo-axial C-5 carboxylate
(Scheme 16A) [299,301]. The ManA donor enabled the convergent assembly of β(1–4)-ManA oligosaccharides up to 5mer,

Scheme 16: A) Mechanism of 1,2-cis stereoselective glycosylation using ManA donors. Once the ManA donor is activated, the C-5 carboxylate stabilizes the oxocarbenium ion in a 3H4 conformation which favors formation of β-ManA linkages. B) Series of β(1–4)-oligomannuronates synthesized
using AGA and ManA donors. The AGA cycle includes coupling (TfOH) and Lev deprotection (hydrazine). C) β(1–4)-Man and β(1–4)-ManA oligosaccharides prepared using fluorous-tag (FTag) assisted automated synthesis.
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with a α:β ratio of about 1:10 (in 50–70% yields) [299]. Importantly, yield and β-stereoselectivity were not affected by the size
of the coupling partners, a key feature that makes this methodology attractive to access long polysaccharides. This approach
was implemented in AGA to generate a collection of
mannuronic acid oligomers, ranging from 4mer to 12mer
(Scheme 16B, 106a–c) [302]. Key steps were the choice of the
temporary PGs (i.e., Lev), the LG (N-phenyltrifluoroacetimidate), activation system (TfOH), and the coupling temperatures
(−40 °C) used for BB 105. An average 90% yield per step with
excellent β-stereoselectivity was observed. A solution-phase approach allowed to reduce the amount of required donor
(1–2 equiv compared to 9 equiv) and to couple big fragments
(i.e., [4 + 4] and [8 + 8] glycosylations) without a significant
loss in β-stereoselectivity. A β(1–4)-ManA 16mer was prepared using this highly convergent and iterative approach [303].
The high β-stereoselectivity of ManA donors was capitalized to
access β(1–4)-Man 6mer 110, after reduction of carboxylate
moieties of β(1–4)-ManA 6mer 107 (Scheme 16C) [304]. The
fast assembly of a β(1–4)-ManA 6mer 107 (75% average yield
per step) was achieved by automated solution-phase synthesis
with the help of fluorous solid phase extraction (FSPE). Reduction of the carboxylic acid moieties was achieved by diisobutylaluminium hydride (DIBAL-H) treatment.

way to access well-defined alginate oligosaccharides as enzymatic synthesis has suffered from the complexity of the enzymes involved [308]. The chemical construction of α(1–4)-ʟGul linkages is facilitated by the intrinsic tendency of Gul
donors to form 1,2-cis glycosidic linkages (α:β ratios >10:1).
The 4 H 3 conformation adopted preferentially by the Gul
oxocarbenium intermediate favors the attack of the nucleophile
from the α-face, leading to a 1,2-cis glycosylation (Figure 8A).
In contrast, GulA donors were found to be less α-stereoselective [301,309,310]. Therefore, the most frequently adopted
strategies involve highly α-stereoselective glycosylations using
Gul donors and subsequent oxidation to obtain GulA [310].
With this strategy, alginate oligomers (i.e., 7mer) with mixed
sequence were prepared. The solution phase synthesis was performed by sequential addition of a disaccharide BB 111 with
the α(1–4) GulA glycosidic linkage pre-installed (α(1–4) gulosylation followed by C-6 oxidation). The ManA unit provided
high β-stereoselectivity (α:β >1:20) (Figure 8B). This strategy,
while avoiding late-stage oxidations, suffered from the poor re-

Enzymatic approaches to access β-mannans are scarce in the literature. The enzymatic synthesis of β(1–4)-mannans (up to DP
7) was reported using glycosynthase mutants of the
β-mannanase from Cellvibrio japonicas. α-Mannobiosyl fluoride donors were coupled to a Glc acceptor, to obtain the
desired product, albeit in a relatively low yield (5% for the
7mer) [305]. Recently, β(1–4)-mannans were synthesized using
a thermoactive glycoside phosphorylase from Thermotoga
maritima that catalyzed the reversible degradation of mannosides by phosphorolysis. An initial screening of temperature and
pH, using the α-ᴅ-mannose 1-phosphate donor (αMan1P) and
ᴅ-mannose as the acceptor, identified optimal conditions (pH
6.0 and 60 °C), yielding mixtures of oligomers with a DP of 2
to 6. When a β(1–4)-mannoside 6mer was employed as
acceptor, higher DP could be reached. The longest oligomers
(DP between 7 and 16) precipitated into lamellar crystals with a
diffraction pattern typical of mannan I [306].
ManA-based polysaccharides are abundant component of alginates, often found as mixed polymers with α(1–4)-ʟ-GulA (i.e.,
guluronic acid). These naturally occurring anionic polysaccharides are found in algae and some bacteria [307]. The two
monosaccharides can be arranged in the polymer in different
patterns (i.e., MM, GG, or MG domains where M stands for
ManA and G for GulA). To date chemical synthesis is the only

Figure 8: A) The preferred 4H3 conformation of the gulosyl oxocarbenium ion favors the attack of the alcohol from the α-face. B) Key disaccharide BB 111 used for the solution phase synthesis of alginate oligosaccharides and representative structures obtained.
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activity of the axial OH-4 of GulA resulting in low glycosylation yields for longer analogues (i.e., 30–42%). In addition, the
acceptor reactivity was found to be highly sensitive to subtle
modifications in remote positions of the acceptor [309,311],
highlighting the importance of the – often overlooked –
acceptor three-dimensional structure.

Rhamnans
Long repetitive polysaccharides constituted of ʟ-Rha (i.e.,
rhamnans) are found in bacteria, plants, and algae but are absent
in animals [312]. The enantiomer ᴅ-Rha is less common, only
found in the capsule of some bacterial species. Linear repetitive
rhamnans can be classified in type I (alternated α(1–3)/α(1–2)
ʟ-Rha residues) or type II (linear α(1–3)-ʟ-Rha residues) and
can be variously sulfated.
Very few examples of enzymatic or polymerization methods
have been reported to prepare this class of compounds. In
contrast, from a chemical standpoint constructing α-rhamnans
does not present significant challenges. Similar to Man, Rha
donors benefit from the favorable anomeric effect and neighboring group participation, generally achieved with C-2 O-acyl
groups (e.g., Ac, Bz, Piv), which secures highly stereoselective
1,2-trans glycosylations (Figure 5) [270,313-318]. Even in
absence of neighboring group participation α-stereoselectivity is
achieved [319,320].
α-Rhamnans chemical synthesis suffers from PG migration.
This issue has been observed when constructing α(1–3) linkages, since C-2 O-Ac groups are prone to migrate from the axial
O-2 to the equatorial O-3 of ʟ-Rha [313,314,321,322].
Replacing the Ac group with benzoyl (Bz) [315], pivaloyl (Piv),
or cyano-pivaloyl (CNPiv) [313,314] groups prevented acyl
migration. In particular, CNPiv was developed to avoid the
harsh conditions generally required for Piv removal and could
be easily cleaved either by hydrogenolysis [313] or methanolysis [314]. Type I rhamnans up to 16mer (116a–e) were pre-

pared by AGA using disaccharide BB 115 (Scheme 17) [314].
Type I and II α-rhamnans were also successfully assembled
following solution-phase approaches by stepwise elongation of
the rhamnan chain using orthogonally protected disaccharide
BBs. The range of orthogonal PGs used (i.e., PMB, Bz, Nap,
Bn) suggested the possibility to generate rhamnan structures
with different sulfation patterns [315,316]. Orthogonality of
PGs was also exploited to introduce β(1–3)-GlcNAc branches
on a type I rhamnan 8mer backbone, common in bacterial
α-rhamnans [317].
In analogy to mannose, β-rhamnosylation is a highly challenging reaction. However, while the β-mannosylation reaction
can benefit from 4,6-O-benzylidene PG stereocontrol, β-rhamnosylation cannot [323]. To date, only few reports of successful
β-rhamnans synthesis are available, mostly limited to short
oligosaccharides [324].

Polysaccharides based on a mixed
mannose–rhamnose backbone
The lack of enzymatic approaches to construct the often unique
linkages found in bacterial polysaccharides makes chemical
synthesis the only amenable way to access these molecules.
Generally, the repeating unit containing the challenging linkage
is prepared and used in iterative glycosylation approaches
enabling exponential growth, while maintaining control over the
polysaccharide length.
Recently, the synthesis of large bacterial polysaccharides containing ᴅ-Man, and ᴅ/ʟ-Rha mixed structures was reported
[325,326]. The O-antigen of Bacteroides vulgatus consisted of
alternating α(1–3)-ʟ-Rha and β(1–4)-ᴅ-Man linkages. The efficient α-rhamnosylation reaction was exploited to elongate the
chain by iterative glycosylations, while the challenging β(1–4)Man was installed at the disaccharide level (117) using the 4,6O-benzylidene directed β-mannosylation (Figure 9A). The
exponential growth, up to the 128mer (118a–h), was enabled by

Scheme 17: AGA of type I rhamnans up to 16mer using disaccharide BB 115 and CNPiv PG. The AGA cycle includes coupling (TfOH) and Lev
deprotection (hydrazine).
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o-alkynylbenzoate donors [327] and the use of two orthogonal
PG at the reducing and non-reducing end (i.e., p-methoxyphenyl (PMP) and tert-butyldimethylsilyl (TBS) groups, respectively). The glycosylation reactions proved robust, with only a
slight drop in yield (i.e., 74% compared to ca. 90%) for the
[64 + 64] glycosylation. Issues during the final deprotection
steps, due to poor solubility and reducing end degradation
[294], lowered the isolated yield to 15% for the longest analogues [325].

Galactose-based polysaccharides

The capsular polysaccharide (CPS) of Clostridium bolteae,
consisting of alternating α(1–4)-ᴅ-Man and β(1–3)-ᴅ-Rha, was
targeted to showcase a methodology to construct β-ᴅ-Rha linkages. Similar to the above approach, the disaccharide BB 119
including the challenging β(1–3)-ᴅ-Rha glycosidic linkage was
initially prepared (Figure 9B). The efficient α-mannosylation
reaction was exploited to further elongate the chain in a sequential manner. Three different strategies were screened for the
construction of the dimer: i) β-rhamnosylation through a pre-activation strategy, ii) 4,6-O-benzylidene directed β-mannosylation and subsequent C-6 deoxygenation to provide ᴅ-Rha,
iii) indirect approach using 6-deoxy-ᴅ-Glc in a 1,2-trans glycosylation and subsequent C-2 epimerization to give ᴅ-Rha.
Strategies ii) and iii) successfully formed the β(1–3)-ᴅ-Rha
linkage of the disaccharide BB. A series of sequential glycosylations enabled the solution-phase assembly of oligosaccharides
up to 18mer (120a–i) in excellent yields (80–90% per
coupling). The deprotection (i.e., methanolysis and hydrogenolysis) proved to be challenging for longer analogues due to
the degradation of the oligosaccharides in the acidic solvent
chosen for hydrogenolysis. A neutral solvent mixture permitted
to obtain the compounds, even though in low yield compared to
shorter analogues [326].

β-Galactans

Enzymatic and polymerization approaches are not so common
for galactopyranose-based polysaccharides and are limited to
the construction of single glycosidic linkages [328]. In contrast,
bacterial enzymes capable of constructing galactofuranosebased polysaccharides have been widely studied and offer the
unique possibility to tune the chain length. Additionally, chemical synthesis can reliably afford both α-Gal and β-Gal polysaccharides.

Galactans and arabinogalactans, together with arabinans, are the
three types of side chains in the pectin RG-I domain
[99,329,330]. The backbone of type I galactans is made of
β(1–4)-linked Gal residues, while type II galactans are highly
branched polysaccharides composed of β(1–3)- or β(1–6)linked Gal residues [99].
β-Galactosylation is easily achieved by neighboring group participation. The main challenge of type I galactans is the low reactivity of the axial hydroxy group at C-4 of the Gal residues.
Type I galactans up to 7mer (121a–c) have been prepared employing C-2 O-Piv or O-Ac PG and either n-pentenyl or thioglycoside LG (Figure 10) [331-333]. Steric bulk around the unreactive C-4 OH was minimized by using Bn or allyl (All) ethers at
C-3 and C-6 positions [331]. Removal of Piv, despite requiring
harsh conditions (LiOH in MeOH under reflux or Et4NOH in
THF under reflux), yielded the desired product in good yield
(70–90%). In contrast, removal of allyl (All) PG was more challenging, requiring extensive optimization [331]. The use of Nap
to mask the hydroxy groups at C-4 or C-6 allowed for the latestage installation of arabinan side chains [332]. AGA was employed to assemble a collection of type I galactans using three

Figure 9: Key BBs for the synthesis of the O-antigen of Bacteroides vulgatus up to a 128mer (A) and the CPS of Clostridium bolteae up to 18mer (B).
The most challenging 1,2-cis glycosidic linkage is installed in the key BBs and highly stereoselective 1,2-trans α-rhamnosylation or α-mannosylation
were exploited for elongation.
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different Gal BBs equipped with Fmoc as a temporary PG to
allow for chain elongation. Lev could be selectively removed to
install ʟ-arabinose branches at the C-3. The low reactivity of the
hydroxy group at C-4 required a double cycle of glycosylation
and negatively impacted the final yields [334].

Only shorter synthetic oligomers based on a β(1–3)-Gal backbone could be obtained (122a,b). A collection of linear and
branched type II galactans was synthesized by solution-phase
methods. To minimize PG migration, the use of thioglycoside
disaccharide donors bearing a participating Piv ester at C-2
position was the key [339]. Similar structures were obtained by
AGA [340]. In both cases, orthogonal PG were necessary
for the installation of either β(1–6)-Gal or α(1–3)-Araf
branches.

α-Galactans and α-galactosaminogalactans

Figure 10: Examples of type I and type II galactans synthesized to
date.

The easy formation of β-Gal linkages and the excellent reactivity of the primary hydroxy group at C-6 considerably simplified
the synthesis of type II galactans. Solution-phase synthesis provided long β(1–6)-galactans, bearing α(1–2)- or α(1–3)-linked
ʟ-arabinofuranose side-chains [335-338]. A stepwise elongation (i.e., [4 + 12] then [4 + 16]) proved successful to construct
a 20mer β(1–6)-galactan, bearing arabinose side chains [338]
(123, Figure 10).

In contrast to the challenging formation of other 1,2-cis linkages, α-galactosylation can be reliably obtained using Kiso’s
di-tert-butylsilylene (DTBS)-directed α-stereoselective methodology (Figure 11A). Upon activation, the galacto-type oxocarbenium adopts a 4H3 conformation, preferentially attacked from
the α-face in a SN1 mechanism due to the steric bulk of the
DTBS group. The 4H3 conformation is stabilized by throughspace electron donation from the DTBS group. Complete
α-stereoselectivity is often preserved, even in presence of C-2
participating PGs [341,342].
This methodology was elegantly implemented for the synthesis
of galactosaminogalactans, linear heteropolysaccharide found in
the cell-wall of the fungus Aspergillus fumigatus (Figure 11B)
[343,344]. Natural galactosaminogalactans are composed of
Gal, GalN, and GalNAc arranged in a random pattern impeding
their isolation from natural sources. A sequential strategy using
BBs 124, 125, and 126 afforded a collection of α(1–4)-Gal,
α(1–4)-GalN, α(1–4)-GalNAc, including mixed structures. The

Figure 11: A) The DTBS PG stabilizes the 3H4 conformation of the Gal oxocarbenium ion favoring the attack of the alcohol from the α-face in a SN1
manner. B) Key BBs used in the synthesis of galactosaminogalactans bearing the α-directing DTBS PG.
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use of the highly reactive N-phenyltrifluoroacetimidate glycosyl
donors 126 proved to be crucial to generate long oligosaccharides. Chain elongation was achieved by DTBS removal and
selective benzoylation of the OH at C-6, yielding the free C-4
hydroxy group to be used as acceptor in the next glycosylation.
Good yields (80–90%) and excellent α-stereoselectivities were
obtained for the construction of oligomers up to 12mer (127,
128, 129a–d, 130a–d, 131a–d). The deprotection of α(1–4)-Gal
8mer and 9mer suffered from low yields (20–30%), due to low
solubility in water. Higher yields were obtained for more
soluble analogues [343,344].
The pectin domain homogalacturonan (HG) consists of a linear
backbone of α(1–4)-GalA residues in which the C-6 carboxylate moiety can exist as methyl ester, generating different
patterns [99,329,330]. While the stereoselective construction of
the α(1–4) linkages did not pose a significant challenge, the
poor acceptor reactivity due to the presence of the carboxylate
moiety often translated into low yield [99]. HG analogues (up to
a 12mer, 132a,b) were successfully synthesized by solutionphase synthesis (Figure 12). Solvent participation with Gal fluoride donors (activated with SnCl 2 , AgClO 4 ) ensured high
α-stereoselectivities. The Gal residues were converted to GalA
by selective hydrolysis of the Ac ester at C-6 and a two-step oxidation (i.e., Swern oxidation followed by treatment with
NaClO2 in aqueous acidic conditions) [345,346]. An alternative
oxidation protocol (Dess–Martin periodinane/NaClO 2 ) was
applied to synthesize HG fragments with different methylation
patterns (134a–d). Two orthogonal PGs (Ac and PMP) were
installed at C-6 of the α(1–4)-Gal fragments, allowing for selective oxidation (Figure 12). Methylation (with TMSCHN2) or
benzylation (with PhCHN2) of the carboxylic acid allowed to
differentiate between the carboxylic acids and obtain the methyl
ester or the carboxylic acid, respectively [347,348]. Overall,
while requiring more PG manipulations, the post-glycosylation
oxidation strategy proved to be higher yielding compared to a
procedure using GalA donors [349].

Galactofuranose-based polysaccharides
The cell wall of mycobacteria contains galactofuranose (Galf)based polysaccharides that play various functional roles based
on their length [350]. These polymers are biosynthesized in a
length-controlled manner by complex enzymatic machineries.
However, to date, the molecular mechanism for chain length
control remains poorly understood [351].
The galactan found in Mycobacterium tuberculosis is composed
of 20–40 Galf residues connected via alternated β(1–5)- and
β(1–6)-linkages. The in vitro enzymatic synthesis of these
galactans has been reported using galatofuranosyltransferase
(GlfT2) from Mycobacterium tuberculosis, UPD-Galf donor,
and acceptor 135c (Figure 13). The resulting polysaccharide
showed a product distribution unbalanced towards larger polymers (up to 27mer), with a narrow distribution centered on the
21mer. The nature and length of the lipidic part was a key parameter to control the in vitro polymerization. While 135a and
135b did not function as efficient acceptors, longer galactans
with distribution centered on the 41mer could be obtained
tuning the lipid length (acceptor 135d) [352]. The mechanism
of galactan length control may differ consistently between the
in vitro and in vivo setting as the interplay between the GlfT2
enzyme, the plasma membrane and other proteins involved in
transport across the membrane play a crucial role in length
control [353,354]. Recently, it was reported that a mutation on
the GlfT2 enzyme enabled the regulation of the galactan chain
length (4mer or 11mer with a relatively narrow distribution)
[350]. These examples suggest a potential avenue to produce
length-controlled polysaccharides via glycoengineering
[351,354,355].
The main challenges associated to the chemical construction of
alternated β(1–5)- and β(1–6)-linked ᴅ-Galf residues are the
complexity of Galf BB synthesis. Especially for Galf, the lower
thermodynamic stability compared to its pyranosic counterpart,
makes BBs synthesis more complex [356-359]. Common ap-

Figure 12: Homogalacturonan oligosaccharides synthesized to date. Access to different patterns of methyl-esterification could be controlled using
BBs 133a and 133b bearing different C-6 PGs (i.e., Ac or PMP).
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Figure 13: GlfT2 from Mycobacterium tuberculosis catalyzes the
sequential addition of UPD-Galf donor to a growing galactan chain
composed of alternated β(1–5)- and β(1–6)-linked ᴅ-Galf.

proaches to access Gal in the furanose form involved dithioacetal cyclization using iodine and an alcohol [358] or a
recently reported pyranoside-into-furanoside (PIF) rearrangement [360]. Frequent O-5→O-6 ester migration is observed in
basic media. The migration could be reduced by using morpho-

line, instead of piperidine, during the Fmoc deprotection permitting the synthesis of a 7mer upon stepwise chain elongation
[358,359]. Other approaches employing Lev as a temporary PG
yielded a 14mer galactan [361]. Interestingly, while a good reactivity of acceptor 136 was observed, the poor reactivity of
acceptor 137 hindered the stepwise synthesis of the linear backbone, already at the 3mer stage (Figure 14). This poor reactivity was ascribed to the unfavorable conformation adopted by
137. This problem was solved by building the galactan backbone from the non-reducing end to the reducing end [358].
Galactan fragments, up to 20mer, were prepared by AGA
(Scheme 18). When BBs 138a and 139a were used, several
problems were encountered such as poor solubility, aggregation of the growing chain on the solid support and instability.
Switching to BBs 138b and 139b bearing disarming Bz groups
solved the issue and enabled the assembly of galactans up to
20mer 140 [362].

Figure 14: The poor reactivity of acceptor 137 hindered a stepwise synthesis of the linear galactan backbone at the 3mer stage. In contrast, acceptor
136 proved to be more reactive.

Scheme 18: AGA of a linear β(1–5) and β(1–6)-linked galactan 20mer. The AGA cycle includes coupling (NIS/TfOH), capping (Ac2O) and Fmoc
deprotection (DBU).
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Fucose-based polysaccharides
Fucans are a class of ionic polysaccharides present on the cell
wall of marine brown algae, mainly constituted of repeating
ʟ-fucose units [363]. They are heavily sulfated and connected
through α(1–3) or α(1–4) linkages [364]. Several orthogonal
PGs are required to access different sulfation patterns present in
fucans. Long structures (up to 16mer) with α(1–3) connectivity
were obtained by iterative couplings of dimers and tetrasaccharides units [365]. Donors bearing 4-O-benzoyl, in combination
with the 3-O-Ac and 2-O-Bn groups, enhanced the α-selectivity
through remote participation. To date, only short tetramers containing both types of α-linkages have been reported [366].

Arabinose-based polysaccharides
Arabinans, repetitive polysaccharides containing arabinofuranose (Araf), are major constituents of both plant cell-wall and of
mycobacterial cell-wall, with the important difference that
plants contain ʟ-Araf, while bacteria ᴅ-Araf [367]. Mycobacterial arabinans are composed of a linear backbone of α(1–5)-ᴅAraf with α(1–3) branches, which can be further elongated with
linear α(1–5)-ᴅ-Araf residues. Similarly, plant arabinans consist
of α(1–5)-ʟ-Araf bearing α(1–3) and/or α(1–2) branches.
A variety of strategies have been reported to synthesize these
compounds. Most of them show several common features. Bz
groups are the most commonly used neighboring participating
groups to ensure stereoselectivity, affording the linear α(1–5)-ᴅAraf backbone. Convergent strategies are commonly employed
[368]. As an alternative approach, cationic ROP using 1,2,5orthobenzoate BBs and Lewis acid catalysis (i.e., SnCl 4 or
TMSOTf) could generate mixtures of linear α(1–5)-arabinans
(up to 25mer) [369-371]. Using 1,2,5-orthopivaloate BBs, linear
α(1–5) arabinans with DP up to 91 could be prepared [372].
Tuning the polymerization conditions gave mono-, di-, and trisaccharide thioglycoside Araf BBs, that were used to assemble
defined linear arabinans (up to 8mer) [373].
When constructing branched arabinans, convergent approaches
involving fragment coupling, rather than sequential elongation,
are preferred. Steric hindrance at the arabinan acceptor was
found to be the limiting factor during the installation of the
α(1–3)-arabinan branches. Small Araf donors enabled the installation of C-3 branches in a 12mer [374,375]. Larger structures
(up to 22mer) were synthesized by convergent fragment coupling [376,377]. Key to the success of these syntheses was the
early stage installation of the α(1–3) branches and the single
β(1–2)-linked Araf at the non-reducing end. Trichloroacetimidates were chosen as reactive LGs for the most challenging
couplings (i.e., [12 + 3 + 3], and [12 + 5 + 5]). To avoid the
removal of a large number of Bn groups at the last stage of the
synthesis, Bz groups were chosen as the sole PGs for the frag-

ments [376]. The reactivity of Araf permitted the implementation of milder glycosylation conditions; 1,2-propargyl
orthoester donors and alkynyl carbonate donors, activated using
a Au(I) catalyst in presence of AgOTf, were employed in the
convergent synthesis of a 25mer. The glycosylation could be
carried out at room temperature [368,378-380]. Shorter
branched structures (up to 6mer) could be assembled by AGA
using thioglycoside donors [281,381].
Fewer examples exist for the chemical synthesis of ʟ-arabinans.
A convergent assembly of a α(1–5)-linked 8mer was
accomplished with ʟ-Araf N-trichloroacetimidate donors.
Regioselective glycosylation of the primary alcohol at C-5 on
partially protected acceptors was possible, simplifying BB preparation. However, this reaction was shown to be highly
acceptor-dependent and worked best only for Araf acceptors
[382,383].
Recently, the synthesis of the whole complex arabinogalactan
polysaccharide 92mer was reported. A linear 30mer backbone
of alternated β(1–5)- and β(1–6)-linked ᴅ-Galf residues bearing
two branched 31mer arabinan was assembled in a convergent
approach. Two equivalents of a branched arabinan donor (bearing α(1–5) and α(1–3) linkages) were coupled to a linear
galactofuranose (30mer) backbone acceptor in a [31 + 31 + 30]
glycosylation step (Figure 15).
The three fragments were assembled following one-pot protocols, in which the donor was pre-activated at low temperature
(stoichiometric pTsCl/AgOTf at −78 °C) and then the acceptor
was added [154]. Upon completion of the reaction, the newly
formed compound was subjected to the same pre-activation
protocol and employed in the following step without intermediate purification. In this way, the alternated linear β(1–5)- and
β(1–6)-linked ᴅ-Galf 30mer fragment was quickly obtained via
a five-component one-pot glycosylation [6 + 6 + 6 + 6 + 6].
Each 6mer was itself generated via a six-component one-pot
protocol. Similarly, branched arabinofuranose fragment 145
was assembled following a six-component one-pot glycosylation [7 x 2 + 5 + 6 + 6] (Scheme 19). To avoid late-stage
installation of challenging linkages, the β(1–2)-Araf terminal
residues were installed at an early stage using a 3,5-TIPDS
protected (3,5-O-tetraisopropyldisiloxanylidene) Araf donor
[384].
The three fragments were finally connected using the benzenesulfinylmorpholine/triflic anhydride (BSM/Tf 2 O) activator
system. Despite the impressive size of the molecule, no issues
were encountered in the final deprotection steps (75% yield),
permitting to obtain 92mer arabinogalactan polysaccharide 140
[385].
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Figure 15: The 92mer arabinogalactan was synthesized using a [31 + 31 + 30] fragment coupling between a 31mer arabinan donor (Araf31) and a
30mer galactan acceptor (Galf30).

Scheme 19: Synthesis of the branched arabinofuranose fragment using a six component one-pot synthesis. i) TTBP, 4 Å MS, DCM, pTolSCl, AgOTf
then 143, −78 °C to room temperature. ii) pTolSCl, AgOTf then 144, −78 °C to room temperature. iii) pTolSCl, AgOTf then 144, −78 °C to room temperature.
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Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs)
Ionic polysaccharides are ubiquitous in living organisms where
they regulate a multitude of cell functions. The ionic moieties
control the shape of such compounds by promoting repulsive
and attractive interactions [9]. Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are
the major structural components of the extracellular matrix
(ECM) in mammals. GAGs are linear, negatively charged polysaccharides composed mainly of repeating disaccharide units
(Figure 16A) [386]. The anionic backbone, bearing sulfate
moieties (except for hyaluronans), is responsible for their interactions with a plethora of proteins and the regulation of a large
number of biological processes [387-389]. GAGs are water
retaining polysaccharides, thus modulating the hydration and
the water homeostasis in tissues [390].

GAGs can be obtained from animal sources (e.g., chondroitin
sulfate is extracted from shark cartilage), albeit in heterogeneous mixtures that hampered quality control and reproducibility
[391]. The heterogeneous nature of these samples is particularly problematic because the spatial orientation of the sulfate
groups (sulfation code) [392,393] and the length of the polysaccharide chain affects the structural and biological features of
GAGs. This became obvious during the “heparin crisis” in
2008, when batches of heparin, contaminated with oversulfated
chondroitin sulfate, entered the marketplace causing the life of
hundreds of people [4]. This episode underscored the urgency to
develop reliable methods to access well-defined GAGs, with
full control over substitution pattern and chain length. Welldefined GAGs are also valuable standards to uncover the mech-

Figure 16: A) Chemical structure and SNFG of the representative disaccharide units forming the GAG backbones, and B) representative examples of
synthetic disaccharides used for the preparation of HS analogues.
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anism of action of heparin-like drugs (e.g., fondaparinux)
[394,395].

and detection of highly sulfated structures is troublesome
[398,399].

Heparin and heparan sulfate
Among GAGs, heparin (H), heparan sulfate (HS), and heparinlike structures have been studied extensively due to their biological relevance [389]. HS binds to over hundred proteins
depending on sulfation pattern and chain length. Generally, a
minimal length (in most cases an octasaccharide) is required to
trigger specific biological events, including interaction with
cytokines and chemokines growth factors [396].
Due to their structural complexity, the synthesis of H/HS poses
multiple challenges (Figure 17) [397]. The formation of the 1,2cis linkage in the GlcN-GlcA repeating units cannot be directed
with neighboring group participation. A plethora of PGs has
been used to ensure or enhance α-stereoselectivity, through
remote participation and/or electronic effects. In addition, orthogonal PGs should also be strategically placed to allow for the
subsequent regioselective sulfation. This requirement becomes
particularly challenging considering the multiple steps needed
to generate the rare ʟ-idose unit. Another bottleneck arises from
the lability of the sulfate groups in both acidic and basic conditions, limiting PG manipulations or functional group transformations. Thus, the removal of the PG must be carefully planned
to avoid small pH fluctuations. Not last, purification

Figure 17: Synthetic challenges associated to the H/HS synthesis.

The significant efforts of the last 20 years resulted in synthetic
methods to access various BBs for the assembly of heparin and
heparan oligosaccharides. Considerable success has been obtained in making the core dimers IdoA-GlcN that can be further
assembled to give longer oligomers [400-404]. Still, most
methods suffered from lengthy and laborious processes (18–29
steps) and low yields that precluded scalability (Figure 16B).
Recently, a clever approach suggested the controlled hydrolysis
of commercially available heparin and heparosan polymers to
overcome the challenges associated with the chemical synthesis
of the disaccharide cores (Scheme 20) [405]. NMR spectrosco-

Scheme 20: Degradation of natural heparin and heparosan generated valuable disaccharides 150 and 151 that can be further converted into four
disaccharide BBs 152–155 to assemble well-defined structures.
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py revealed that, after acid hydrolysis, both polymers produced
one type of dimer as the major product (e.g., A-B or B-A).
Epimerization strategies (i.e., GlcA→IdoA) granted access
to the other two dimers present in HS. The introduction of
orthogonal PGs and selective sulfation, provided a set of
disaccharides in high yields (9% overall) to be used in the synthesis of well-defined heparin-like structures. To date, this scalable and efficient approach was applied to the synthesis of
tetramers.
Impressive results in terms of scalability were achieved starting
from the diastereomerically pure cyanohydrin 156 that was
quantitatively converted to ʟ-iduronamide 157 [406]. Upon suitable PG manipulations, compound 157 was transformed into
acceptor 158 that enabled the formation of the challenging

α(1–4) glycosidic linkage with the 2-azidoglucoside donor
(Scheme 21). The synthesis of a 12mer was achieved using iterative couplings of compound 159. Cleavage of the ester PGs,
O-sulfonation, azide reduction and debenzylation, followed by
final N-sulfonation permitted the first gram-scale synthesis of a
heparin-related 12mer 161 [407].
A similar iterative strategy, using tetrasaccharide BB 162 [408],
led to the successful synthesis of a collection of protected HS
analogues, from 16mer to 40mer [409]. The use of tetrasaccharide 162 permitted to reduce the number of purification steps
after each iterative coupling and improve the overall yields.
From this collection, the 20mer was further transformed into
two homogeneous HS-like oligosaccharides 164 and 165 with
different sulfation patterns (Scheme 21B).

Scheme 21: A) The one-step conversion of cyanohydrin 156 to ʟ-iduronamide 157 represent the key step for the synthesis of BB 158. B) Synthesis of
long heparin-like structures using iterative coupling strategies.
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Despite these impressive results, chemical methods based on
repetitive coupling steps, deprotections, and purifications are
extremely labor demanding. Enzymatic synthesis offers an alternative approach to shorten these lengthy procedures. Nevertheless, a purely enzymatic approach has been proven inadequate for the synthesis of long GAGs, because it generates illdefined mixtures of oligomers with different lengths [410]. A
chemoenzymatic approach could be the ideal solution to prepare
well-defined heparin structures [399]. Key to a successful
chemoenzymatic route is to design a sequence that resembles
the in vivo biosynthesis. Bacterial glycosyltransferases
(GTases) KfiA and PmHS2 are commonly used for the elongation of a starting disaccharide using UDP-GlcNAc 169 and
UDP-GlcA 168 activated sugar donors [411]. N- and O-sulfotransferases (STases) catalyze the regioselective insertion of the
sulfate moieties using 3’-phosphoadenosine 5’-phosphosulfates
(PAPS). To facilitate the detection and the purification steps,
the acceptor could be covalently attached to a UV detectable
chromophore, such as para-nitrophenol [412] (p-NP), or a fluorous tag [413]. Chemical modifications, tolerated by the enzyme, were used to overcome particular bottlenecks of the
purely enzymatic approach. For example, while the natural substrate for KfiA (UDP-GlcNAc 168) proved very stable to N-deacetylation, the unnatural donor [414,415] UDP-GlcNTFA 167
could be efficiently N-deacylated under mild basic conditions,
permitting subsequent regioselective N-sulfation. Variation on
the chemical backbone were catalyzed by C5-epimerase (C5epi), able to convert GlcA into IdoA and vice versa [416].
Recent studies revealed that C5-epi recognizes specific binding
domains, promoting reversible or irreversible epimerization
[417]. Following these paths, low-molecular-weight heparins
(LMWH) were produced in a gram scale. Longer structures (up
to 21mer, 172a–d) were also accessible (Scheme 22A) [418].
Still, the preparation of structures containing a large number of
IdoA2S-GlcNS6S remains problematic. A random epimerization may happen in the presence of C5-epi, leading to illdefined mixtures of GlcA and IdoA in the final product. A
pioneering strategy demonstrated that epimerization could be
successfully controlled with the selective introduction of a 6-Omethyl ether on a GlcN residue (Scheme 22B) [419]. Three
model hexasaccharides 173, 174, and 175 demonstrated how
single site substitutions can be key to direct enzymatic modifications and generate knowledge on enzyme specificity.

Others GAGs
Chondroitin sulfate (CS) is comprised of β(1–4)-linked
N-acetyl-ᴅ-galactosamine (ᴅ-GalNAc) and β(1–3)-linked
ᴅ-glucuronic acid (ᴅ-GlcA) repeating units (Figure 16A).
Dermatan sulfate, also named chondroitin sulfate B, is an analogue of CS, having IdoA instead of the GlcA repeating unit. In
analogy to heparin and HS, the sulfation pattern dictates the

interaction with other biomolecules resulting in important biological functions such as cell proliferation, tissue morphogenesis, and wound repair [420].
To date, the longest CS chain chemically synthesized was a
24mer [421]. To ensure stereocontrol, the nitrogen on the GalN
unit was equipped with a participating PG, which can be afterwards easily removed to release the free amine. The screening
of different disaccharide donors revealed that the di-4,6-O-acetylated GalNTFA gave the desired β-selectivity. However, the
formation of a stable oxazoline side-product during the glycosylation of bigger and less reactive acceptors limited this approach. Replacement of TFA with TCA and use of Bn groups
instead of the electron withdrawing esters limited the formation
of the oxazoline side-product. Iterative couplings of dimer 179
allowed for the synthesis of the protected 24mer (Scheme 23).
The cleavage of the Lev groups liberated the hydroxy groups
that were sulfated using SO3·NEt3. Different methods were
attempted for the removal of the TCA groups, which proved to
be very stable. Finally, a concentrated ammonia solution
permitted the cleavage of the twelve TCA moieties to give compound 181, after hydrogenolysis.
A total of 15 CS oligosaccharides with different sulfation
patterns, ranging from trisaccharides to nonasaccharides, were
enzymatically synthesized to investigate their biological function [422]. The glycosyl transferase KfoC [423], extracted from
the E. coli K4 strain, permitted to transfer both UDP-GalNAc
and UDP-GlcA. The backbone could be prepared in a gram
scale, thanks to the UDP-sugars obtained from cheap starting
materials. This approach proved to be highly divergent, because
KfoC tolerated the unnatural substrate GalNTFA, which could
be chemically transformed to either an amine or an azide for
further functionalization. A collection of well-defined oligosaccharides with natural and unnatural sulfation patterns were produced on multi-milligram scales.
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is the only non-sulfated GAG and is
composed of alternating GlcA and GlcNAc residues connected
through β(1–3) and β(1–4) glycosidic linkages, respectively
(Figure 16A). HA is a major component of the extracellular
matrix and is involved in many essential biological processes
[424] such as cell adhesion, cell migration, and wound healing.
Its mode of action is length-dependent; thus much effort has
been put to obtain defined hyaluronans of different lengths. The
low reactivity of the GlcA as glycosyl donor is the major synthetic challenge, generally overcome by the use of the more
reactive Glc donor followed by a post-glycosylation oxidation
to convert it to GlcA. Issues associated to GlcNAc concern the
protection of the amino group: TCA, commonly used to direct
the formation of the β-linkages through participation, often led
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Scheme 22: A) Chemoenzymatic synthesis of heparin structures, using different types of UDP activated natural and unnatural monosaccharides. The
steps follow the in vivo biosynthesis of such compounds. B) Selective epimerization of hexasaccharides 173, 174, and 175 revealed how single-site
methylation can affect the function of C5-epi.

Scheme 23: Synthesis of the longest synthetic CS chain 181 (24mer) using donor 179 and acceptor 180 in an iterative approach.
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to the formation of less reactive oxazolines. The use of
TMSOTf suppressed the formation of this side product
and allowed for the synthesis of a 10mer in moderate yields
[425].
A collection of hyaluronans, ranging from trimers to 15mer, has
been synthesized in an automated fashion on a solid-support
[426]. Disaccharide 182 was prepared in a multigram scale from
compound 183. The C-4 and C-6 hydroxy groups of GlcNAc
were masked as silyl ethers, providing ketals with excellent
stability to acidic conditions. A first glycosylation with monomer 183 ensured high yield of the first coupling to the solid
support. Iterative couplings with dimer 182 gave the protected
hyaluronans with well-defined lengths that were liberated from
the solid support and subjected to global deprotection to give
184a–c (Scheme 24).
HA oligomers were prepared chemoenzymatically, using
PmHAS, a unique class of bacterial enzymes that catalyze the
addition of both UDP-GlcNAc and UDP-GlcA monosaccharides [427]. Short oligomers (2-4mers) were obtained after stepwise enzymatic couplings, controlling the acceptor/donor molar
ratio. These oligomers served as synthons for the one-pot polymerization. HA polymers formed from short length acceptors
displayed a very narrow MW distribution, as confirmed by
multi-angle light scattering experiments. The same strategy was
applied for the synthesis of homogeneous chondroitin polymers
and other derivatives [428].
Keratan sulfate (KS) consists of a N-acetyllactosamine backbone (Figure 16) [429]. Different types of KS are present in the
cornea, cartilage, and brain, named KS I, KS II and KS III, respectively [430]. Despite some encouraging results, the synthesis of long KS is, to date, not reported. A chemoenzymatic approach allowed for the step-by-step elongations of the backbone, but remained limited to tetrasaccharides [431]. Hexasaccharides with different sulfation pattern were obtained by AGA
[432]. The low reactivity of the donor and the acceptor as the

chain length increases has limited the formation of longer structures.
Overall, GAGs with well-defined composition, patterns and
lengths are needed to unlock the “sulfation code” and establish
structure–function correlations. Recent advances in chemical
and chemoenzymatic synthesis permitted the preparation of
impressive targets. Still, most procedures are lengthy and low
yielding, suffering from low reactivity or poor selectivity as the
polysaccharide chain grows. New automated procedures as well
as highly selective enzymatic transformations should be implemented to provide valuable alternatives to naturally sourced
GAGs.

Conclusion
Exploitation of polysaccharides has always relied on mixtures
of compounds extracted from natural sources. Much effort has
been put to understand how sequence, length, and substitution
pattern affect polysaccharides’ biological and material properties [93,221,350]. Therefore, well-defined polysaccharide samples become essential probes to establish structure–property
correlations and for reproducible biological studies
[93,221,350]. Polysaccharides with well-defined chemical
structures can be prepared synthetically following three main
approaches: i) enzymatic methods, ii) polymerization, and
iii) chemical synthesis. These approaches are complementary to
each other, offering advantages and limitations. Thus, in most
cases, the choice of the more suitable methods depends on the
desired application.
Enzymatic and chemoenzymatic methods showed enormous
potential for the synthesis of some classes of polysaccharides
(i.e., GAGs). The main advantages are the simple synthetic
protocols (no PGs required) and the high regio- and stereoselectivity, typical of enzymes. In contrast, the high specificity of the
enzymes hampers the introduction of unnatural moieties and
limits the scope of these methods. To date, not all glycosidic
linkages are accessible and repetitive polymers are often ob-

Scheme 24: AGA of a collection of HA with different lengths. The AGA cycle includes coupling (TfOH) and Lev deprotection (hydrazine).
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tained as mixtures with a non-uniform dispersion of MW. The
combination of enzymatic methods with chemical strategies
(i.e., chemoenzymatic methods) offers a valuable alternative to
generate precision polysaccharides [399]. Synthetically produced oligomers can be enzymatically polymerized to obtain
artificial polymers with well-defined branching pattern [7].
Being able to control the polysaccharide length remains the next
challenge. The inspiration could come from length-controlled
biosynthetic pathways [351,354,355].
Polymerization approaches allowed growing large synthetic
polysaccharides in short time and are easily scalable. However,
only few types of glycosidic linkages are accessible and mixtures of different chain lengths are often generated. Recently reported methods for polymerization in confined space could
improve the control over the chain length [433-435].
Chemical synthesis enabled the preparation of well-defined
polysaccharides, but is labor-intensive, requiring several protected monosaccharide BBs and, to date, it suffered from poor
scalability. Recently achieved total syntheses (i.e., 92mer [385]
and 128mer [325]) showed that long and well-defined polysaccharides could be accessed. With automated platforms, long
polysaccharides could be obtained routinely (i.e., 100mer and
151mer [278]), considerably reducing the lengthy synthetic
protocols traditionally needed for solution phase methods. Still,
only some classes of polysaccharides have been synthesized,
often relying on the relatively easy installation of 1,2-trans
glycosidic bonds. In contrast, the formation of multiple 1,2-cis
glycosidic bonds remains highly challenging. New highly selective methods have been developed [167,178,285], however,
only few proved to be applicable to the synthesis of long polysaccharides. Additionally, the low reactivity of particular BBs
(e.g., uronic acids for the synthesis of GAGs) hampered the
establishment of efficient synthetic protocols. A major limitation encountered in many reports of polysaccharide total synthesis is the decreased reactivity of large donors and acceptors.
This issue is, to date, poorly predictable, due to the little knowledge on the conformation of protected glycans. Computational
methods are expected to help the understanding of the reactivity for such complex molecules. While chemical ligation protocols enabled the total synthesis of proteins [436], similar
methods are still lacking for polysaccharides and fragment coupling often requires broad screenings of LGs, solvents, and activation systems.
Aggregation is another major bottleneck that can drastically decrease the yield of polysaccharide synthesis and can occur
either at the fully protected stage, during an intermediate stage
[156,157] (i.e., semiprotected stage) or at the final deprotected
stage [93,344].

Upon assembly of the protected polysaccharide target, either by
polymerization or chemical synthesis, the removal of the PGs
often proved to be challenging. Aggregation [93,156,157,437],
degradation (both during methanolysis [93] and hydrogenolysis
[294,325,326]), substituent migration [322,438] or cleavage are
among the most common issues encountered. The development
of better PGs that can be removed quantitatively is highly desirable. Particular effort should be put towards the development of
novel N-PGs considering the many drawbacks of the currently
employed ones [251,261]. Novel PGs [439] and more suitable
solvent systems [440] could alleviate some of these problems.
The purification and characterization of long polysaccharides
poses an additional challenge, especially for ionic polysaccharides [398,441]. As the size of synthetic polysaccharides approaches the size of macromolecules, the implementation of
novel analytical and purifications techniques becomes necessary [283].
Overall, structural precision has become an important goal in
polymer science as it is crucial to achieve novel properties or to
fully understand complex architectures [442,443]. Automated
techniques and solid-phase methods have become popular to
generate polymers with full control over the sequence, length,
and substitution [444,445]. These approaches, despite being
time consuming and in most cases not yet scalable, represent
the only amenable way to obtain structure–property correlations. Oligomers able to maintain the properties of longer polymeric structures could become a valuable target to fill the gap
between small molecule and polymer science [446]. The same
trend is true for polysaccharides. Well-defined polysaccharides
could become essentials in biology where batch-to-batch reproducibility is imperative. Oligosaccharides with controlled
lengths will be required to induce particular biological
responses and automated techniques could grant access to
collection of pure compounds for screening. Full control on the
polysaccharide length and sequence will also be key to control
the aggregation of these compounds and create nanomaterials
with defined dimensions [447].
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Abstract
Additive manufacturing or 3D printing as an umbrella term for various materials processing methods has distinct advantages over
many other processing methods, including the ability to generate highly complex shapes and designs. However, the performance of
any produced part not only depends on the material used and its shape, but is also critically dependent on its surface properties. Important features, such as wetting or fouling, critically depend mainly on the immediate surface energy. To gain control over the surface chemistry post-processing modifications are generally necessary, since it′s not a feature of additive manufacturing. Here, we
report on the use of initiator and catalyst-free photografting and photopolymerization for the hydrophilic modification of microfiber
scaffolds obtained from hydrophobic medical-grade poly(ε-caprolactone) via melt-electrowriting. Contact angle measurements and
Raman spectroscopy confirms the formation of a more hydrophilic coating of poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate). Apart from surface modification, we also observe bulk polymerization, which is expected for this method, and currently limits the controllability
of this procedure.
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Introduction
Additive manufacturing, commonly referred to as three-dimensional (3D) printing, is an approach to create physical objects
using layer-by-layer [1] or voxel-by-voxel fabrication [2]. 3D
printed materials can be used for a broad spectrum of applications, including medical devices where implants can be
personalized to improve outcomes in patients [3]. Here, compliance to the regulatory pathway [4,5] is important, which favors
solvent-free processing technologies of medical-grade raw
materials. Solvent-free 3D printing approaches such as
electron beam melting [6], micro-extrusion [7] and selective
laser sintering have all been used to fabricate clinical implants
[6,7].
Other emerging 3D printing technologies can also fit the prerequisites described above, including melt electrowriting (MEW)
[8]. This technology is based on the direct-writing of ultra-fine
(800 nm to 10 µm) and micro-scale filaments onto a collector
with repeat fiber deposition to build up a micro-scale 3D object,
with build heights in the range of several millimeters [9-11]. In
MEW, the polymer jet is electrostatically drawn from a nozzle,
resulting in a considerable reduction of the final fiber diameter.
The direct-writing onto a flat collector or on a rotating/translating mandrel enables the printing of flat [11,12] or tubular
[13] scaffolds, respectively.
While medical-grade poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) is the most
commonly used material for MEW, due to its favorable thermal
and mechanical properties, cytocompatibility, biodegradability,
and good printing properties [8,14,15], it is a hydrophobic
polymer and immersion into fluids can result in air bubble
capture within the scaffold structure, biofouling and nonspecific cell interactions [16]. Protein adsorption and denaturation on the hydrophobic surface can lead to fibrous encapsulation of medical implants [17,18]. Accordingly, it would
be beneficial for PCL implants to have a hydrophilic, nonfouling surface while avoiding factors that complicate
the regulatory path to the clinic. So far, the wettability could
be improved by a variety of methods like plasma
treatment, NaOH hydrolysis treatment or a micro deposition
system. This study outlines a potential approach to coat
medical-grade PCL with a thin hydrogel that requires no
initiator or catalyst – just a deoxygenated aqueous monomer
solution and UV light. We demonstrate this surface modification using a hydrogel, poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate)
(PHEMA) [19]. However, this approach should have broad
utility for a spectrum of monomers and macromonomers
susceptible to radical polymerization onto (almost) any surface
featuring C–H bonds. This hydrogel coating is achieved with
self-initiated photografting and photopolymerization (SIPGP,
Scheme 1).

SIPGP is a simple, solvent-free bulk/surface photografting first
introduced by Deng et al. grafting maleic anhydride [20] and
styrene [21] onto low-density poly(ethylene) films. Later, this
was extended for other monomers and many other substrates including ultra-nanocrystalline diamond, graphene and silicon
carbide [22-30]. Even bottle-brush brushes could be prepared
via SIPGP on various substrates for different applications [3133].

Results and Discussion
Here, we introduce SIPGP for the coating of 3D printed PCL
microfiber scaffolds, investigate the range of suitable parameters and characterize the change in the properties of the coated
scaffolds. PCL scaffolds with a hatch spacing of either 150 µm
or 500 µm were fabricated, with the fiber diameter being
12.1 ± 3.3 µm. The experimental setup consisted of a closed
chamber, which was equipped with a valve for argon supply
and a slot for the UV lamp (Supporting Information File 1,
Figure S1). Initially, static conditions were used to determine
the influence of exposure time, distance between light source
and substrate on the PHEMA coating and monomer concentration (Supporting Information File 1, Figure S2). As the next
step, scaffolds were investigated with respect to their
wettability. In order to simulate aqueous conditions in
cell culture medium or after implantation, samples were
immersed in water for 0, 10, 20 and 30 min (Figure 1A and
Figure 1B; t = 0, 10, 20, 30 [min]) before analysis. Based on
contact angle measurements, the wettability of PCL scaffolds
notably changed after SIPGP modification (Figure 1). The
hydrophobicity of untreated PCL MEW scaffolds (500 µm
hatch spacing) is also affected by the macrostructure of the
hatches, with a high contact angle of at least 127.9° (Figure 1A,
t = 0 [min]) (compared to 66° reported for a smooth PCL film
[34]) that remains almost unchanged over time. SIPGP-modified PCL scaffolds, however, revealed a significantly lower
initial contact angle. For 500 µm hatch spacing, an initial contact angle of 83.2° (t = 0 [min]) was measured and decreased
until a final value of 64.9° after 300 s (Figure 1B). The decrease in contact angle is more rapid compared to the uncoated
PCL scaffold, because further water is adsorbed by the hydrophilic PHEMA coating, resulting in enhanced wettability. However, both graphs also show a time-dependent wettability decrease in the first 30 min after the withdrawal from immersion
which might be in consequence of a hydration loss through
water evaporation. Interestingly, this tendency is only followed
by the dried PHEMA-coated sample and not by the dried pristine PCL scaffold. An explanation for this observation might be
PHEMA´s ability to absorb water as well as the relative indistinct hydration state of PCL compared to PHEMA when fully
hydrated.
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Scheme 1: Schematic representation of the self-initiated photografting and photopolymerization (SIPGP) of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) including intersystem crossing from singlet to triplet state which is mandatory for the formation of a biradical (left). Cartoon how SIPGP leads to surfaceinitiated polymerization and bulk polymerization (monomer red, active species red/yellow halo) (right).

Figure 1: A) Graph showing change in the static contact angle with time on a pristine PCL scaffold with a 500 µm hatch spacing and B) on a SIPGPcoated scaffold with a 500 µm hatch spacing. The measured samples were immersed in water for different periods of time t = 0, 10, 20, 30 [min].
C) Photograph of a 2 µL water drop on a pristine PCL scaffold immediately after droplet deposition and D) on a SIPGP-modified scaffold immediately
after droplet deposition. E and F) toluidine blue staining of PCL scaffolds coated with PHEMA via SIPGP showing the variation with E) the UV-reaction time and F) the distance between light source and substrate. Scale bar for E and F is 1 cm.
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Toluidine blue staining was used as a rapid, colorimetric
readout as it selectively binds to PHEMA. Results for three
negative controls (cleaned scaffold, scaffold irradiated without
monomer solution, and scaffold immersed in monomer solution
without irradiation) can be found in Supporting Information
File 1, Figure S3, and have no staining. The irradiation time was
varied between 10 min, 20 min, and 30 min (Figure 1E) and the
intensity of the blue coloration is proportional to reaction time
resulting in a complete coating of the PCL fibers after 30 min.
The distance between the UV source and the scaffold was
varied from 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm, and 1.5 cm (Figure 1F) and, as the
intensity decreases inversely in proportion to the square of the
distance, a larger working distance should result in less pronounced coating.
Wang and Brown reported a polymerization conversion of 90%
after 50 s for HEMA (0.30 mm ± 0.04 mm) [22] which is
significantly faster than the values investigated in the
present study. However, the authors used UV-C light with
an intensity of 0.024 W/cm2 compared to UV-A light with a
calculated intensity of 0.079 W/cm 2 at a distance of
1.0 cm used in the present study. After SIPGP, a thin, heterogeneous material can be seen spanning large proportion of the
pores (Figure 2A and Figure 2B), however, this morphology
is highly irregular. A change in wetting behavior could be
demonstrated, and toluidine blue staining indicates successful
SIPGP of HEMA on PCL scaffolds. However, to prove that
this material is indeed PHEMA, we performed confocal
Raman microscopy on the samples, which allows a spatially
resolved polymer identification based on chemical functionalities. A unique peak at 1111 cm −1 was identified and is
attributed to backbone stretching of aliphatic chains

[ν(C–C)] in PCL. Also, a characteristic band at 829 cm −1
was detected which can be assigned to PHEMA and refers
to the symmetrical stretching vibration [ν(C–O–C)] of ester
groups (Figure 2C, blue and red circles). With Raman imaging
and the corresponding spectra, the presence of PHEMA on the
PCL MEW scaffolds was clearly verified (Figure 2C and
Figure 2D), especially regarding the material spanning the
boxes.
Unfortunately, the high PCL signal intensity covers most of the
signals originating from the thin PHEMA coating directly
deposited on fibers (Supporting Information File 1, Figure S4; a
3D Raman reconstruction is provided in Supporting Information File 2). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) corroborates
this fiber coating and corroborates the inhomogeneous distribution of PHEMA inside the boxes (Figure 3). Compared to the
pristine scaffold (Figure 3A and Figure 3B), the PHEMA coat
can be clearly distinguished both as a thin coat on the fibers as
well as in form of films between fibers and spanning boxes
(Figure 3C). On unmodified scaffolds, rough patches on the
bottom-most fibers are discernible (Figure 3B, white arrows),
which originate from the contacting of the first fibers with the
collector. After coating, these rough patches are covered by
more smooth material, but only partially (Figure 3D, orange
arrows). The coating is clearly irregular, even where fibers are
fully coated, with seemingly thicker strands of PHEMA
covering the PCL scaffold (Figure 3C and Figure 3E, yellow
arrow). We assume that these thicker strands may originate
from UV-induced HEMA polymerization in solution which are
then deposited on the scaffold. Interestingly, profound webbing
of PHEMA between the fibers can be observed (Figure 3F, red
arrow), but also rather inhomogeneous membranous deposi-

Figure 2: A) Optical photograph of an SIPGP-coated sample. B) 3D topography reconstruction of the SIPGP-coated scaffold. C) Raman spectra
depicting the fingerprint region of PHEMA and PCL with the two significant peaks of PHEMA (829 cm−1) and PCL (1111 cm−1) marked with circles.
(D) Shows these peaks as False-color Raman image of PCL fibers (red) and PHEMA coating (blue).
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Figure 3: A) SEM image of pristine, uncoated PCL MEW scaffolds with a hatch spacing of 150 µm × 200 µm and inset (B), where the white arrows
show embossing of the first printed layer on the bottom of the scaffold. C) PHEMA coated scaffolds (prominent spots of PHEMA coating marked with
red arrows) of the same hatch spacing, irradiated from a distance of 1 cm for 30 min with a wavelength of 365 nm with inset shown in (D), where the
yellow arrows point at PHEMA strands, in contrast to the irregularities caused by the printing (orange arrows). E and F) SEM images of scaffolds with
a hatch spacing of 500 µm under the same conditions as C). The yellow arrow in (E) points at a border line of PHEMA and the red arrow in (F) at pure
PHEMA in between fibers. G) SEM image of a scaffold with a hatch spacing of 500 µm under the same conditions as C), but freeze dried, with inset
shown in (H), where the yellow arrows point at irregularities within the PHEMA coating. False colored blue for G and H indicates the exposed PCL
fibers in the PHEMA-filled MEW scaffolds.

tions on larger sections of the scaffolds (Figure 3G and
Figure 3H).
Even though MEW has been carried out predominantly using
PCL, other non-conductive polymers like water-soluble poly(2ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEtOx) [35], polypropylene (PP) [36,37]
photo-cross-linkable and biodegradable poly(ʟ-lactide-co-εcaprolactone-co-acryloyl carbonate) [38], or thermoplastic elastomers [39] have successfully been processed via MEW [40].
Interestingly, PCL frames made with MEW were used to build
up soft network composites [41-43] with outstanding mechanical properties, also with weak matrices of interest for tissue
engineering applications [44].

Supporting Information
Supporting Information File 1
Experimental section and additional images.
[https://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjoc/content/
supplementary/1860-5397-17-136-S1.pdf]

Supporting Information File 2
3D Raman reconstruction.
[https://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjoc/content/
supplementary/1860-5397-17-136-S2.mp4]
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Abstract
In the last decades, numerous stimuli-responsive polymers have been developed and investigated regarding their switching properties. In particular, thermoresponsive polymers, which form a miscibility gap with the ambient solvent with a lower or upper critical
demixing point depending on the temperature, have been intensively studied in solution. For the application of such polymers in
novel sensors, drug delivery systems or as multifunctional coatings, they typically have to be transferred into specific arrangements,
such as micelles, polymer films or grafted nanoparticles. However, it turns out that the thermodynamic concept for the phase transition of free polymer chains fails, when thermoresponsive polymers are assembled into such sterically confined architectures.
Whereas many published studies focus on synthetic aspects as well as individual applications of thermoresponsive polymers, the
underlying structure–property relationships governing the thermoresponse of sterically constrained assemblies, are still poorly
understood. Furthermore, the clear majority of publications deals with polymers that exhibit a lower critical solution temperature
(LCST) behavior, with PNIPAAM as their main representative. In contrast, for polymer arrangements with an upper critical solution temperature (UCST), there is only limited knowledge about preparation, application and precise physical understanding of the
phase transition. This review article provides an overview about the current knowledge of thermoresponsive polymers with limited
mobility focusing on UCST behavior and the possibilities for influencing their thermoresponsive switching characteristics. It
comprises star polymers, micelles as well as polymer chains grafted to flat substrates and particulate inorganic surfaces. The elaboration of the physicochemical interplay between the architecture of the polymer assembly and the resulting thermoresponsive
switching behavior will be in the foreground of this consideration.
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Introduction
During the last decades, the class of stimuli-responsive materials has entered the focus of scientific research and applied
polymer science [1-9]. They are characterized primarily by their
ability to adapt spontaneously and reversibly to changes of
environmental conditions because of their characteristic physical and chemical properties. For this reason, they are also referred to as "smart materials". Due to their very flexibly
designable organic structure, the physicochemical properties of
polymers can be adjusted precisely, making them ideal chemical components for the generation of smart devices. Depending
on the polymer structure, including backbone and functional
groups [10], their properties can be reversibly influenced by
external chemical (e.g., pH value [11,12], ionic strength [13],
polarity of solvent [14]), biological (e.g., bacteria, biomolecules [15], enzymes [16]) or physical stimuli (e.g., light [17-19],
temperature [12,18], mechanical forces, as well as electric
[20,21] and magnetic fields [22-24]) [1,25,26]. As a result of
these environmental triggers, smart materials exhibit a defined
reversible change in their physicochemical properties (e.g.,
solubility, viscosity) and can respond to stimuli in several ways
by altering light transmitting abilities, shape, color, conductivity, as well as wettability [27,28]. Therefore, such functional
polymers have a huge potential in numerous areas of application including biomedicine [29,30], drug delivery [12,31], tissue
engineering [32,33], analytic application [18], environmental
applications [34,35], sensors [36-38], actuators [37-39] and
other applications [5].
For many of these purposes, it is essential to tether such polymers to interfaces or arrange them into confined polymeric
architectures, such as star polymers or micelles, in a defined
way. All these arrangements have in common that the mobility,
i.e., the degrees of freedom of movement of the polymer chains,
is limited compared to free polymers in solution, which affects
the responsiveness of the polymers. The switching behavior can
thus be controlled not only by the chemical composition of the
polymer and its chain length, but also by its specific arrangement, for example by varying the grafting density [40-42].
Therefore, a transfer of the physicochemical concepts valid for
free polymer chains in solution is only conditionally applicable
to constrained polymer topologies. The most commonly used
stimulus to induce responsive behavior is the temperature [2,4345]. The physicochemical basis for this is a temperature-dependent solubility of a polymer in one or a mixture of solvents.
In solution, stimuli responsive polymers undergo a conformational, so-called coil-to-globule, transition. Depending on
whether the solubility increases below (LCST for lower critical
solution temperature [46-49]) or above (UCST for upper critical solution temperature [50-53]) a critical demixing temperature, this class of polymers can be divided into those with LCST

or UCST behavior. Physicochemically, these temperature-dependent phase transitions and consequently the term UCST/
LCST are exclusively defined for substances, like polymers, in
solution. However, the related concepts have been extended to
polymers attached to flat or particulate surfaces as well as polymers in star or micelle constitution in the last decades. Hence,
thermoresponsive polymers are still intensively investigated
regarding to theory, preparation and their potential use [2,43].
However, while polymers with an LCST type phase transition
have been extensively studied over the past decades, interest
in the equally promising but usually more complex and
experimentally much less frequently observed UCST-based
phase transitions of polymers has grown strongly in recent
years.
The UCST-type thermoresponsive behavior of polymers is
governed by oriented polymer–polymer interactions, such as
hydrogen bonding or electrostatic interactions. As a function of
temperature, these attractive interactions are formed and contribute to phase separation (T < UCST) or are increasingly
destabilized and allow solvation of the polymer chains
(T > UCST). Compared to an entropy-driven LCST behavior of
polymers, the enthalpy-driven UCST thermoresponse is based
on spatially highly directed forces between polymer segments
[51,52,54,55]. Understanding the molecular mechanism and
thus precisely controlling the complex interplay of attractive
interactions enables fine-tuning of the phase transition temperature itself, as well as the sharpness, switching amplitude and reversibility of the transition for a desired application [6,50,51].
Today there are several excellent reviews offering synthetic
guidelines for the design of novel thermoresponsive polymers
exhibiting UCST type behavior. Seuring et al. [51,54],
Niskanen et al. [50], Bansal et al. [52] or Zhao et al. [55] summarize known thermoresponsive building blocks based on their
molecular structure and offer interesting design approaches supported by the underlying thermodynamic mixing theory. However, although the influence of certain molecular parameters
such as chain length, concentration, pH or low molecular
weight additives are discussed, the thermoresponsive behavior
of polymers is exclusively considered as free polymer chains in
solution. On the other hand, there are several reviews dealing
with applications of thermoresponsive polymers. In this context,
among others Zarrintaj et al. [56], Mokhtarinia et al. [57] and
Sponchioni et al. [58] present a few novel applications of UCST
polymers, especially in the biomedical field in comparison to
LCST-based approaches [6,7,59-62]. However, these reviews
and the summarized research papers mainly focus on the application itself. A systematic investigation of the underlying structure–property relationship of the thermoresponsive polymer has
only been conducted to a very small extent.
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Despite of first successful applications of UCST polymers, it is
still poorly understood how the polymer’s topology is effecting
its thermoresponsive behavior until now. So far, there are
neither sufficient theoretical models nor extensive experimental
work that can comprehensively describe the influence of
grafting density, degree of crosslinking or branching as well as
the substrate’s influence on the UCST phase transition of
grafted polymers. Moreover, for polymers in solution, a generalized thermodynamic description and a standardized characterization of the macroscopic effects via turbidimetry (determination of the cloud point) is available. For thermoresponsive interfaces in the form of polymer brushes on a flat substrate or on
nanoparticles, however, there are only very limited comparable
analytical characterization methods, which consequently leads
to a distortion of terminologies and makes it difficult to
compare different studies. Nevertheless, based on selected
studies, we want to highlight different topologies of UCST
polymers in the subsequent discussion and work out their
impact on the thermoresponsive phase transition. In contrast to
a large number of previously published studies, the present
review does not only focus on the molecular structure of
thermoresponsive polymers and their synthesis but also
discusses their phase transitions, in terms of structure–property
relationships arising from the alignment of the polymer chains
in assemblies of constrained mobility. Benefits as well as limitations of selected grafted or crosslinked architectures will be
pointed out. However, based on the relatively small number of
available studies and sometimes contradictory findings, it is
evident that there is a big demand of academic research to
develop generalized guidelines for the use of UCST-type
polymer topologies especially within multicomponent systems.
The present review will be limited exclusively to stimuliresponsive polymer layers bonded to flat and particulate inorganic surfaces as well as to star polymers and polymer micelles.
Only polymer layers that are covalently, i.e., chemically,
bonded will be considered in contrast to non-bonded
Langmuir–Blodgett or hydrogel films [63,64].
The following contribution is divided into three sections. The
review will be preluded with a presentation of the physicochemical aspects of the phase transition of unhindered polymer
chains in solution with an LCST or UCST behavior, followed
by a consideration of grafted linear polymers, star polymers and
micelles having such thermoresponsive characteristics. Because
studies about systems with UCST behavior are underrepresented and only sporadically physicochemically analyzed, the
focus will be on this type of phase transitions. Additionally, the
knowledge about the LCST behavior of the mentioned polymer
structures (micelles, star polymers) and grafted configurations
(chains anchored on spheric and flat substrates) will be briefly

summarized. This review article aims to outline the existing
knowledge on thermosensitive polymers from a physicochemical rather than a synthetic point of view in order to gain a
deeper understanding of the mechanisms involved in the phase
transition with upper critical demixing point versus lower critical demixing point. The fundamental understanding of the
polymer–solvent (–surface) interactions and the influence of the
polymer morphology is essential for the generation of new
polymer-equipped devices with tailored properties for specific
applications. At the end of the review article all abbreviations
are explained in a separate list.

Review
Theory of LCST and UCST
Fundamental thermodynamics of binary mixtures
The theoretical considerations about the mixing behavior of a
polymer in a solvent, which is often characterized by a limited
temperature-dependent miscibility due to the specific properties of macromolecules, is introduced with some fundamental
remarks on the thermodynamics during the mixing process
[65,66]. From the mathematical description of the law of energy
conservation (1st law of thermodynamics) and the assumption
that energy cannot be completely converted into work (2nd law
of thermodynamics), a criterion for the spontaneity of processes in general, and the mixing processes discussed here, has
been thermodynamically formulated. Mathematically, this description results in the Gibbs energy of mixing ΔmG, which is
linked to the enthalpy of mixing ∆mH and the entropy of mixing
∆mS via the following well-known connection:
(1)

This means that for positive values of ΔmG, segregation occurs
and for negative ΔmG, mixing occurs. For an ideal binary mixture of components A and B, this equation can be converted into
the following form by comparing the Gibbs energy before and
after mixing using the chemical potentials µ:
(2)

with n = nA + nB. It should be noted that the essential property
of an ideal mixture of liquids is not the exclusion of all interactions as it is assumed for the mixing of ideal gases. In an ideal
solution, there are interactions between the components A and
B, but the average interaction energy between A and B in the
mixture is the same as the average energy of interaction between the single components in the pure liquids. Therefore, the
enthalpy of mixing, the difference between the enthalpy of the
mixture and the enthalpy of the pure components, ∆mH is zero
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and from the comparison of Equation 1 and Equation 2 we
obtain for the entropy of mixing:
(3)

Thus, the driving force of the mixing process is the increase in
disorder due to the mixing of the particles of both species. ∆mG
is therefore always negative for ideal mixtures of any composition with a minimum at a certain ratio A–B and is always
smaller than the Gibbs energy for a heterogeneous system over
the entire concentration range (illustrated in Figure 1a, curve α).
The Gibbs energy of mixing cannot be reduced by demixing, so
that A and B are miscible with each other in any ratio. The mixture is always more stable than the pure components. In
contrast, the curve γ shows an example for the behavior of ∆mG
of a real mixture. Here, the Gibbs energy of the single-phase
state is always higher than the mixture of the two components.
Therefore, the two liquids are immiscible with each other over
the whole concentration range. On the molecular level, these
real mixtures are characterized by interactions A–A, A–B as
well as B–B, which are all different from each other. The
mixing process is thus accompanied by an enthalpy change and
possibly by an additional entropy contribution. The free energy
of mixing can thus become positive (spontaneous segregation)

if the mixing process is strongly endothermic (large positive
value for ∆mH) and ∆mS is negative (for example, due to reorganization of the molecules, which can lead to a more ordered
system).
In addition to systems that are immiscible over the complete
composition range, components A and B may also be miscible
only in a specific range of possible compositions. This phenomenon is also called partially miscibility. In this case, a mixing
gap is formed in which the binary system is characterized by
instability (Figure 1, curve β). In this region, ∆mG exhibits a
maximum and two inflection points (E and F) as a function of
composition. This region cannot be realized by “equilibrium”
experiments and can only be captured mathematically. These
points are also called spinodal points. In addition, two further
minima exist. By applying the double tangent to these two
points C and D, the composition of the coexisting phases of the
hypothetical mixture with the composition xm can be obtained.
The region between C and D, also called binodal points, and the
inflection points is a metastable region. Mathematically, this
results in the following instability criterion:

(4)

Figure 1: (a) Schematic representation of the phase stability of a binary mixture based on the free enthalpy of mixing ∆mG as a function of composition at constant pressure and temperature. Function α shows the curve for an ideal mixture with complete miscibility. Curve β corresponds to a
system with a miscibility gap. Here, for example, a mixture of composition φm decomposes into the corresponding phases A and B with the corresponding volume fractions φA and φB. The mixture can thereby lower its energy from
to
. The curve γ shows the behavior with complete
immiscibility. (b) Schematic representation of the phase stability of a binary mixture with limited miscibility in a spatial φ–ΔmG−T diagram with projection of the Gibbs energy of mixing curves onto the φ–T plane for the construction of the known temperature-composition curves is exemplarily shown
for a system with an upper critical demixing point and corresponding upper critical solution temperature (UCST).
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These equations are valid for φ1 as well as for φ2. The point
where binodals and spinodals touch, i.e., their values become
equal, is called the critical point (Figure 1b). The criterion is
that in this point the third derivative of the Gibbs energy after
composition is zero:

(5)

In many binary systems, the miscibility of two components is
temperature dependent. Depending on whether a miscibility gap
occurs above or below a certain temperature, a distinction is
made between mixtures with an upper critical solution temperature (UCST) or a lower critical solution temperature (LCST).
Figure 1b demonstrates the schematic projection of several
functions of ∆mG at different concentrations and temperatures
into a commonly represented T−φ diagram using the example of
a system with a UCST.
As described above, limited miscibility occurs whenever the
mixture exhibits deviations from the ideal state. This means that
∆ m G is no longer exclusively dependent on the entropy of
mixing (Equation 3). In addition, a value for the enthalpy of
mixing ∆mH, which describes the energetic interactions, must
be included in the consideration. Flory and Huggins did significant work on this field, which is widely used in the description
of polymer solutions [67-70]. For the enthalpic description, they
introduced the interaction parameter χ, which is defined over
the intracomponent interactions εAA and εBB between the particles of the pure components and intercomponent interactions
ε AB between the components among each other. Whether
limited miscibility occurs depends on the interplay between
these inter- and intracomponent forces. According to Flory and
Huggins the χ-parameter was derived via a lattice model of
statistical thermodynamics and is defined as follows:

(6)

with k as the Boltzmann constant, z as the (average) number of
contacts per molecule and T as the temperature. Accordingly,
the following relationship is obtained for the enthalpy of
mixing:
(7)

By combination of this equation with Equation 3 for the entropy
and Equation 1, a mathematical relationship can be derived for

∆mG, which is also the mathematical description for the curves
α, β, and γ in Figure 1. In the case of an ideal mixture, the χ-parameter is zero and curve α is obtained. Because of interactions
between the components in nonideal two component systems,
the χ-parameter takes positive or negative values depending on
whether the intracomponent interaction is smaller or larger in
comparison to the intercomponent interaction. The miscibility,
i.e., whether ∆mG becomes negative, is decided by the relationship between ∆mH and ∆mS and the temperature, which is illustrated in Figure 1.

Thermodynamics of polymer–solvent mixtures
Based on these fundamental considerations, these thermodynamic relationships for the mixing process of two liquids are
now transferred to free polymer chains in a solvent. For
simplicity, a monodisperse polymer is assumed, which, in a first
approximation, should behave like a liquid in a solvent. The
dissolution of polymers is characterized by strong interactions
among the polymer chains and with the solvent molecules. For
a polymer to dissolve well in a solvent, the intermolecular
forces between the polymer chains on one side and between the
solvent molecules on the other side must be smaller than the
effective forces between polymer and solvent molecules among
each other. If this condition is fulfilled, solvation of the polymer
takes place. First, cohesive forces between the solvent molecules and the polymer chains must be overcome. At the same
time, polymer chains come into contact with solvent molecules,
which leads to the release of solvation energies or adhesion
energies. If the Gibbs energy of the individual components
(polymer and solvent) is higher than that of the homogeneous
mixture, ∆mG is less than zero. The components mix into each
other. Conversely, if ∆ m G > 0, complete dissolution of the
polymer cannot occur. Coexisting, separate phases with a high
and a low polymer content are formed. Experimental and theoretical studies show that there is both a concentration and temperature dependence of χ [71-74]. Consequently, for the exact
description of complex phenomena of the dissolution of polymers, an extension of the basic theory is necessary, which
results in a various number of tailored models [75-77], like the
Flory–Huggins–van Santen (FHS) model. The FHS model
shows that the combinatorial entropy of mixing is much smaller
for macromolecules than for compounds with a low molar mass.
For modelling of phase diagrams with LCST and/or UCST, it is
common practice to replace χ by a semiempirical interaction parameter g, which is both temperature and concentration dependent [78,79] and can be modelled by using the following polynomial in φ2 (with k as index of summation).

(8)
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(9)

Due to a complex temperature dependency of g (denoted as gk
in Equation 9) the polymer can show an upper or lower critical
demixing point or a combination of both (Figure 2). In the
discussion so far, it was assumed that the investigated polymer
solution is strictly binary and consists only of a solvent and the
polymer with one molar mass. However, this is not true for any
real polymer solution. Every polymer always exhibits a molar
mass distribution. Therefore, a quasi-binary mixture is usually
considered. It is possible to measure the cloud-points, but the
obtained cloud-point (Tcp) curve differs from a simple bimodal.
Thus, the critical point (LCST or UCST) of one specific
polymer with distinct Pn is not the extremum and is found at
higher polymer concentrations in practice. The maximum of the
cloud-point curve shifted to higher temperatures and to the solvent-rich region. The theoretical model was accordingly extended to account for polydispersity [80-82].
In general, the determination of cloud-points with respect to a
thermally induced phase transition is a widely discussed phenomenon in the literature. At this point we would like to refer to
an excellent work by Hoogenboom and co-workers [46]. We
will only briefly discuss the definition of Tcp and how it differs
from LCST and UCST. The Tcp is defined as the temperature at
which the phase transition of a polymer solution at a certain
concentration from the soluble state to the collapsed state
occurs, accompanied by the turbidity of the solution. This temperature can be determined by various methods, such as
turbidimetry [83], 1H NMR spectrosocopy [84], and dynamic

light scattering [85,86]. In this context, the cloud-point is the
phase transition temperature at a certain polymer concentration,
which can be located at any point on the binodal curve, and
therefore, the polymer concentration must be specified sets in
the cloud-point determination. It should be noted that Tcp is not
equivalent with LCST or UCST, since LCST corresponds to the
minimum temperature value or UCST corresponds to the
maximum temperature value of the binodal curve. In other
words, the LCST is the lowest value of Tcp in the phase diagram
and the UCST is the highest value of Tcp. The cloud-point curve
does not exactly match the binodal curve in the overall phase
diagram [87]. This difference between cloud-points and the
binodal curve is related to kinetic aspects of determining Tcp
versus the thermodynamic binodal curve, as well as to the limitations of the turbidity measurement, since it only detects
polymer agglomerates that are sufficiently dehydrated and large
enough. In addition, the cloud-point depends on the method
used for the determination. In addition to these differences between LCST/UCST and Tcp for polymers in solution, the differences to polymers grafted on surfaces must be considered.
These include, in particular, the strong interaction between the
grafted chains caused by their close distances to each other and
the limitation in their degrees of freedom of movement due to
the substrate geometry. In addition, each grafted film has a density- and thus a concentration profile, which makes it difficult to
define a quantity corresponding to the Tcp. The exact concentration in a grafted polymer film is not known and can only be
indirectly given by the grafting density. Thus, the phase transition temperature observed by methods such as in situ ellipsometry is by definition different from such temperatures determined in solution.

Figure 2: Illustration of the relationship between the type of miscibility gap and the temperature dependence on the g-parameter. In the
temperature–composition diagrams the binodal lines are shown. Figure 2 redrawn from [51].
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The critical points in the isobaric phase diagram, where temperature is plotted versus composition, are denoted as lower critical solution temperature or upper critical solution temperature.
In the case of a polymer with a UCST, the polymer is in a
phase-separated, collapsed state below this temperature.
Heating increases the solubility until only one phase is present
above the UCST. Schematically, the chains are in stretched conformation and soluble in all proportions. In contrast, the LCST
is the temperature above which the polymer is insoluble
(Figure 3).

hydrophilic groups, which can form hydrogen bonds with water.
These interactions result in a highly ordered hydration shell
when the macromolecule is in solution. The best known example of a phase transition with an LCST is PNIPAAm with its
hydrophilic isopropyl groups interacting with water molecules
[48,97-99]. From a thermodynamic point of view, the hydrogen
bonds between the polymer and the water molecules lead to a
negative value for ∆mH and, due to the ordered hydration structures, to a negative entropy of mixing. As soon as the turbidity
temperature is reached, the hydrophobic effect becomes dominant and water molecules are released, leading to a collapse of
the hydration shell and a significant increase in entropy. The
intra- and intermolecular interactions between polymer segments are favored and the polymer begins to precipitate. A
comparison of the calorimetrically determined enthalpies of
mixture ∆mH for PNAGA and PNIPAAm reveals the different
mechanisms. The entropically driven LCST phase transition of
PNIPAAm has a substantially smaller value for ∆ m H
(≈5 kJ/mol) [100,101] than the enthalpically based UCST transition of PNAGA (≈90 kJ/mol) [92], which additionally indicates stronger polymer–polymer interactions for UCST polymers.

Phase transition behavior of particular polymer
architectures
Figure 3: Schematically pictured phase diagram of a binary mixture
composed of a dissolved polymer with a LCST and an UCST miscibility gap, respectively.

The reason of this described UCST behavior lies mainly in
enthalpic effects [50,51]. From a thermodynamic point of view,
∆mH and ∆mS of the mixing process are positive for UCST
polymers. If the temperature curve is considered, it can be seen
that at a low temperature ∆mH is larger than the T∙∆mS term.
According to Equation 1, ∆mG is positive and the polymer is
insoluble. When the temperature is higher than the temperature
of the associated binodal at a given composition, the expression
T·∆mS exeeds ∆mH and ∆mG becomes negative and the polymer
dissolves. This phenomenon occurs for polymers whose interactions with the solvent or between the chains are characterized
by strong dipol–dipol interactions, such as Coulomb forces, or
by hydrogen bonds. Hence, on the one hand, strongly charged
zwitterionic polymers, such as PDMAPS and its structural analogues [88-91], and on the other hand, polymers with strong
hydrogen acceptor and donor units, like the uncharged PNAGA
[92-96], show a pronounced UCST.
In contrast, the solubilization process of a polymer with LCST
behavior is an entropic effect characterized by negative ∆mH
and ∆mS values. The essential structural feature of such polymers is their amphiphilic structure of hydrophobic domains and

The relationships described above concerning the segregation
behavior of a polymer below or above a certain temperature and
the associated formation of a miscibility gap were initially
considered only for free polymer chains in solution. In the
following section particular polymer arrangements and architectures will be briefly introduced concerning the relationship between their morphology and the temperature-induced phase
transition. These polymer arrangements of constrained mobility
include star polymers, micelles and grafted linear polymers on
flat surfaces as well as on nanoparticles. In general, these four
polymer arrangements are characterized by the fact that the
mobility of the polymer chains is constrained, in contrast to free
polymer chains in solution. Due to the substrate geometry in the
case of grafted polymers or due to their arrangement through
their structure in the case of micelles and star polymers, the
polymers are forced into a certain structure and their degrees of
freedom of movement are thus limited. As a result, extremely
high segment densities are sometimes generated. In the case of
grafted polymers, this depends on the grafting density and substrate geometry. In micelles, the local concentration depends on
the total chain length, as in star polymers, and on the ratio of
hydrophilic and hydrophobic components. A phase diagram, as
described above, describes the mixing behavior over the entire
concentration range, i.e., from 0 to 100%, which, however, is
never completely reached in the four polymer arrangements
studied. Therefore, we cannot speak here of phase diagrams in
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the classical sense, as well as about a UCST and LCST in the
strict sense. Nevertheless, the micelles, star polymers and
grafted polymers show a responsive behavior, which will now
be discussed in general. The main focus is on fundamental
trends. Subsequently, these trends are applied to numerous
UCST systems.
Definition and phase transition behavior of star polymers
and polymeric micelles: So far, only the phase transition for
free polymer chains in solution has been studied. The arrangement of polymer chains can form superstructures that have a
direct influence on the physical properties, such as mobility and
intermolecular interactions, and thus also on the position and
width of the phase transition. A topologically simple way to
restrict the mobility of the polymer chains is the radial, covalent fixation of at least three polymer chains around a core. If
the dimension of the core is much smaller than the length of the
arms, that is, the root-mean square end-to-end distance, this
arrangement is called star polymer [102-107]. These "arms"
extend into the surrounding solvent and can interact with it. If
thermoresponsive polymers are used for this purpose, the
swelling behavior can be thermo-induced. In combination with
other nonresponsive polymers the corona of the star polymer
can be modulated resulting in an intermolecular micellization
[108], which is illustrated in Figure 4. In contrast to free
polymer chains in solution, branched polymers have an enhanced segmental density with the same molar mass and are
therefore more similar to the hard sphere model [109]. Due to
the confined structure, star polymers possess distinct physicochemical properties such as a low viscosity, high density of
polymer segments and functional groups as well as a smaller
hydrodynamic radius and larger diffusion coefficient compared
to linear polymer chains in solution.
Amphiphilic AB-type copolymers spontaneously form micelle
structures above a critical concentration by self-assembly due to
their structure consisting of hydrophilic and hydrophobic units

[110-113]. In the case of rather large corona blocks compared to
the core-forming blocks, such structures are usually star-shaped
and spherically composed of many individual chains by noncovalent interchain interactions in contrast to star-shaped polymers. Thus, in a polar solvent, such as water, the hydrophobic
block forms an anhydrous core. The hydrophilic chains stretch
into the solvent in the shape of a swollen corona (Figure 5). The
size, shape and dynamics of the micelle can be essentially tuned
by the absolute length of the block copolymer and the relative
length of the blocks to each other and the glass transition temperature. If a block is composed of a thermoresponsive
polymer, the amphiphilic character and self-assembly ability
can be altered by changing the temperature. The thermoresponsive block collapses or swells depending on the temperature resulting in a reversibly switching behavior of structure and shape
of the micelle.
Definition and phase transition behavior of polymers
grafted on flat and particular surfaces: For numerous applications, immobilization of the polymer chains is desirable. In
solution, a phase diagram is uniquely defined and can be easily
determined by turbidity measurements, for instance. On a surface, however, conventional segregation is not possible due to
the hindered mobility of the polymer chains. In contrast,
external triggers, such as temperature, can more or less switch
between a stretched and a collapsed brush conformation,
leading to a change in macroscopic properties, such as contact
angle or layer thickness, in contrast to the cloud point for free
polymer chains. The influence of covalent bonding on a flat or
curved surface will be considered using the example of the
polymer brush structure, which has been intensively studied
both experimentally and theoretically [114-117]. In general,
these influencing parameters include the curvature and general
properties of the substrate, the grafting density and chain end
effects. A polymer brush is defined as a dense array of flexible
polymer chains chemically or physically attached to a surface
through one end of the chain [118]. The distance between the

Figure 4: Schematic illustration of a thermo-induced swelling behavior of a star polymer composed of responsive (red) and nonresponsive (blue)
polymer chains and their subsequent intermolecular micellization. Figure 4 redrawn from [108].
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Figure 5: Schematic illustration of self-assembly of block copolymer amphiphiles in a polar medium.

attachment points is decisive for the properties of the polymer
film and its differences from free polymer chains (Figure 6). If
the average distance between the anchor points is smaller than
the undisturbed gyration radius R g of the free chains, the
polymer chains stretch to the so-called polymer brush conformation, due to the repulsive segment–segment interaction, in
contrast to the so called “mushroom regime”. That means, the
intermolecular interactions in the brush dominate over the intramolecular ones. As a result, the chain conformation within the
brush structure is always stretched compared to unattached
pendants.
The first theoretical investigations into the swelling behavior of
polymer brushes based on the work of de Gennes [119,120] and
Alexander [121]. In this theoretical work scaling laws were
derived for uniformly stretched neutral polymer chains in nonpolar solvents that form a brush with fairly uniform density
(“box-model”). The scaling laws allow the description of
the swollen layer thicknesses as a function of the grafting
density and the molecular weight of the polymers. Using
the self-consistent field theory, it was possible to describe

the nonequally and nonuniformly stretching behavior in
order to minimize the whole conformational entropy loss
[122,123]. Using further theoretic models and methods, such as
the lattice density functional theory, the temperature-dependent
swelling behavior of a polymer brush could be simulated in
comparison to the corresponding phase diagrams of the free,
unbound polymer chains in solution [124]. The corresponding
diagrams are summarized in Figure 7 and show the typical
thickness–temperature graphs for polymer brushes.
With regard to the interactions between the chains, a distinction
is made between so-called classical polymer brushes, in which
only van der Waals interactions dominate between the chains,
nonclassical neutral brushes, in which additional specific interactions occur between the chains themselves and with the solvent including structuring effects in hydrogen bonding solvents,
and polyelectrolyte brushes, whose behavior is additionally determined by long-range Coulomb interactions [114,116]. The
main difference between classical and nonclassical polymer
brushes is the role of the solvent, which has an influence on the
internal structure of the polymer film. This leads to different

Figure 6: Schematic comparison of the size and conformation between free polymer chains (a), grafted polymer chains in mushroom regime (b) and
polymer chains grafted on a surface in the brush conformation (Rg – radius of gyration, s – distance between grafting points, L – brush height).
Figure 6 redrawn from [117].
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Figure 7: Comparison of the possible phase diagrams of a polymer in solution with partially miscibility and the corresponding temperature–thickness
curve, showing the swelling behavior of the polymer brushes as a function of the temperature change (μ – chemical potential, i – component, Ω –
potential of the grand canonical ensemble, ρ – density distribution, r – chain length). These graphs were simulated using lattice density functional
theory. Figure 7 was reprinted with permission from [124]. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0.

distributions of the polymer segments and therefore to different
polymer profiles in vertical extension to the surface. This effect
has a direct impact on the occurrence and width of phase separation with an LCST or UCST and its dependence on brush parameters, such as local concentration, and thus on its influenceability. It has often been shown experimentally that the most
pronounced conformational response of polymer brushes is
achieved at moderate grafting densities [125]. Furthermore, the
collapse of end-tethered assemblies is generally weaker and
broader due to the interaction between the chains compared to
isolated chains in solution [123,126]. In the case of classical
polymer brushes, i.e., nonpolar systems such as polystyrene
brushes, the transition from a swollen state to a collapsed state
is characterized by the change of the segment distribution from
a parabolic to a step profile and a rearrangement of the chain
ends [126]. This collapse can be described by the classical
Flory–Huggins model. It follows that this vertical collapse
above the LCST or below the UCST is merely a shrinkage and
not a discontinuous transition [70,114,125,127]. Unlike free,
unbound polymer chains, where the degree of dilution can
achieve any composition in the phase diagram, the extent of
dilution in brushes is limited and a function of grafting density
and temperature. For phase segregation, the concentration of
segments in a brush must be in the semi-dilute region. The associated concentration is generally much higher than required for
the critical temperature. Hence, the contraction of the brush
never crosses the coexistence curve with decreasing temperature [114]. Due to the special arrangement of the chains on a
surface and the intermolecular interaction that occurs, vertical
phase separation is suppressed in systems such as polystyrene in
cyclohexane, in contrast to free dissolved chains [128]. However, at vanishingly small concentrations, classical brushes always
exhibit a behavior resembling phase separation with UCST.
Unlike this classical polymer brush, the χ-parameter for water-

soluble polymers depends on both temperature and concentration as well as on φ [71-74,129,130]. This dependency results in
a shift of the critical point and a change of the shape of the
coexistence curve enveloping the two-phase region. Because of
the specific interactions between water and polymer chains,
water-soluble polymers can have a critical point at any concentration, which often corresponds to a miscibility gap with a
LCST [74], in contrast to nonpolar brushes in an organic solvent (like polystyrene in cyclohexane), which always show an
UCST. This critical point is usually located in the semi-dilute
regime and the brush can contract discontinuously or continuously [114,131]. The more complex dependencies on χ leads to
a bilayer-type profile, as has been shown for PNIPAAm
[132,133], since the near-surface segments tend to segregate
compared to the outer region. This results in a broadening of the
temperature range in which the polymer chains collapse. The
third class of brushes are films composed of polyelectrolytes in
which long-range Coulomb interactions are dominant
[134,135]. Here the charges of the polymer chains and therefore the intermolecular repulsions are compensated by counterions. Due to this counterion condensation, the majority of ions
are located inside the brush. Therefore, the interface is in a
charged state, viewed from the outside, which can be easily observed by, e.g., zeta potential measurements. Two scaling
regimes can be defined as limiting cases using the specific localization of the counterions that results from additionally
added salt: the salted brush and osmotic brush [136-138]. These
additional counterions, in addition to pH changes, have significant influence on the swelling behavior in the case of weak
polyelectrolytes. In a salted brush, the concentration outside and
inside the brush is approximately the same and the swelling
properties are determined by excluded volume interactions between the segments. In an osmotic brush, the concentration of
trapped counterions inside the brush is greater than the concen-
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tration outside. The resulting osmotic pressure depends on the
interconnected polymer segments, the chain elasticity and the
trapped counterions.

decreases [140]. The reason for this is the strong dependence of
the free space per polymer chain at the same grafting density on
the degree of curvature [115].

The previous remarks on the swelling behavior of polymer
brushes on planar surfaces can essentially be transferred to
curved surfaces, that is, to coated particles. Particulate systems
[115,117] are characterized by the fact that a certain number of
coated surfaces interact with each other. The temperature-dependent swelling influences the interactions between the functionalized particles. In addition to the described factors influencing the position and width of the critical point, the curvature
must be considered for particulate systems. A general trend is
that the cloud points of responsive nanoparticles are smaller
than compared to free polymer chains [139]. The size of the
nanoparticle core directly affects the thermal response. Thus, it
was found that with increasing particle size, the LCST

Responsive polymers with LCST behavior
The LCST behavior of the mentioned polymer arrangements is
a very intensively studied phenomenon in the literature.
There are many different polymers that exhibit a phase
transition with LCST, such as PNIPAAm, PEGMA, POX,
PDMAEMA, PDEAEMA, PDEAEAM, PMEMA and
PDEAAM. The review of Roy et al. presents a comprehensive
list of investigated polymers with a LCST-like behavior [2].
The influence of structure and properties of the polymers as
well as their arrangement on the location and width of the
phase transition has also been studied in numerous examples.
Therefore, at this point we will only refer to published reviews
on this topic. Table 1 summarizes the work on micellar

Table 1: Overview of the most significant polymers with LCST behavior ordered by the polymer arrangements star polymer, polymer micelles as well
as polymers covalently grafted on nanoparticles and flat surfaces.

Polymer arrangements

Polymer

Object of research/highlighted application

reference

star polymers [102,103,106]

PNIPAAm-based polymers [102]
PNIPAAm-PDEAEMA

synthesis/analysis

[141,142]

PNIPAAm-PS

synthesis/analysis

[143]

PNIPAAm-PEG

synthesis/analysis

[108]

PEG-PDEAEMA-PNIPAAm

synthesis/analysis

[144]

PEG-PNIPAAm-Plys/PAA

synthesis/analysis

[145]

PS-PCL-PNIPAA

synthesis/analysis

[146]

PEG-PtBMA-PNIPAAm

synthesis/analysis

[147]

PS-PNIPAAm-PDMAEMA

synthesis/analysis

[148]

PNIPAAm-P4VP

synthesis/analysis

[149]

PS-PNIPAAm-P4VP

synthesis/analysis

[102,149]

PAA-PNIPAAm

nanocarrier/molecule delivery; synthesis

[105]

PCL-PNIPAAm

nanocarrier/drug delivery, synthesis

[150]

PTEGDA-PNIPAAm-PNMA

drug delivery, synthesis

[151]

PNASME-PNIPAAm

synthesis/analysis

[152]

PBOX-PEtOX

synthesis/analysis

[153]

PEtOX- PIPOX

synthesis/analysis

[154]

PIPOX

synthesis/analysis

[155,156]

PEG-PDMAEMA

synthesis/analysis

[157]

PCL-POEOMA-PMEO2M

synthesis/analysis

[158]

PDEGA-PHEA

synthesis/analysis

[159]

P(DEGMA-OEGMA-GMA)

as nanolayers for controlled cell sheet
detachment, synthesis

[160]

PDMAEMA-PDEGA

synthesis/analysis

[161]

MPEP-PCL-PPE

synthesis/analysis

[162]

PVAc-PNVCL-PNVP

synthesis/analysis

[163]

POX-based star polymers

PEG or PEG derivates-based star
polymers

other polymers
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Table 1: Overview of the most significant polymers with LCST behavior ordered by the polymer arrangements star polymer, polymer micelles as well
as polymers covalently grafted on nanoparticles and flat surfaces. (continued)

polymer micelles
[4,59,164,165]

PNIPAAm-based micelles
P4VP-PNIPAAm

catalysis, synthesis

[166]

PNIPAAm-PDMAAm

drug delivery, synthesis

[167]

PNIPAAm-DNA

synthesis/analysis

[168]

PNIPAAm-PHPMA-PEG

synthesis/analysis

[169]

PNIPAAm-PBMA

drug delivery, synthesis

[170]

PNIPAAm-PS

synthesis/analysis

[171,172]

PNIPAAm-HPG

[173]

POX-based micelles [174,175]
PEtOX-PPropOX

synthesis/analysis

[176]

PIPOX-PAMPT

radionuclide delivery, synthesis

[177]

PMeOX-PIPOX-PBuO

synthesis/analysis

[178]

PBOX-PEtOX

drug delivery, synthesis

[153]

PMeOX-PBuOX

synthesis/analysis

[179]

PDMAEMA-PCL

drug delivery, synthesis

[180]

PEGMA-PMMA-PDEAEMA

synthesis/analysis

[181]

PHPMA-PDEGMA

drug delivery, synthesis

[182]

PNIPAAm-

preparation/analysis

[186]

PDMAAm@Fe3O4

preparation/analysis

[187]

PNIPAAm-PNHMA@ Fe3O4

drug release, preparation

[188-191]

PNIPAAm@SiO2

molecule delivery, preparation

[191-194]

PNIPAAm@Fe3O4

microfluidic separation and assay; sensing;
drug release, preparation

[195-201]

PNIPAAm@Au

fundamental investigation, preparation, cell
up-take control

[200,202]

PNIPAAm-PAm@Au
PNIPAAm-PNVP@Fe3O4

cell up-take control drug delivery/cell
separation, preparation

[203]

PNIPAAm-PDMAEMA@Fe3O4/Au

catalysis, preparation

[204]

PNIPAAm-PAA@UCNP

sensing, preparation

[205]

PNIPAAm-PMAA-PVP@Fe2O3

drug delivery, preparation

[206]

PIPOX@Fe3O4

preparation/analysis

[208]

PIPOX-PEtOX@SPION

cell up-take control

[209]

PEtOX/PPropOX-PVIm/P4VP@Ag

preparation/analysis

[210]

PEG-PDMAEMA@Au

preparation/analysis

[212]

PEGMA@Au

preparation/analysis

[151,213]

PMEO2MA-OEGMA@Au

protein adsorption, preparation

[214]

PEGMA-PEG@SiO2

catalysis, preparation

[215]

PEG-PPO@SPIO

protein adsorption, preparation
sensing, contrast agent

[216]

PEG-PPO@ SiO2

drug delivery

[217]

preparation/analysis

[218,219]

other polymers

polymers grafted on
nanoparticles
[4,115,117,164,183-185]

PNIPAAm-based grafted
nanoparticles

POX-based grafted nanoparticles
[207]

PEG or PEG derivates-based
grafted nanoparticles [211]

other polymers
P(HPEI-IBAm)@Au
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Table 1: Overview of the most significant polymers with LCST behavior ordered by the polymer arrangements star polymer, polymer micelles as well
as polymers covalently grafted on nanoparticles and flat surfaces. (continued)

polymers grafted on flat
surfaces [3,43,225,226]

PVME@Au

preparation/analysis

[220]

PMDM@Au, glass or SiO2

catalysis, sensing, preparation

[221-223]

PTEGMMA-PMAPMA@SiO2

protein adsorption, preparation

[224]

PNIPAAm@different flat substrates,
such as Au, Si-wafers, glass

preparation, theory, fundamental
investigation of swelling behavior,
cell/protein adhesion, sensing,
environmental application

[132,228-255]

PNIPAAm-PAA@SiO2

protein adhesion, preparation

[256-259]

PMMA-PBIEM-PNIPAAm

cell up-take control, preparation

[260]

PNIPAAm-PLAMA@glass

preparation

[261]

PNIPAAm-PDMAEMA@Al

preparatio

[262]

PNIPAAm-PNTBA@glass

cell up-take control, preparation

[263]

PNIPAAm-ODS@glass

microfluidic, preparation

[264]

PNIPAAm-PEG@Au

cell up-take control, preparation

[265]

PCPOX-PMeOX@SiO2

preparation

[228]

PPropOX@glass

cell up-take control, preparation

[266]

PMEO2MA-PDEAEMA@SiO2

preparation

[267]

PMEO2MA-POEGMA@SiO2

protein adsorption, preparation

[268]

PMDM@glass

protein adsorption, preparation

[221]

PVCL-PDMAEMA-PMPC@PDMS

controlled wettability
self-cleaning, anti-microbial coating,
preparation

[269]

PNIPAAm-based grafted surface
[43,227]

POX-based grafted surface

PEG or PEG derivates-based
grafted surfaces [43,211]

other polymers

structures, star polymers and polymers grafted on particles
or on planar surfaces as well as their discussed application
without the claim of completeness. Due to the large number
of investigated polymers with LCST behavior, only a
few examples are summarized in Table 1 to illustrate the focus
of research, which lies on synthesis, fundamental understanding of the relationship between polymer arrangement and
architecture and the phase transition behavior as well as on real
application and their potential in different fields of biomedicine,
sensing or catalysis, for instance. In addition, some review articles on the respective architectures and polymers in principle
are listed.

Responsive polymers with UCST behavior
In this section, we would like to give the reader a brief
overview and update of known polymeric building blocks exhibiting UCST behavior, highlighting in particular recently developed structures (Figure 8). Subsequently, their use in different topologies and assemblies such as star polymers, micelles as
well as covalently grafted polymers on flat substrates and nanoparticles will be explained in more detail.

According to the type of supramolecular interactions governing
the thermoresponsive behavior UCST type polymers can be
classified into two categories. Although various molecular
forces such as van der Waals interactions and hydrophobic
effects contribute to the thermoresponsiveness of polymers,
UCST type behavior is generally governed either by strong
hydrogen bonding or by attractive electrostatic interactions
[51,52,55].
UCST resulting from strong hydrogen bonding interactions.
Increasing interest is focussed on nonionic polymers in water,
whose UCST behavior is based on hydrogen bonding. Due to
their tolerance towards added salt ions, they represent attractive
candidates for biomedical applications [50-52]. Among the few
known homopolymers of this type, PNAGA, whose UCST behavior was first characterized by Seuring and Agarwal in 2010,
is the most widely studied [92-96]. In addition to UCST-type
polymers such as poly(methacrylamide) and polyuracilacrylates, which have been known for some time [51,52], Zhang et
al. recently presented the synthesis of a novel homopolymer
with transiently thermoresponsive behavior [271]. Within a
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Figure 8: Selection of polymers exhibiting UCST behavior due to hydrogen bonding (blue) divided into homo- (a) and copolymers (b), as well as upon
attractive electrostatic interactions (gray, c)). Furthermore, biologically inspired polymer structures with UCST behavior are shown (d), in which thermoresponsiveness arises from a variety of intermolecular interactions. The illustration is intended to highlight several polymer classes with confirmed
UCST behavior, without making a claim to completeness. The crystal structure of hen egg white lysozyme in part d) is reprinted from the RCSB Protein Data Bank [270].

physiologically relevant window, the developed
GA-polyHMPA initially exhibits UCST responsiveness, but can
subsequently be slowly biodegraded to a fully water-soluble
polymer (polyHMPA) via hydrolysis. Initial in vivo studies of a
sustained release of either a hydrophilic model protein or a
hydrophobic dye entrapped within the collapsed UCST polymer
are promising and open new perspectives for the development
of the next generation of smart, degradable biomaterials. In addition to the homopolymers mentioned above, more and more
copolymers have been discovered, in which UCST behavior can
be induced via hydrogen bonding. Interestingly, the individual
monomers usually do not exhibit responsive properties. However, the combination within a copolymer leads to a pronounced
thermoresponse. A prominent representative of such behavior is
poly(acrylamide-co-acrylonitrile), which is assembled from a
fully soluble, hydrophilic monomer (AAm) and the hydrophobic AN block [51,52,94]. Since the phase transition temperature of the copolymer can be adjusted over a wide temperature
range via the ratio of the two monomers, it is frequently used
for the development of novel drug release systems [272-276].
Due to the continuous development and improvement of polymerization techniques, more and more diverse copolymers can
be synthesized. Very recently, Kertsomboon et al. succeeded in
preparing a copolymer (poly(AAm-co-MDO)) of acrylamide

and a degradable, hydrophobic monomer based on a ring
opening polymerisation of cyclic ketene acetals [277]. This
copolymer also showed a well-controllable reversible UCST behavior in aqueous solutions. In 2020, Zhao et al. reported that
by incorporating azobenzene functionalities into polyacrylamide copolymers, the responsive UCST behavior was furthermore tuneable via light irradiation as well as by host molecule
(α-cyclodextrin) complexation [278]. Due to the high number of
proton acceptor/donor sites, ureido-modified copolymers such
as poly(allylamine-co-allylurea) are also becoming more and
more important. The critical phase transition temperature can
often be finely tuned under physiologically relevant pH and salt
conditions via the hydrophilicity of the co-monomers and their
molar ratio [52,55,279].
UCST resulting from attractive electrostatic interactions.
The thermoresponsive behavior of zwitterionic polymers, in
contrast to the previously mentioned UCST type polymers, is
based on attractive electrostatic interactions. In addition to
poly(phosphobetaines) high attention is especially focused on
poly(sulfobetaines) [280-282]. Extensive studies in aqueous
solution have shown that the thermoresponsive behavior
depends on a variety of parameters, such as concentration, ionic
strength, as well as the molecular weight and the spacer length
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between the charges of the monomers [50,51,283,284]. In particular, the influence of salt ions, which trigger a so-called
antipolyelectrolyte effect by screening of the zwitterionic
charges, was intensively investigated [285]. As intra- and intermolecular electrostatic interactions are strongly affected by
screening, the increase of the ionic strength generally results in
a remarkable drop of the phase transition temperature eventually resulting in a complete disappearance of the UCST-type behavior [50,285]. Although zwitterionic polymers display a
very sharp phase transition in pure water, their use for biological applications is therefore limited. However, besides zwitterionic compounds, UCST behavior can also be induced in
polyelectrolytes via suitable counterions [50]. Analogously,
electrostatic interactions dominate the UCST behavior of such
charged polymers, which can be manipulated via the hydrophobicity, polarizability, size, and especially the valency of the
counterion [50,51]. While Flory et al. investigated the UCST
behavior of PAA in the presence of large amounts of NaCl
(c = 1.245 mol/L) already in 1954, nowadays more and more
examples of counterion-induced thermoresponsiveness on
charged homopolymers as well as copolymers have been
revealed [50,51,286]. In addition to the thermoresponsive behavior of the branched polyelectrolyte polyethyleneimine (PEI)
described by Noh et al. [287] in the presence of the halide
anions Cl−, Br−, and I−-, respectively, UCST behavior can also
be induced in polymeric ionic liquids by the addition of a suitable hydrophobic counterion, such as tetrafluoroborate BF4−
[288,289]. In both cases, the critical phase transition temperature is strongly affected by the concentration of the polymer,
but also by the nature of the anion as well as its concentration.
Moreover, UCST behavior induced by BF4− was also detected
in aqueous solutions of polypeptides, whose side chains contain
charged pyridinium or imidazolium functionalities [290,291]. In
contrast to single charged counterions, multivalent ions exert a
particularly strong influence on polyelectrolytes due to their
high charge density [292]. Plamper et al. [293] as well as Zhang
et al. [294] demonstrated that in the presence of the triply negatively charged hexacyanoferrate [Fe(CN) 6 ] 3− , polycationic
poly(dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate) (PDMAEMA) exhibits
UCST behavior in aqueous solution. This is particularly interesting since the polymer initially exhibits LCST behavior in the
absence of multivalent ions due to its amphiphilic polymer
structure [295,296]. The switchable thermoresponsivity is
furthermore complemented by a pH and ionic strength sensitivity [5,297]. The complex phenomenon is referred to as
multiresponsivity and has already led to extensive research on
PDMAEMA, especially with regard to biomedical applications
[5,298,299]. While numerous studies have been performed on
free polymer chains in solution, especially focussing on the
LCST transition, we have recently shown that an UCST behavior can also be induced in PDMAEMA brushes, thereby gener-

ating a novel approach for controllable in situ nanostructuring
on surfaces [300,301].
UCST resulting from biological inspired structures. In addition to synthetic polymers, thermoresponsivity can also be observed in biological structures and their derivatives. While
LCST behavior is more frequently studied in synthetic polymers, the occurrence of UCST behavior predominates in
aqueous solutions of proteins [302,303]. The thermoresponse of
natural proteins such as β-lactoglobulin, lysozyme or crystallins is based on a complex interplay of various attractive
forces such as hydrogen bonding, electrostatic as well as π–π
interactions and hydrophobic effects [302,304,305] Several
studies show that in the case of natural proteins multivalent ions
also have a strong impact on thermoresponsiveness
[302,303,305]. Exactly inverse to the behavior of synthetic
PDMAEMA, Schreiber and colleagues demonstrate that in the
presence of a low concentration of the multivalent salt YCl3
(c < 2mM), solutions of the globular protein β-lactoglobulin
show an unusual LCST behavior [302]. However, when the
concentration of the added Y3+ ions is increased up to 5 mM,
the original UCST-type behavior of the protein is detected
again. Isothermal titration calorimetry shows an entropically
driven cation binding with a disruption of the highly structured
hydration shell of the protein, which governs the LCST behavior. Furthermore, the authors propose that bridging between
proteins via the multivalent Y3+ ions significantly dominate the
unusual LCST behavior. Conversely, however, for synthetic
PDMAEMA, it was found that bridging between charged
polymer chains via multivalent hexacyanoferrate ions
[Fe(CN)6]3− leads to an unusual UCST behavior of the polymer
[294,300]. Thus, it becomes apparent that even supposedly similar intermolecular interactions such as ionic bridging can lead
to different macroscopic outcomes depending on the spatial
arrangement of the interacting functional groups.
Driven by the diverse thermoresponsiveness of natural proteins,
Quiroz et al. 2015 presented the concept of artificially synthesized disordered proteins (IDPs) [306]. The identification of
specific amino acid repeat motifs leading to a desired thermoresponsive outcome of the artificial protein (UCST or LCST)
enables encoding a desired phase behavior at the sequential
level. The demonstrated platform of, in particular, Pro- and Glyrich IDPs allows the targeted generation of both LCST and
UCST phase transitions, as well as tuning of the phase transition temperature in the range between 20–60 °C within physiologically relevant ionic strength and pH values. Furthermore,
the authors show that the fusion of LCST and UCST encoding
motifs within one IDP allows the generation of self-assembling
structures like micelles. In addition to IDPs, polypeptoids based
on an N-substituted glycine backbone, thus biomimetically
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resembling polypeptides, also obtain high potential for smart
biomedical applications [307]. By synthetically varying the
charged side chain, Xing et al. recently succeeded in generating
both UCST and LCST phase transitions with controllable transition temperature using a single homopolymer polypeptoid backbone [308].
After briefly introducing polymeric building blocks with
UCST-type behavior, we will now discuss their use in different
topologies in more detail. The analysis of structure–property
relationships allows to gain a better understanding of UCSTtype phase transitions and therefore reveals beneficial polymeric topologies to be considered for a desired application.

Star-shaped architectures
A star-shaped architecture represents a unique class of branched
polymers consisting of a central core grafted with several
polymer chains, which are forming so-called “arms” stretching
into the surrounding solvent. While synthetic approaches for the
formation of star polymers as well as their (self-)assembly into
complex hierarchical topologies have been extensively studied
in current research [309], the influence of branching on the
thermoresponsive behavior of polymers is rarely considered
[310]. While there are several studies for LCST star polymers
(see Table 1), some of them are contradictory, the number of
topological studies for UCST star polymers is very limited.
However, we will use individual examples to explain the complex impact of the star topology on the thermoresponsive phase
transition of polymers and subsequently derive topological
advantages of the star architecture.
In a recent study Li et al. synthesized zwitterionic star shaped
polymers showing a dual pH- and UCST-type thermoresponsiveness in aqueous solution [310]. Using an “arm-first” approach they prepolymerized PDMAPS as a macroRAFT agent.
In a second RAFT polymerization the PDMAPS arms were
subsequently assembled into a star architecture via the addition
of a crosslinker. Li and colleagues thus succeeded in preparing
6-, 8- and 10-arm star polymers (PDMAPS80)x, whose thermoresponsive behavior was thoroughly compared to linear analogues ((PDMAPS80) and (PDMAPS300)). Turbidimetry at pH
7 shows an increase in the UCST-type transition temperature of
the 6-arm to the 8-arm starPDMAPS from 16 °C to 23 °C
(Figure 9, part A). The authors attribute this shift to an increased molecular weight of the polymers, thus resulting in enhanced intermolecular electrostatic attraction. This is consistent
with studies on linear polymer chains in solution, which generally show an increase in the phase transition temperature of
UCST-type polymers with increasing molecular weight due to a
decreasing entropy of mixing [51,311]. Interestingly, the
phase transition temperature of the 8-arm star polymer

(Tc (PDMAPS80)8 = 23 °C) is significantly lower than that of
linear PDMAPS300 (Tc (PDMAPS300) = 39 °C), although the
authors claim both polymers have a comparable molecular
weight of ≈67 kDa [310]. Since DLS measurements confirm a
lower hydrodynamic radius Dh and thus a denser arrangement
of polymer chains in the star architecture, one might speculate
that the Mn of the star polymer obtained via GPC measurements is still significantly underestimated. However, the increased local segment density surprisingly does not enhance
attractive intermolecular interactions, thus leading to a decreased UCST of the star polymer. This example demonstrates
very clearly that the influence of a polymer's architecture on its
thermoresponsiveness is usually not easy to predict and should
be carefully studied for each individual system. Moreover, the
very sharp and fast phase transition of the PDMAPS star polymers even at high molecular weight is particularly noteworthy
(Figure 9, part A). This topological advantage could be a promising strategy to avoid a broadening of the phase transition
window with increasing molecular weight as observed for linear
zwitterionic polymers by Shih et al. [311]. Furthermore, the relatively broad phase transition of linear UCST polymers, in
contrast to well-known LCST systems, is still an urgent issue,
which needs to be addressed in order to develop fast switching
systems for novel actuator or sensor applications
[38,51,311,312]. In addition, Li and co-workers were able to
exploit the high density of functional groups within the star
topology to tune the thermoresponsive behavior with a second
external trigger. Carboxylic end-groups allowed the gradual
increase of the UCST in the pH range from 3 to 10 by 18 °C for
the 6-arm star polymer. By increasing the number of arms an
even larger shift of up to 36 °C was achieved for the 10-arm star
polymer, whereas for the linear polymer PDMAPS80 Tc could
only be tuned within a window of 10 °C (Figure 9, part A). In a
comparable manner, Qi et al. were able to induce a so-called
amplification effect using a hyperbranched thermoresponsive
copolymer [313]. Herein RAFT polymerization of P(AAm-coAN)-arms onto a branched hydrophobic core yielded the characteristic star architecture pictured in Figure 9, part B. Unlike
charged zwitterionic polymers, hydrogen bonds control the
thermoresponsive behavior of the neutral copolymer P(AAmco-AN). Consequently, the system is less sensitive to ionic
strength and shows a reversible, sharp phase transition in water
as well as electrolyte solution. Variation of the AN content
within the copolymer enables tuning of the cloud point, which
is a feature also known from linear analogues [94]. Interestingly, the branched architecture showed a large shift of the
UCST-type cloud point from 33 °C to ≈65 °C by very slightly
increasing the AN fraction from 23 to 29%. Studies on the
linear copolymer show a lower tunability and illustrate that a
hyperbranched architecture can significantly enrich the thermoresponsive behavior [94,275,313]. To further study the effect of
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Figure 9: Part A shows the molecular structure of PDMAPS stars synthesized by Li et al. (left) demonstrating tunable UCST-type behavior upon
changing the number of arms (middle) as well as changing of the pH value (right) [310]. The responsive behavior of star polymers (PDMAPS80)x in
aqueous solution was compared to linear analogs (PDMAPS80 and PDMAPS300) in order to understand the influence of the star topology. Part B
pictures the hyperbranched architecture of P(AAm-co-AN)-based star polymers prepared by Qi et al. (left) [313], which demonstrate a characteristic
(topologically amplified) dependence of the UCST type cloud point on the AN content of the copolymer as well as the arm length of the stars. Part C
shows the UCST type swelling behavior of star polypeptides prepared from poly(ornithine-co-citrulline) by Zhou et al., which exhibit arm length dependent UCST transitions [314,317]. Figure 9A was adapted with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry from [310] (“Synthesis of star-shaped
polyzwitterions with adjustable UCST and fast responsiveness by a facile RAFT polymerization” by Z. Li et al., Polym. Chem., vol. 11, issue 18,
© 2020); permission conveyed through Copyright Clearing Center, Inc. This content is not subjected to CC BY 4.0. Figure 9B was adapted with
permission from [313]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0. Figure 9C (left) was adapted with
permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry from [314] (“Enzymatically degradable star polypeptides with tunable UCST transitions in solution and
within layer-by-layer films” by Q. Zhou et al., Polym. Chem., vol. 9, issue 40, © 2018); permission conveyed through Copyright Clearing Center, Inc.
This content is not subjected to CC BY 4.0. Figure 9C (right) was adapted with permission from [317]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0.

molecular architecture, Qi et al. synthesized a set of star polymers containing a constant AN fraction of 29% with variable
arm length. Increasing the degree of polymerization of the arms
from 28 to 84 leads to a decrease in the cloud point from

65.2 °C to 39.6 °C [313]. This represents an inverse dependence compared to linear P(AAm-co-AN), where an increase in
Tc is observed with an increase in molecular weight [274,275].
The authors propose that this inverse trend is based on a pro-
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nounced hydration of long polymer arms, which leads to
stretching into the surrounding solution away from the hydrophobic core. One might speculate as well that the sterically
restricted geometry of the star polymer hampers the formation
of intermolecular hydrogen bonds, which are crucial for the
UCST-type response. However, Zhou et al. demonstrate that in
the case of star-shaped polypeptides (star-poly(ʟ-ornithin-co-ʟcitrullin) (SPOC), the increase in arm length from ≈60 kDa to
≈100 kDa results in an increase in the UCST-type phase transition temperature from 18 °C to 31 °C [314] (Figure 9, part C).
Although analogous to the star-shaped P(PAAm-co-AN) of Qi
et al., the UCST behavior is based on hydrogen bonding, the
steric confinement of the polypeptide chains does not seem to
hamper attractive intermolecular interactions in this case [313].
Moreover, it is demonstrated that the high local concentration of
functional groups and therefore strong polymer–polymer interactions lead to a higher Tc of the star polypeptide compared to a
linear analogue with matching polymer chain length and similar composition [314]. Interestingly, the dendritic topology of
the star polypeptide revealed a very low concentration dependency of the phase transition temperature. While a Tc shift of
more than 10 °C was detected for linear ureido-based polymers
when the concentration was increased from 0.5 mg/mL to
2.5 mg/mL [315], the Tc varied only by a few degrees Celsius
for the star polypeptides (<3 °C) [314]. The phase transition
itself occurs within a remarkably small temperature window
(<5 °C). Due to the conformational restriction of the polypeptide in the star architecture, the formation of secondary structures can be strongly inhibited. This contrasts with the increasing formation of β-sheets during multiple heating/cooling cycles
of linear polypeptides, which can lead to irreversible precipitation [314,316]. In addition, Zhou et al. also succeeded in assembling star polypeptides via a layer-by-layer technique using
hydrogen bond-forming tannic acid into a functional surface
coating [314,317]. Importantly, for all thin films of the star
polypeptides the UCST transition shifted to much higher temperatures than in solution. In particular, the T c of the starpolypeptide SPOC 55 -96 in solution increased from around
24 °C to around 44 °C, when assembled into a thin film with
tannic acid via hydrogen bonding interactions. Furthermore,
ellipsometric studies of the films show that in this physically
crosslinked geometry, a much broader and thus slower phase
transition of the star polypeptides occurs. This again illustrates
that the spatial arrangement of thermoresponsive materials
exerts a strong influence on the phase transition. This was also
shown by Willcock and co-workers, who investigated the influence of branching on zwitterionic PDMAPS with molecular
weights ranging from 5 to 500 kDa [318]. The introduction of
bifunctional monomers leading to additional side chains of the
zwitterionic polymers results in vastly reduced transition temperatures compared to their linear analogs. The shift of Tc to

lower temperatures often results in a complete disappearance of
the UCST behavior in the measurable temperature range of 0 to
100 °C. The results are in accordance with studies on zwitterionic hydrogels where a strong decrease of UCST-type Tc is observed with increasing crosslinking density [55,318-320].
Interestingly, Willcock and colleagues propose a model of
reduced effective molar mass of branched polymer chains in
order to describe the influence of branching on their thermoresponsive behavior. The thermodynamic theory of polymers in
solution states that in general the UCST increases with increasing molecular weight of the chains due to a decrease of the
entropy of mixing [51]. Thus, an effectively lower chain length
for branched polymers could well explain a significant decrease in UCST with increasing branching. However, the very
simple model neglects the steric constraint of the branched
polymer chains, which can lead to a dramatic change in the
attractive polymer–polymer interactions governing the UCST
behavior.
This phenomenon is also illustrated by Zhang et al. on a starshaped copolymer consisting of a zwitterionic as well as a
cationic block grafted on a hydrophobic cyclodextrine core
[321]. Due to the UCST behavior of the zwitterionic polymer,
an increase in temperature causes the zwitterionic block to
collapse around the cationic segment, which results in the formation of an outer corona of sticky patches. While this particular behavior occurs in all 12-arm star copolymers, an UCST behavior of the zwitterionic block is completely suppressed due to
steric constraints, when the grafting density and thus the number of arms is increased to 17. Interestingly, the high local density of polymer segments within the star architecture also influences screening effects of the zwitterionic block by added salts.
Known as the antipolyelectrolyte effect, salt ions can shield
charges in zwitterionic polymers. This leads to an increase in
solubility and thus a sharp drop in UCST until the thermoresponsive behavior eventually disappears completely even at relatively low ionic strength [50,281,322]. This phenomenon still
hinders the wide use of zwitterionic polymers in physiological
media for biomedical applications, although they have long
been known for their sharp and reversible UCST-type behavior
in water. However, the high local density of polymer segments
within the star polymer leads to a limitation of shielding effects,
resulting in a salt tolerance of up to 20 mM NaCl, which is
more than 10 times higher than that of linear zwitterionic polymers (c ≈ 0.7–2 mM) [321]. Furthermore, the association behavior of the star polymers in aqueous solution could be specifically influenced via the grafting density as well as the arm
length. While association processes were strongly suppressed
for high grafting densities, increasingly large spherical aggregates were detected below the critical phase transition temperature (T < UCST) with increasing arm length of the star poly-
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mers. Benefits and limitations of star-shaped topologies on the
UCST behavior of polymers are summarized in Table 2.

sponsive block copolymers and refer the interested reader to
further literature on multi-block copolymers [323].

Block copolymers forming micellar structures

According to the segments they contain, dual thermoresponsive
block copolymers can be classified into four different categories [55]. If similar responsive blocks are used, LCST–LCST
as well as UCST–UCST systems can be generated. If different
types of segments are combined, LCST–UCST copolymers are
created in which either LCST > UCST or LCST < UCST is
present. In all systems, sequential phase transitions of the individual blocks occur, resulting in a conformational change of the
entire block copolymer. Above and below the critical micelle
concentration (CMC), different structural scenarios arise according to the composition of the copolymer, which were summarized schematically by Kotsuchibashi et al. (Figure 10, part
A) [324]. While multiple LCST–LCST systems have already
been studied, often using at least one PNIPAAm block, to the
best of our knowledge there has been no report of a
UCST–UCST system so far [55,324]. In addition to the still significantly lower number of available UCST systems, this is
probably also due to the more complex phase behavior of UCST
polymers. Since the phase behavior is determined by oriented
intra- and intermolecular interactions, gaining precise control
over distinguishable critical transition temperatures for each
block is particularly difficult. Even in UCST–LCST systems,
the selection and control of the UCST block is usually more
challenging compared to the LCST counterpart [325]. Despite
all obstacles, UCST–LCST systems are particularly interesting
because they offer the self-assembly of so-called inside-out
switchable micelles. With increasing temperature, a copolymer
of the type UCST < LCST can transform from a micellar structure with the UCST segment in the core, via fully dissolved
unimers, to a micelle with the LCST block in the solvophobic
core. Turbidimetry can be used to measure the high optical
transmittance of the dissolved unimers at intermediate temperatures, as well as the turbidity of the solution due to the micelle
structures at low (T < UCST) and high temperatures
(T > LCST) (Figure 10, part B). Similarly, copolymers of the

Polymers with LCST or UCST behavior can undergo a singlephase transition upon variation of temperature (coil-to-globule
transition), which is often attributed with switching between a
hydrophilic and a hydrophobic physicochemical state [51,52].
However, if several thermoresponsive segments are linked to
form a block copolymer, sequential transitions between more
than two states can be obtained. Often, two blocks of the same
(LCST–LCST, UCST–UCST) or different responsivities
(UCST–LCST) are linked to form a so-called dual thermoresponsive block copolymer [55,323-325]. Sequential transitions
of the individual blocks allow reversible switching between
hydrophilic, amphiphilic and hydrophobic states of the
copolymer. In aqueous solutions, the block copolymer can
consequently be present either in fully dissolved state (hydrophilic) as well as within self-assembled micelles (amphiphilic)
or as macroscopic aggregates (hydrophobic). Moreover, when
generating multiblock copolymers with more than two different
thermoresponsive segments, an increasingly complex thermoresponsiveness with an increasing number of structural phase
transitions can be obtained. For a triblock copolymer, 12 different structural modes should be conceivable due to different
arrangement possibilities of the UCST/LCST blocks [323,324].
Sugihara et al. succeeded in preparing a LCST–LCST–LCST
triblock copolymer showing a reversible multistage morphology transformation from sol (T < 20 °C) to individual micelles
(20 °C < T < 41 °C) towards physical gelation (41 °C < T <
61 °C) and precipitation (T > 64 °C) [326]. However, even in
the case of a diblock copolymer, the thermoresponsive phase
transitions are strongly influenced by a variety of parameters
such as length and interaction of the different blocks, polymer
concentration, but also by the selected solvent and added salt
ions [325]. This results in a large variety of self-assembly
scenarios, which gives rise to a broad range of micellar structures. In the following, we will limit ourselves to dual thermore-

Table 2: Benefits and limitations arising from a star topology on the thermoresponsiveness of UCST-type polymers.

Benefits

Limitations

• Often very sharp phase transitions (small temperature
window, in which transitions takes place).
• Often low concentration dependence of the transition
temperature.
• High density of functional groups (beneficial for the
implementation of a secondary external trigger).
• Grafting density and arm length of the star architecture can be
used to control Tc as well as the aggregation behavior.
• Impact of the antipolyelectrolyte effect reduced for zwitterionic
star polymers (increased salt tolerance).
• Excellent rheological properties (low viscosity).

• Tc can drop significantly if steric restrictions of the star
topology hamper attractive polymer–polymer interactions.
• Tc is strongly dependent on the grafting density and the arm
length of the star polymer, but is difficult to predict (general
trends may vary depending on the chemical composition of the
star polymer).
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Figure 10: Part A contains a schematic demonstration of conformational transitions of dual-thermoresponsive block copolymers above and below the
critical micelle concentration (CMC) adapted from Kotsuchibashi et al. [324]. The temperature-dependent self-assembly of UCST–LCST block copolymers into inside-out switchable micelles, whose characteristic transmittance curves are schematically pictured in part B, is of particular interest. In part
C, the use of UCST block copolymers as smart nanocarriers for drug delivery is exemplified by the work of Deng et al. [330]. The UCST-based disassembly of micelles triggered by near-infrared radiation onto the internalized photosensitizer IR780, which causes the on demand drug release of
doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) into the cancer cell, is shown schematically on the left. Based on the successful application of the NIR trigger leading
to a burst release of DOX (upper right), excellent tumor growth inhibition is registered within in vivo studies using a mouse model (bottom right).
Figure 10A was adapted from [324] (© 2016 Kotsuchibashi, Y. et al., published by MDPI, Basel, Switzerland, distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0). Figure 10B was redrawn from [55]. Figure 10C
was adapted from [330], Deng et al., “Let There be Light: Polymeric Micelles with Upper Critical Solution Temperature as Light-Triggered Heat Nanogenerators for Combating Drug-Resistant Cancer”, Small, with permission from John Wiley and Sons. Copyright © 2018 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH &
Co. KGaA, Weinheim. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0.
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UCST > LCST type also self-assemble into switchable micelles,
though connected via an aggregated state at intermediate
temperatures [55,325]. Thus, in both scenarios, without varying
the chemical composition of the copolymer, a simple thermal
stimulus can be exploited to provide different types of
microdomains in the core as well as a switchable micelle corona
interacting with the solvent [280]. The unique properties of such
dual responsive block copolymers therefore have a great potential for application in the field of biosensing, smart drug
delivery, emulsification systems as well as in smart rheology
[55,325]. For the first time such an UCST–LCST copolymer
was synthesized by Arotҫaréna et al. in 2002 [327] fusing an
LCST exhibiting nonionic PNIPAAm block and a zwitterionic
poly(N,N-dimethyl-N-(3-(methacrylamido)propyl)ammoniopropane sulfonate) (PSPP) block, showing UCST type behavior.
While the PNIPAAm block exhibited a constant Tc LCST of
around 32 °C, which differed only slightly from the homopolymer, varying the length of the zwitterionic block shifted the
Tc UCST between 9 and 19 °C. However, slightly broader phase
transitions of the different blocks in the copolymer were observed compared to the homopolymers. The characteristic
inside-out switching of the self-assembled micelles was
detected via viscosity and fluorescence measurements as well as
1H NMR and turbidimetry. In a recent feature article, Papadakis
and colleagues also profoundly discuss diblock copolymers
consisting of a nonionic PNIPAAm and a zwitterionic
poly(sulfobetaine) block [325]. The comparison of the cloud
points Tc (LCST/UCST) of the homopolymers PNIPAAm200
and PSPP430 with the block copolymer PSPP430-PNIPAAm200
showed interesting variations due to the respective nature of the
thermoresponsive block. While the T c LCST of the block
copolymer of 32.3 ± 0.5 °C is not changed, a decrease in the
Tc UCST of the copolymer by about 8 K to 21.2 ± 0.5 °C is observed [328]. Whereas the UCST transition is strongly affected
by the polymer architecture and the presence of the LCST
block, conversely the nonionic PNIPAAm segment behaves
rather unaffected by the UCST type block. This illustrates that
the double thermoresponsive behavior of a block copolymer is
not a simple superposition of the phase behavior of the fused
homopolymers [325]. This should be taken into account when
designing novel structures for future smart applications. Vishnevetskay et al. also demonstrate that only the UCST behavior of
a PSPP–PNIPAAm block copolymer was dependent on ionic
strength (addition of NaBr) and polymer concentration, while
the LCST transition was unchanged [328]. This is consistent
with the original findings of Arotҫaréna et al. as well as further
studies on block copolymers of varying segment length and
structural derivatives of PNIPAAm and PSPP [325,327].
Usually, a decrease in the Tc UCST of the zwitterionic block is
observed with increasing ionic strength, as well as a decreasing
length of the UCST block, which is in accordance with the well-

known behavior of zwitterionic homopolymers. Moreover,
Vishnevetskay et al. recently succeeded in exploiting the high
sensitivity of the UCST block to secondary external triggers for
selectively switching between two self-assembly routes of the
thermoresponsive block copolymer [322]. By combining a
sufficiently long zwitterionic block of poly(4-((3-methacrylamidopropyl)dimethylammonio)butane-1-sulfonate) (PSBP) with a
PNIPAAm segment, a block copolymer was generated
(PSBP245-b-PNIPAAm105), in which the Tc UCST is shifted
above the Tc LCST under salt-free conditions (UCST > LCST).
Consequently, thermoresponsive switching of the inside-out
micelles proceeds via an aggregated intermediate state. Upon
addition of NaBr, the T c UCST continuously decreases in
contrast to the Tc LCST. When a critical concentration of 16 mM
salt is exceeded, the Tc UCST drops below the Tc LCST (UCST <
LCST). The assembly behavior of the block copolymer now
changes and the transition between the inverse micelles occurs
via fully solubilized unimers (Figure 10, part B). The sophisticated use of this orthogonal trigger superimposing the thermoresponse of the block copolymer offers promising opportunities
especially in the field of smart carrier systems as well as emulsifiers. For the development of novel carriers, it is also interesting to note that the properties of the solvophobic micelle core
can vary greatly depending on whether it is formed by the
phase-separated UCST block (T < UCST, LCST) or the LCST
block (T > LCST, UCST). In the case of a block copolymer synthesized by Hildebrand et al. the zwitterionic UCST block in the
collapsed micelle core still had a high polarity and therefore
contained large amounts of water, while the collapsed
PNIPAAm core, present at high temperatures, was highly dehydrated [280]. The different microdomains thus formed in the
micelle cores could be potentially used for selective solubilization as well as a triggered release of certain compounds, such as
drugs. Furthermore, Cummings et al. were able to covalently
anchor an analogous copolymer to the enzyme chymotropsin
via surface-initiated RAFT polymerization [329]. The structural collapse of the zwitterionic UCST block at low temperatures, as well as of the PNIPAAm LCST block at high temperatures were successfully exploited to modulate the substrate
affinity of the enzyme within the bioconjugate. The anchored
polymer shell led to an increased stability of the enzyme by
variation of the temperature, pH, and proteatic degradation, resulting in a stable bioconjugate for more than 8 h at pH 1.0 in
the presence of stomach protease.
Recently, the discovery of novel UCST polymers has led to
advancements in thermoresponsive block copolymers
[331,332]. Zhang et al. [333], Käfer et al. [334], and Zhou et al.
[335] succeeded in embedding the nonionic UCST-type
copolymer P(AAm-co-AN) into dual thermoresponsive
(UCST–LCST) systems, which were complemented either by a
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PDMAEMA, PEG or PNIPAAm LCST block. In contrast to the
use of zwitterionic polymers, a reversible, sharp UCST phase
transition of the P(AAm-co-AN) block could be detected in
pure water as well as buffer solutions of elevated ionic strength.
The transition temperature could be controlled by the AN
content of the copolymer. The UCST behavior very clearly reflected the known responsive behavior of pure P(AAm-co-AN)
and was only slightly affected by the corresponding LCST
block. In all examples, characteristic self-assembled in-side out
micelles were detected via turbidity measurements as well as
dynamic light scattering (DLS), and AFM. According to the
relative position of UCST and LCST, a transition between the
inverted micelles via fully solubilized unimers was detected for
copolymers with a PNIPAAm or a PDMAEMA block, respectively (UCST < LCST), whereas Käfer et al. observed an aggregated transition state using a PEG block (UCST > LCST) [334].
The development of dual thermoresponsive block copolymers
has attracted considerable academic interest in recent years due
to the complexity of the phase transitions and the obtainable
self-assembled structures. However, copolymers containing an
UCST block as the only responsive unit have already been characterized more comprehensively and are currently leading
towards smart applications, especially in the field of triggered
drug release systems for cancer therapy. Based on the
pioneering work of Li et al. [336] in 2015, in recent years
(2016–2020) several research groups succeeded in developing
the first UCST-based drug delivery nanocontainers showing
excellent results in their application in vitro as well as within in
vivo studies [272,330,337-341]. Due to their robust phase behavior under biologically relevant conditions (pH, ionic
strength, etc.), block copolymers with nonionic UCST segments of P(AAm-AN) [272,336-341] or PNAGA [314] exhibiting a transition temperature of ≈43 °C were used in all studies.
The major advantage of these novel systems, compared to their
LCST-based counterparts, is the temporally and spatially very
well controllable supply of heat needed for the responsive phase
transition of the UCST polymers, thus leading to an on-demand
release of the active drug molecules. In addition to the
chemotherapeutic agent, usually doxorubicin, a photothermal
agent such as cyanine dye IR780 is incorporated into the
micelles. After accumulation of the micelles in the tumor tissue
via the EPR effect, heat can be generated by temporal, local irradiation of an NIR laser (often λ = 808 nm, t < 5 min). This
local hyperthermia can already produce enhanced tumor
necrosis, it also leads to a phase transition of the UCST polymer
block, which results in a disassembly of the micelles and a triggered local release of the drug (Figure 10, part C). Low leakage
rates of the drug in the micellar "off-state" as well as rapid and
often >70% on-demand release demonstrate the excellent properties of these nanocarriers, which in some cases are superior

compared to well-known LCST-based systems [336,338]. In
vivo studies in mouse models generally demonstrate both high
accumulation of UCST-type micelles in the tumor tissue as well
as excellent anticancer efficiency of the combined photothermal
chemotherapy, which is often reflected in a significant reduction of cell viability and tumor size. The modular structure of
the UCST block copolymers allowed Zhan et al. [338] as well
as Yang et al. [339] to incorporate another responsive block
with responsiveness towards reactive oxygen species or reduced
pH in the tumor tissue, which lead to synergistic anticancer efficiencies. Furthermore, Yang et al. [341] succeeded in integrating the anticancer agent doxorubicin hydrochlorid (DOX) in
the form of a pro-drug in the UCST block copolymer via a thermolabile linker, thus minimizing unwanted drug leakage below
the UCST.
In this chapter we analyzed the behavior of block copolymers,
containing at least one UCST-type block supplemented by other
responsive or nonresponsive segments with particular focus on
their temperature dependent self-assembly into micelles.
Finally, in analogy to star polymers (Table 2), we summarize
benefits and limitations of this topology and the resulting
UCST-based thermoresponsive behavior (Table 3).

UCST polymers grafted to flat substrates
To apply thermoresponsive polymers for an intelligent control
of surface properties the polymer chains need to be anchored to
a substrate material. Thus, the temperature behavior of such
systems is no longer just an interplay of the polymer chemistry
of free chains and the surrounding solvent, but is largely determined by the assembly of the chains as well as the interaction
between the polymer and the support material [124,342]. While
in numerous reviews about the behavior of grafted LCST polymers it is shown that the grafting architecture not only influences the value of the critical phase transition temperature but
often broadens the responsive transition as well, there are only
few experimental studies on grafted UCST polymers so far. In
the following, we would like to summarize the existing studies
and draw conclusions for future applications of grafted UCST
polymers. However, we would also like to point out that many
topological effects, although some of them are very promising,
are not well understood and exploited in applications yet.
The first polymer brush to demonstrate UCST behavior was
fabricated in 2006 by Azzaroni et al. [90], using surface-initiated ATRP, homogeneous and patterned zwitterionic brushes on
gold and silicon substrates were synthesized from [2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl]dimethyl(3-sulfopropyl)ammonium hydroxide
(MEDSAH). While extensive studies of zwitterionic polymers
in bulk as well as in solution were available at that time [343],
the fundamental work of Azzaroni et al. provides the first
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Table 3: Benefits and limitations arising from UCST based block copolymers and their assembly into switchable micelles.

Benefits

Limitations

• Often, steric restrictions in self-assembled block copolymer
micelles are smaller than in covalently fused star polymers,
therefore the UCST block usually resembles more strongly the
phase behavior of the linear homopolymer. However, a shift in
Tc UCST caused by the attached copolymer strongly depends on
the UCST mechanism (ionic, non-ionic).
• Dual thermoresponsive block copolymers (UCST-LCST) offer
the self-assembly into in inside-out switchable micelles
containing different microdomains in one polymer, which carries
high potential for smart nanocarriers.
• Despite of the thermoresponsive transition, precipitation can
be strongly suppressed, especially in contrast to
homopolymers.
• First successful in vivo studies of UCST block copolymers as
drug delivery systems for cancer therapy. Temporally, localized
heat can be generated easily, which provides an advantage
over LCST based systems requiring cooling. Combined
photo-thermal and chemotherapy yields synergistic effects.
• The modular structure of block copolymers can be extended to
further blocks with specific properties.

• In particular, dually thermoresponsive block copolymers can
have very complex phase transitions/assembly patterns.
• Often the thermoresponsive behavior of the UCST segment is
more strongly influenced by other segments than vice versa

insight into how these polymers behave within dense layers
assembled on a surface [90]. The preparation of brushes of different layer thicknesses as well as their extensive characterization by means of contact angle measurements, Auger electron
spectroscopy and AFM allows for the first time to identify molecular self-assembly processes within the brush. Accompanied
by a sharp increase in the contact angle against water, Azzaroni
and colleagues show that brushes with low film thickness
(d < 50 nm) exist within a nonassociated state, while at high
film thicknesses (up to 100 nm) inter- and intrachain ionic
bridges are formed within an avalanche-type association
process resulting in a supercollapsed state of the brush
(Figure 11, part A) [90]. The thickness-dependent association
states resulted in hydrophilic surfaces with an advancing water
contact angle of about θAW ≈ 12° for thin brushes, while for
thick brushes θAW increased up to ≈79° (at d = 180 nm) and
thus a pronounced hydrophobicity was detected. AFM measurements on patterned brushes confirmed that strong swelling and
thus hydration of thin brushes occurs (dair = 50 nm < hwater =
150 nm), while supercollapsed thick films hardly showed any
swelling behavior with the film thickness being effectively constant both in air (d = 90 nm) and under water (h = 96 nm).
Derived from theoretical studies, describing a high sensitivity of
the electrostatic microenvironment of zwitterionic polymers to
their conformation [344], Azzaroni et al. suggest that, in particular, the increase in chain length and thus the increasing number of potential ion pairings per grafting site enables the transition of the brush to a supercollapsed state [90]. However,
further studies by Cheng et al. in 2008 show that additionally to
a sufficient molecular weight the grafting density of the brush is

a key factor [345]. For densely grafted polymer brushes the critical layer thickness for a supercollapsed state was relatively
low, whereas for brushes with low grafting density higher layer
thicknesses were required.
Temperature-dependent contact angle measurements, performed by Azzaroni et al., confirmed for the first time the
UCST-based hydrophobic-to-hydrophilic transition of zwitterionic supercollapsed brushes (d = 180 nm) in which θAW decreased from 79° to 58° during a temperature increase from
22 °C to 52 °C (Figure 11, part A) [90]. Repeated temperature
cycling indicated that this UCST transition is completely reversible and the magnitude of the effect is comparable to the wellestablished LCST transition of PNIPAAm brushes [347]. However, it is interesting to note that the UCST-type transition temperature of the zwitterionic brushes of ≈40 to 50 °C is significantly higher than that of comparable free polymer chains in
solution (≈30 °C) [343]. The authors suggest that this is caused
by trace impurities (<0.5 mol %) of inorganic salts arising from
ATRP polymerization. However, based on the meanwile extensively studied antipolyelectrolyte effect [50], it is reasonable to
assume that the presence of monovalent salts leads to a decrease in UCST. Therefore, we assume that the significantly increased transition temperature is due to the confined arrangement of the polymer chains within the brush structure thus
promoting ion pair formation. Cheng et al. also observed similar high transition temperatures of zwitterionic brushes [345].
They also demonstrate that during the UCST transition densely
grafted brushes show a low switching amplitude of ≈10–15°
while a change in contact angle of up to 35° was measured for
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Figure 11: Part A pictures zwitterionic brushes grafted from silicon substrates obtaining a nonassociated, hydrophilic state at small brush thicknesses
compared to thick brushes exhibiting hydrophobic surface properties due to a supercollapsed state based on inter- and intrachain associations (left).
Temperature-dependent contact angle measurements of supercollapsed zwitterionic brushes by Azzaroni et al. (right) [90]. Part B shows the UCSTmediated cell adhesion of a silicon substrate coated with PNAGA brushes from Xue et al. [346]. Microscopic images herein monitor the cell-adhesive
state at 30 °C (T < UCST) and the cell-repulsive state obtained at an elevated temperature of 37 °C (T > UCST) (right). Part C demonstrates the
switchable character of PDMAEMA brushes prepared by Flemming et al. [300,301], which exhibit a LCST transition in presence of monovalent salts
(bottom), whereas an UCST transition can be induced in the presence of multivalent ions like [Fe(CN)6]3− (top). Spectroscopic in situ ellipsometry
monitors the temperature-dependent swelling of the brushes (left), while in situ AFM images capture the surface properties of the brushes (right). Homogeneous brush surfaces are observed during the LCST transition, while the induced UCST transition is characterized by the appearance of pinned
micelles with entrapped multivalent ions. Figure 11A was adapted from [90], O. Azzaroni et al., “UCST Wetting Transitions of Polyzwitterionic Brushes
Driven by Self-Association”, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., with permission from John Wiley and Sons. Copyright © 2006 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, Weinheim. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0. Figure 11B was adapted with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry from [346]
(“Upper critical solution temperature thermo-responsive polymer brushes and a mechanism for controlled cell attachment” by X. Xue et al., J. Mater.
Chem. B, vol. 5, issue 25, © 2017); permission conveyed through Copyright Clearing Center, Inc. This content is not subjected to CC BY 4.0.
Figure 11C (left) was adapted with permission from [300]. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0.
Figure 11C (right) was adapted with permission from [301]. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0.
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diluted brushes. Thus, the brush conformation determines not
only the phase transition temperature itself, but also the macroscopic switching efficiency. A similarly large UCST-based
switching effect was obtained by Yuan et al. using quaternized
PDMAEMA brushes grafted from a graphene oxide sheet [348].
Upon increasing the temperature from 5 °C to 60 °C, a decrease in the static water contact angle (θSW) from ≈68° to ≈43°
(∆θSW ≈ 25°) was detected. Interestingly, comparable nonquaternized PDMAEMA brushes, inherently exhibiting LCST behavior, showed an inversed switching effect with a slightly
lower switching amplitude of ∆θSW ≈ 20°. Recently, Chen et al.
(2020) reported the adaptive wettability of an UCST-based surface with an extremely high switching amplitude and a very fast
response rate [349]. Switching from a hydrophobic state at
30 °C with a θSW of ≈103° to a hydrophilic surface at 80 °C
with a θSW of ≈60° (∆θSW ≈ −43°) occurred with a maximum
response rate of ≈11° s−1. The reversible switching behavior is
superior in all parameters to those of known LCST-based
PNIPAAm systems. However, it should be noted that the developed interface is a multicomponent system. Chen et al. used
a porous aluminum oxide substrate with 100 nm sized
nanopores, which was coated with both the UCST copolymer
P(AAm-co-AN) and a fluorosilane (1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltriethoxysilane; PFOTES). Based on reference studies on
flat substrates as well as coatings containing only the single
component (P(AAM-co-AN) or PFOTES), it became evident
that the excellent UCST-based switching of the multicomponent system arises from synergistic effects. In particular,
porosity greatly improved the UCST-based switching efficiency.
In addition to successfully adapting the wettability of a surface,
Shen et al. [350] were able to generate a temperature-dependent ion permeability for energy storage devices containing
nonaqueous electrolytes. For this purpose, a graphene oxide
sheet was coated with zwitterionic poly(sulfobetaine) brushes
using surface-initiated ATRP. While the Li ion flux is almost
unimpeded below the UCST with the brushes obtaining a
collapsed conformation, at elevated temperatures the unfolding
zwitterionic chains begin to interact more and more with the
surrounding electrolyte. The ion flux and the specific capacity
for Li ions is reversibly reduced by more than 50%, when the
temperature is increased from 20 °C to 80 °C. The responsive
mechanism thus effectively prevents a thermal runaway, which
is still a fundamental problem in the use of lithium ion batteries.
In addition to the application of grafted UCST polymers in electronic systems as well as within switchable gating membranes
[351], in recent years there has been a growing interest to
develop UCST-based surfaces for controlled cell adhesion
within cell manufacturing and regenerative medicine
[346,352,353]. Xue et al. succeeded in preparing two different

types of UCST-based thermoresponsive surfaces for controlled
cell attachment between 2017 and 2018 [346,352]. In the first
study, a PNAGA-based surface was investigated, in which the
critical transition temperature could be controlled by means of
random copolymerization with the hydrophobic monomer
poly(N-phenylacrylamide). In the second case, ureido-modified
poly(ʟ-ornithine)-co-poly(ʟ-citrulline)-based polypeptides were
used, whose Tc could be controlled via the proportion of ureidomodified functionalities. In both systems, a temperature-dependent UCST switching behavior of the surfaces could be
detected in terms of changing water contact angles. Furthermore, controlled cell adhesion was verified in both cases using
fibroblasts of the cell line NIH-3T3. For the PNAGA system,
cells were first incubated for 20 h on the cell adhesive collapsed
brush structure at 30 °C (T < Tc UCST), which had a θSW of ≈65°
(Figure 11, part B). After applying the temperature trigger, i.e.,
increasing the temperature to 37 °C (T > Tc LCST), ≈94% of the
cells can be released due to the conformational change of the
brushes to the stretched, hydrophilic state (θSW(T = 37 °C) ≈
30°). Among the released cells ≈98% were still viable. Although, in contrast to LCST systems, the cell release occurs
upon increasing the temperature, a cell-adhesive state consistently occurs for collapsed polymer chains (T < UCST,
T > LCST) whereas a cell-repulsive state is present for stretched
chains (T > UCST, T < LCST). However, considering the
polypeptide-based UCST system, cell adhesion occurs at high
temperatures (T = 39 °C; T > UCST) in the swollen polymer
state, while subsequently about ≈65% of the grown cells were
released during the collapse of the thermoresponsive polypeptides upon temperature reduction to 37 °C. The viability of the
released cells was similarly high (≈96%) [352]. Despite extensive characterization of the surfaces, the authors were unable to
elucidate the fundamental differences in the temperaturedependent cell adhesion of the two UCST systems, although
they both rely on nonionic hydrogen bonding. This compelling
example demonstrates clearly, that the complex UCST
behavior of polymers, especially when anchored to surfaces, is
not sufficiently well understood yet. In order to improve
this, fundamental mechanistic studies are of particular importance.
Based on preliminary theoretical studies, Murakami et al. investigated the thermoresponse of polystyrene (PS) brushes in
cyclohexane [354,355], which is one of the fundamental and
well known systems exhibiting UCST behavior. They observed
a shift of the binodal line and thus the UCST to lower temperatures of the PS brush system compared to PS chains in solution
both in Monte Carlo simulations as well as within experimental
data. They attribute this behavior to the spatial restrictions of
the polymer chains within the brush structure, which hampers
segregation. Interestingly, they also describe in detail a revers-
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ible formation of characteristic microdomain structures of the
brushes below their critical transition temperature. This unique
feature, leading to a structuring of the brush surface, partially
resembles the microphase separation of diblock copolymer
brushes. Murakami et al. showed that different types of
microdomains can be reversibly formed via tuning of the
grafting density [354]. While for densely grafted brushes
(σ = 0.38 chains/nm 2 ) the formation of microdomains is
strongly suppressed by the steric restrictions and a homogeneous surface is obtained below T c UCST (10 °C), island(σ = 0.020 chains/nm2), bicontinous- (σ = 0.027 chains/nm2)
and hole-shaped (σ = 0.055 chains/nm2) microdomains appear
at low grafting densities. While around 20–30 nm large PS-rich
islands of segregated polymer chains are formed in a PS poor
matrix at σ = 0.020 chains/nm2, inversely at higher grafting
densities domains of lower PS density (holes) are formed in a
PS-rich matrix. In all cases, however, due to the UCST behavior of the brushes, the roughness decreases sharply with increasing temperature and the nanostructuring of the surface disappears above Tc UCST.
Recently, we were able to develop a novel multi-responsive
coating with counterion inducible UCST, which we have subjected to extensive mechanistic in situ investigations (Figure 11,
part C) [300,301]. Herein, the water-soluble polyelectrolyte
PDMAEMA is covalently anchored to a silicon substrate using
an effective grafting-to approach. The obtained 5–12 nm thick
(dry state) “Guiselin” brushes exhibit LCST behavior in the
presence of monovalent salt ions, which is typical for
PDMAEMA. However, upon addition of the multivalent ion
[Fe(CN)6]3−, an induced UCST behavior of the brushes was
detected. Using spectroscopic in situ ellipsometry, it was
possible to monitor this unique temperature-dependent swelling
behavior of the brushes in aqueous media for the first time.
Moreover, applying in situ ATR-FTIR spectroscopy enabled
monitoring of the temperature-dependent electrostatic interactions between the polycationic PDMAEMA brushes and the anionic complex, which govern the molecular mechanism of the
induced UCST transition. Due to its polyelectrolyte structure
(pKa ≈ 7.0– 7.5) PDMAEMA also exhibits responsiveness to
both pH and ionic strength. Exploiting the highly charged state
of the polycation under acidic conditions enabled shifting of the
Tc UCST to 40.7 ± 2.0 °C at pH 5, whereas a significantly lower
Tc UCST of 34.0 ± 1.2 °C was observed for the brushes at pH 8.
Interestingly, under basic conditions this value is significantly
higher than in comparable studies of free polymer chains in
solution, where a Tc UCST (at pH 8) of 24 °C was detected via
turbidity. Since Plamper et al. [293]. were also able to detect an
increase in the induced Tc UCST for star PDMAEMA compared
to linear PDMAEMA, it can be assumed that the steric restrictions of the polymer chains and the resulting high local poly-

meric segment density in these architectures are responsible for
a shift in Tc.
Moreover, by varying the concentration of monovalent NaCl or
multivalent [Fe(CN)6]3− ions, both of the critical transition temperatures (Tc LCST and Tc UCST) as well as the switching amplitude of the brushes (change in degree of swelling), the width of
the phase transition and its reversibility could be controlled. A
linear dependence of Tc on the logarithmic ionic strength was
observed for the LCST transition of the brushes, allowing to
adjust the Tc between 26 °C and 60 °C by increasing the NaCl
concentration from 0.001 mM to 100 mM. In addition, a complex pattern of very sharp, jump-like transitions of the brushes
at intermediate ionic strength (1–100 mM NaCl) versus a broad
transition at low and high concentrations of NaCl were observed, which resembled a theoretical model for thermoresponsive polyelectrolyte microgels [356]. However, for the induced
UCST transition of the brushes, an increase in Tc and particularly sharp phase transitions were observed at high concentrations
of the multivalent ion. A maximum film thickness change due
to thermoresponsive switching of ≈98% (from ≈24 nm to
≈48 nm) was achieved at a concentration of 100 mM
[Fe(CN)6]3−. Despite all this, however, it is also an extremely
sensitive brush where even a low concentration of 0.001 mM
multivalent ions leads to a domination of the PDMAEMA
inherent LCST behavior and an induced UCST response with
an increase in brush thickness with increasing temperature is
detected instead.
In addition, applying temperature-dependent in situ AFM
revealed fundamental structural differences between UCST and
LCST transitions of the nanoscopic coating. Whereas homogeneous surfaces were detected both below and above the Tc LCST
in monovalent salt solutions, pinned PDMAEMA micelles with
entrapped multivalent counterions were observed during the induced UCST transition (Figure 11, part C) [301].
While the occurrence of such nanostructures is consistent with
recently developed theoretical models [292,357], the in situ
study demonstrated for the first time that the characteristic
dimensions of the pinned micelles (diameter and height) can be
specifically controlled by the superimposed multi-responsive
behavior of PDMAEMA towards environmental triggers like
temperature or pH value. Moreover, in contrast to the PS-based
system of Murakami et al. in which the formation of
microdomains solely occurs below the Tc UCST of the brushes,
the structure of pinned micelles persists even above the Tc UCST
due to strong electrostatic interactions with the multivalent ions
[354]. The use of grafted UCST-type polymers therefore represents a promising, novel bottom-up strategy to generate and
control nanopatterns in aqueous environment, which is an im-
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portant tool to tailor surface properties of flat substrates but also
provides new perspectives for the colloidal stability of grafted
nanoparticles. While the effect of multivalent ions on free polyelectrolyte chains has been extensively studied in the past, it
was only in 2017 that Lee et al. demonstrated a Ca2+-induced
UCST behavior of grafted polyelectrolyte brushes on silica particles for the first time [358]. Before going into more detail on
grafted particles in the next chapter, we would first like to summarize benefits and limitations of UCST exhibiting brushes on
flat substrates (Table 4).

UCST polymers grafted to (nano-)particles
In addition to anchoring UCST-type thermoresponsive polymers on flat substrates, they can also be immobilized on (nano)particles forming a responsive corona. The functional shell
allows to regulate surface properties of the particles in response
to environmental triggers, paving the way to novel sensors and
drug delivery systems, adaptable lubricants as well as providing colloidal stability or controlled assemblies of nanoparticles
[117,359]. Similarly, to the situation at flat substrates, the
grafting density and thus the alignment of immobilized polymer
chains has a large impact on the thermoresponse of coated
nanoparticles. However, the shape of the particle and its curvature additionally define the steric constraints of the grafted
polymer chains. Especially for particles with small diameters
(≈1– 50 nm), the free volume available to each of the grafted
polymer chains is strongly dependent on the curvature of the
particle, even considering a constant grafting density on the particle surface. The complex interplay of particle curvature, as
well as grafting density and chain length of the grafted polymers determines the local segment density in the particle
corona, which significantly determines the thermoresponsive
behavior as well as the temperature-dependent colloidal

stability of the particles [115]. Due to the large number of available studies in which LCST-type polymers were used to
generate responsive nanoparticles, Gibson and O'Reilly, have
already been able to critically illuminate some fundamental
differences and trends between the thermoresponsive behavior
of responsive nanoparticles compared to polymeric brushes on
flat substrates or free chains in solution [115]. However, this
approach remains somewhat limited due to the lack of
experimental studies for polymers with UCST behavior. However, in the following we would like to discuss the still small
number of individual works on UCST-based responsive nanoparticles highlighting compelling advantages as well as
remaining challenges of these novel systems in order to set the
stage for a more systematic, fundamental discussion in the
future.
In very recent studies, Beltrán-Osuna et al. extensively characterized the thermoresponsive behavior of mesoporous silica particles (95 ± 15 nm particle diameter, 2.8 nm pore size) grafted
with zwitterionic poly(sulfobetaine methacrylate) (PSBMA)
brushes using surface-initiated ATRP [360,361]. DLS measurements of the dispersed particles in aqueous solution showed a
sudden increase of the hydrodynamic radius D h upon an
increase in temperature, which confirmed the UCST behavior of
the responsive particle shell (Figure 12, part A). For all investigated grafting densities (0.16–0.51 chains/nm2) as well as molar
masses (6500 g/mol ≤ Mn ≤ 32 000 g/mol) of the zwitterionic
brushes this structural transition from a collapsed state at low
temperature to a stretched hydrophilic state at high temperature
was registered. The largest switching amplitude with an
increase from D h = 109 ± 7 nm for T < 40 °C to
Dh = 194 ± 6 nm at T ≈ 60 °C, was observed for the polymer
brush with the highest molecular weight and the highest

Table 4: Benefits and limitations of UCST exhibiting brushes grafted onto the surface of flat substrates.

Benefits

Limitations

• Adaptive surface properties can be obtained in a
resource-efficient manner by a nanoscopic polymeric coating.
• Often, a shift in Tc UCST to higher temperatures is observed for
ionic UCST polymers in a sterically restrictive brush structure,
while the Tc UCST of non-ionic polymers more closely resembles
that of free polymer chains.
• Wetting of a surface can be modulated by temperature. UCST
based systems demonstrate reproducible and in some cases
switching characteristics superior to well-known LCST systems.
In addition, the heat required for a UCST transition can usually
be provided more easily, than the cooling which is required for
LCST based coatings.
• Controlled cell adhesion can be obtained with UCST exhibiting
coatings.
• Anchoring UCST-type polymers to surfaces can lead to
adaptive nanostructuring in the form of microdomains, e.g., as
pinned micelles in the presence of multivalent ions

• Frequently, a broadening of the UCST phase transition is
observed due to the steric constraints of the grafted polymer
chains.
• A temperature-dependent characterization of grafted polymers
is usually more challenging than the analysis of free polymer
chains in solution.
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Figure 12: Part A pictures the UCST phase transition of zwitterionic polymers grafted on the surface of mesoporous silica particles. Upon an increase
in temperature, this can either lead to an increasing hydrodynamic diameter of the particles due to the swelling of the particle shell as detected by
Béltran-Osuna et al. [360] (left) or can proceed via associated states of the particles, resulting in a decreasing hydrodynamic radius as monitored by
Dong et. al. [362] (right). Part B demonstrates a hybrid nanomaterial synthesized by Huang et al. [276], which combines an UCST exhibiting
copolymer, containing (P(AAm-co-AN), and gold nanorods (left). In vivo NIR radiation of 4T1 tumor-bearing mice leads to plasmonic heating in presence of the nanomaterial (AuPS) in comparison to the injected PBS buffer reference (PBS) as pictured in the IR thermal images (upper right). The
subsequently induced conformational transition of the UCST polymer leads to an activation of the photothermal therapy via embedded porphyrin units,
which results in a significant reduction of the tumor volume (bottom, right). Part C shows the first core-satellite structure embedding a dual thermoresponsive polymeric linker synthesized by Han et al. in 2018 [365]. The spacing between the gold nanoparticle core and its satellites can be controlled
via the thermoresponsive transitions (UCST and LCST), thus leading to a dynamic modulation of the optical properties. Figure 12A (left) was adapted
from [360] with the permission of AIP Publishing. © 2020 Á. A. Beltrán-Osuna, J. L. Gómez-Ribelles, J. E. Perilla. Published under license by AIP
Publishing. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0. Figure 12A (right) was adapted with permission from [362]. Copyright 2011 American Chemical
Society. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0. Figure 12B was adapted with permission from [276]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0. Figure 12C was adapted from [365], F. Han et al., “Reversible Thermoresponsive Plasmonic Core-Satellite
Nanostructures That Exhibit Both Expansion and Contraction (UCST and LCST)”, Macromol. Rapid Commun., with permission from John Wiley and
Sons. Copyright © 2018 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0.
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grafting density. At high molar masses a broadening of the temperature-dependent phase transition was observed, which is a
well-known phenomenon of linear zwitterionic polymers, but
occurs there at a considerably higher molecular weight of the
polymers [311]. The linear increase of the phase transition temperature with increasing molecular weight of the zwitterionic
polymers, which was found here is in good agreement with
linear polymers [311]. Beltrán-Osuna et al. found this shifts the
T c UCST from ≈34 °C for M n = 6.5 kDa to ≈52 °C for
Mn ≈ 32 kDa [360]. This universal dependence is also confirmed for grafted brushes on classical nonporous silica particles [362,363] as well as gold nanoparticles [364], and is also
consistent with zwitterionic brushes confined to flat substrates
[90]. However, it is interesting to note that, at comparable molecular weight of the polymers, the Tc UCST for these brush
systems is significantly increased compared to free linear chains
in solution. Beltrán-Osuna et al. attribute this to the reduction of
conformational freedom in these structures, which enhances
electrostatic attractions governing the UCST transition [360].
Furthermore, it is pointed out that the local segmental density of
the polymer within the brush structure is very high. According
to estimates by Durand-Gasselin et al., investigating zwitterionic brushes on gold nanoparticles with similar grafting
densities of ≈0.2 chains/nm2, a weight fraction of ≈60 wt %
polymer can be achieved within the particle corona [364].
Although it has long been known for zwitterionic polymers
in solution that the Tc UCST initially increases significantly
in the range up to ≈10 wt % [343], Yu et al. were able to
clarify in a recent study that at very high polymer concentrations of 10–40 wt % an extensive decrease of the Tc UCST can
be observed [320]. The authors attribute this to the high
viscosity of the solutions and thus limited mobility of the
polymer chains, which hinders the formation of attractive
polymer interactions essential for UCST behavior. However, in
several independent studies it was found that the high local segment density in zwitterionic brushes inversely leads to a strong
increase in Tc UCST. Considering different architectures, we
conclude that in particular the relative alignment of the polymer
chains is crucial for the location of the transition temperature.
On the one hand, in zwitterionic brush architectures on flat substrates as well as on particles, the parallel arrangement of the
chains often leads to increased ion pair formation and thus increases the Tc UCST compared to free linear chains. On the other
hand, steric constraints in zwitterionic star polymers as well as
branched structures or block copolymers usually hamper attractive electrostatic interactions, which leads to a decrease in
T c UCST .
In addition to the shift of the transition temperature, the
spatially directed interactions, that govern the thermoresponsiveness of these polymers, can lead to different macroscopic

outcomes of the phase transition even in apparently similar
architectures. In this context, the colloidal stability of nanoparticles with a thermoresponsive polymeric shell is not only very
sensitive to the interplay of particle curvature, grafting density
and chain length for grafted LCST polymers, as already discussed in detail by Gibson and O'Reilly, but often leads to
contradictory observations for UCST based systems as well
[115]. While studies on zwitterionically grafted mesoporous
silica [360], polystyrene particles [366] and gold nanoparticles
[364], respectively, report an increase in Dh of dispersed particles during the UCST transition, similar work on classical as
well as mesoporous silica particles with a zwitterionic corona
show a temperature-dependent assembly behavior that leads
oppositely to a decreasing Dh upon an increase in temperature
[362,363,367]. For the first case, Polzer et al. demonstrated via
cryo-TEM analysis that the zwitterionic particle corona takes
the form of a highly condensed phase at the particle surface
supplemented by a diluted layer consisting of individual chains
that extend far into the surrounding solution at low temperatures (T < UCST) [366]. Nevertheless, even at low temperatures, colloidal stability of the particles is achieved both in
water and upon addition of up to 2 mol/L NaCl. Upon heating, a
drastic swelling of the responsive particle shell is detected even
in the presence of salts. The UCST transition is moreover reproducible and reversible during several heating/cooling cycles
without any detectable particle aggregation, which was similarly observed by Beltrán-Osuna et al. [360] and DurandGasselin et al. [364]. In contrast, Dong et al. [362,363] and
Paramelle et al. [367] show in their work that below the Tc UCST
intrachain associations between the zwitterionic groups lead to
particle aggregation and result in the formation of a translucent
physical gel (Figure 12, part A). Only by increasing the temperature these attractive associations can be transcended, resulting
in an excellently dispersed state of the particles at T > Tc UCST.
Although in this scenario a comparable Tc UCST is reported in
both the heating and cooling cycle, Dh does not return to its
initial value leading to enhanced aggregation upon multiple
temperature cycles. While for LCST-based thermally responsive nanoparticles the grafting density seems to be the key parameter determining the colloidal stability [115], both the
grafting density and the molar mass of zwitterionic polymers in
the particulate UCST systems summarized here seem to play
only a subordinate role. Rather, a sufficiently high particle concentration in solution seems to be decisive for the occurrence of
aggregation processes [360]. Moreover, Durand-Gasselin et al.
show that aggregation below the Tc UCST can also be induced by
the presence of free polymer chains in solution via a depletion
flocculation mechanism [364].
Paramelle et al. show that particles with UCST responsive
shells can be exploited for a triggered release of the hydrophilic
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model compound rhodamine B (RhB) [367]. For this purpose,
porous hollow silica nanocapsules modified with zwitterionic
brushes were first loaded with RhB at T > Tc UCST. Subsequent
cooling of the particles in solution leads to a collapse of the
brushes at T < Tc UCST, which reversibly closes the pores of the
particles and efficiently encapsulates RhB. Finally, conjugation
of 5 nm gold nanoparticles on the brush surface enables plasmonic heating via laser stimulation (λ = 532 nm), which
achieves a photothermally induced burst release of RhB from
the capsules during the UCST transition of the zwitterionic particle shell. Interestingly, via plasmonic heating, a rapid release
of RhB could be registered within 60 min, while thermal
heating resulted in a leakage of RhB up to a time period of 6 h.
Hei at el. showed that the robust UCST behavior of P(AAm-coAN) brushes can also be exploited for the controlled release of
the anticancer drug DOX from mesoporous silica nanoparticles
[368]. By varying the AN content of the copolymer from
around ≈7 to 13 mol %, the Tc UCST could be adjusted between
32–50 °C, similar to micellar carriers. Temperature cycling between 25 °C and 42 °C achieved a step wise release of the
loaded DOX from the grafted particles via gating of the porous
channels through the conformational changes of the UCST
brushes. Moreover, in vitro studies demonstrate the effective
uptake of the responsive particles into breast tumor cells and the
triggered release of DOX at elevated temperature leading to a
reduction in cell viability of more than 20% (42 °C vs 37 °C). A
similar burst release of DOX molecules from grafted mesoporous silica particles was recently reported by Hu et al. using
the UCST polymer PNAGA [369]. By additionally incorporating a photosensitizer (indocyanine green) into the carrier
system, it was possible to trigger the localized generation of
heat via NIR irradiation. In analogy to micellar systems, a
synergistic effect of this combined chemo- and photothermal
therapy could be observed. In a recent work, Amoli-Diva et al.
[370] and Huang et al. [276] developed P(AAM-co-AN)-based
nanocarriers, in which the UCST copolymer was coupled to
bimetallic Au-Ag nanoparticles and gold nanorods, respectively. In both cases, laser irradiation and thus excited surface
plasmon resonance within the metallic components effectively
generated localized heat for the UCST transition of the
copolymer. The same approach was successfully applied
for responsive hydrogels consisting of (PAAm-co-AN) and
spherical gold particles or gold nanorods, respectively
[371,372]. Here, plasmonic heating represents an advantageous
alternative to the use of conventional organic photosensitizers
which are often applied in micellar P(AAm-co-AN) carriers.
Aggregation-induced quenching of the photosensitizer as well
as its unselective activation and cytotoxicity can be avoided by
plasmonic heating with metallic nanoparticles. The Tc UCST
values of the pure block copolymer P(AAm-co-AN) and
the nanocarrier systems developed by Amoli-Diva et al. and

Huang et al. agree well. The systems show in all cases reproducible and reversible UCST transitions with a slightly lower
sensitivity and broader phase transition for the carrier systems.
Nevertheless, Amoli-Diva et al. succeeded in reducing the cell
viability of breast tumor cells by up to ≈30% via plasmonic
heating of the nanocarrier and the triggered release of the anticancer drug letrozole from the P(AAm-co-AN) particle corona.
Huang et al., on the other hand, exploited an on demand generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) for targeting tumor cells
via the incorporation of porphyrin units into the UCST block
copolymer (Figure 12, part B). The collapsed state of the
thermoresponsive polymer at T < Tc UCST initially generates a
quenched "off" state of the porphyrin units via π–π stacking.
After incorporation of the carrier into the tumor tissue, UCSTbased stretching of the polymer chains can be obtained via plasmonic heating of the gold nanorods, which subsequently switch
the porphyrin units in a ROS-generating “on” state. Both in
vitro and in vivo studies show that minimal toxicity of the
nanocarrier can be ensured in the “off” state, for example
during blood circulation, but also high cell toxicity is achieved
in the “on” state after incorporation into breast tumor cells
(4T1). In addition to the development of smart carrier systems,
UCST polymers are also gaining interest for the controlled selfassembly of nanoparticles. Among other external stimuli, the
temperature-responsive self-assembly (TRSA) of polymergrafted nanoparticles is a particularly promising method, although it has been conducted almost exclusively with LCST exhibiting polymers in the past [373]. Despite of early work on
polystyrene brushes grafted from iron oxides nanoparticles, as
well as PNAGA grafted onto gold nanoparticles qualitatively
demonstrating UCST-based TRSA [374,375], only recently, extensive studies by Tao et al. provide a broader insight in UCST
type polymeric ligands for responsive nanoparticles [373]. The
utilized ≈21 nm large gold nanoparticles, which were coated
with polystyrene ligands, demonstrate a temperature-dependent
reversible and reproducible self-assembly into clusters in a
water/THF mixture. When the temperature decreased from
36 °C to 21 °C, the particles initially formed small clusters that
subsequently grew into larger assemblies, resulting in both a
drop in extinction due to partial precipitation as well as a strong
red shift of the characteristic localized surface plasmon resonance peak in the UV–vis spectrum. However, upon subsequent increase in temperature, the formed clusters/precipitates
were able to dissociate into individual dispersed nanoparticles,
thus reversibly modulating their optical properties. Furthermore,
by varying the composition of the THF/water mixture the
Tc UCST can be tuned, which provides a second external trigger
for controlling the solvent quality and thus the particle
assembly. Interestingly, comparison of free PS chains in solution shows that the Tc UCST of the particles is much lower and,
moreover, the particles react much more sensitive to changes in
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solvent composition. Han et al. successfully fabricated a responsive hybrid core-satellite nanostructure containing an UCSTtype polymeric linker for the first time in 2018 (Figure 12, part
C) [365]. Well defined nanostructures of this type, though containing LCST-based polymeric linkers between the core and its
satellites, have been reported before by Rossner et al. [376]
and Han et al. [377]. Unlike these examples the use of UCST
polymers not only enables to trigger a single-phase transition,
but also, by combination with a LCST-type polymer, enables a
dual-thermoresponsive behavior of a core-satellite nanostructure for the first time. The gap distance between the core and
its satellites, determining the surface plasmon resonance
coupling, can therefore be modulated by two distinct thermoresponsive transitions (UCST and LCST) of the polymeric
linker, allowing to tune the optical properties of the assembly
dynamically. For this purpose, Han and colleagues synthesized
a block copolymer from a zwitterionic betanized PDMAPMA
unit with T c UCST ≈ 25 °C and a poly(DEGA-co-OEGA)
segment with a T c UCST of ≈45 °C. Similar to what was
discussed in detail about double stimuli responsive block
copolymers earlier, a shift in the T c UCST of the block
copolymer is detected in comparison to the UCST of
the homopolymer (Tc UCST betanized PDMAPMA ≈37 °C),
while the LCST behavior of the block copolymer strongly
resembles that of the incorporated LCST segment (T c LCST
poly(DEGA-co-OEGA) ≈ 45 °C). After successfully embedding the obtained block copolymer in the core-satellite structure composed of gold nanoparticles, DLS measurements
demonstrate the dual-thermoresponsiveness of the assembly.
While below the UCST at 20 °C a small hydrodynamic radius
Dh of 163.4 ± 3.1 nm is detected due to the collapse of the
UCST block within the polymeric linker, an increased Dh of
174.1 ± 2.7 nm is reported at an elevated temperature of 35 °C
(T > UCST). Further increasing the temperature to 50 °C

(T > LCST), which causes the thermoresponsive transition of
the LCST segment, results again in a decreased D h of
161.2 ± 3.1 nm. The reversible change of the distance between
the core and the satellites via temperature cycles successfully
controls the plasmonic coupling of the assembly and offers a
high potential as a so-called plasmonic ruler, but also for the application as responsive SERS sensor as well as for advanced
bioimaging. Finally, we would like to summarize the benefits
and limitations of particles grafted with UCST polymers
(Table 5).

Conclusion
The present review focused on the correlation of the thermoresponsitivity of polymers with morphological patterns as well as
arrangement and conformation of the polymer chains. The
consideration included star polymers, polymeric micelles and
polymers covalently attached to flat substrates and particles.
The focus of our considerations was on polymer systems exhibiting UCST behavior because this temperature-induced phase
transition is underrepresented in the literature so far, in contrast
to polymers having an LCST. Starting from a basic theoretical
consideration and a description of the characteristics of the four
included polymer arrangements, the influence of the specific
polymeric architectures on the UCST behavior is described.
Therefore, the review article provides a deeper understanding of
temperature triggered responsive phase transitions that goes
beyond previous reviews, which were focused on the description of the macromolecular structure of UCST-type polymers
but not on polymer architectures that lead to spatially constrained assemblies. It is demonstrated, that a limited mobility
of the polymer chains has a strong impact on the phase transition temperature itself, but also on the sharpness, switching
amplitude and reversibility of the UCST transition. Interesting
and promising effects, such as amplified secondary triggers in

Table 5: Benefits and limitations arising from UCST exhibiting polymers grafted onto the surface of (nano-)particles.

Benefits

Limitations

• Metallic nanoparticles enable plasmonic heating in order to
trigger the UCST transition of the polymeric particle shell. Under
light irradiation, heat can thus be generated in a localized and
temporally controlled manner without the use of typically
cytotoxic organic photosensitizers. This approach provides high
potential for novel drug delivery systems and sensor
applications.
• The UCST transition of the particle shell can be used either for
a targeted assembly of particles (TRSA) or for providing
colloidal stability of particles in a large temperature window.
• Within particle assemblies, e.g., gold nanoparticle based
core-satellite structures, UCST exhibiting polymeric linkers
enable a dynamic modulation of the optical properties via
plasmonic coupling.

• Even with supposedly analogous particle architectures, the
temperature-dependent colloidal stability or assembly behavior
can vary strongly (Figure 12, part A) and is therefore difficult to
predict. Because of the small number of available studies, the
reasons for these variations are not sufficiently understood until
now.
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star polymers, inside-out switchable micelles of block copolymers, nanostructured coatings with switchable wettability, as
well as the targeted release of drug molecules from grafted
nanoparticles via plasmonic heating can be obtained exclusively with these sterically constrained architectures, but not by
using free polymer chains in solution. Furthermore, it is pointed
out that the temporally and spatially well-controllable supply of
heat via irradiation of photosensitizers or plasmonic particles
required for UCST-type transitions, offers tremendous
advantages over well-known LCST-based systems demanding
conventional cooling. Even though interest in UCST polymers
continues to grow strongly and more and more novel structures
with this characteristic have been synthesized, it is also obvious
that the mechanistic understanding of these polymers is
still insufficient, often leading to contradictory macroscopic
observations even for apparently analogous architectures.
More detailed academic studies of UCST-type polymers, both
theoretically and experimentally, are required to enable a broad
use of these promising polymers in real-life applications as
novel sensors, smart coatings, or medical carrier systems.
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acrylamide)); PDEAEMA, poly(2-(diethylamino)ethyl methacrylate)); PDEGA, poly(di(ethylene glcol)ethyl ether acrylate);
PDEGMA, poly(di(ethylene glycol)monoethyl ether methacrylate); PDMAAm, poly(N,N-dimethyl acrylamide); PDMAEMA,
poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate); PDMAPMA,
poly(N,N-dimethylaminopropyl methacrylamide); PDMAPS,

poly(N,N′-dimethyl(methacryloylethyl)ammonium propanesulfonate); PEI, polyethyleneimine; PEG, poly(ethylene glycol);
PEGMA, poly(ethylene glycol)monomethyl ether)methacrylate;
PEtOX, poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline); PFOTES, 1H,1H,2H,2Hperfluorooctyltriethoxysilane; PHEA, poly(2-hydroxyethyl
acrylate); P(HPEI-IBAm), poly(hyperbranched polyethylenimine isobutyramide); PHPMA, poly(2-hydroxypropyl
methacrylamide); PLAMA, poly(2-lactobionamidoethyl methacrylate); PLys, poly(ʟ-lysine); PIPOZ, poly(2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline); PMAPMA, poly(2-(N-methyl-N-(4-pyridyl)amino)ethyl
methacrylate); PMDM, poly(2-(2-methoxyethoxy)ethyl methacrylate); PMEMA, poly(2-(N-morpholine)ethyl methacrylate));
PMEO2MA, poly(di(ethylene oxid) mehyl ether methacrylate);
PMeOX, poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline); PMAA, poly(metacrylic
acid); PMMA, poly(methyl methacrylate); PMPC, poly(2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine); PMPEG, poly(monomethoxy poly(ethylene glycol)); PNAGA, poly(N-acryloyl
glycinamide); PNIPAAm, poly(N-isopropyl methacrylamide);
PNMA, poly(N-methylolacrylamide); PNTBA, poly(N-tertbutylacrylamide); PNVCL, poly(N-vinyl caprolactam); PNVP,
poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrolidone); POEGMA, poly((ethylene glycol)
methyl ether methacrylate); POEOMA, poly(oligo(ethylene
oxide)methacylate); poly(AAm-co-MDO), poly(acrylamide‐co‐2‐methylene‐1,3‐dioxepane); POX, poly(2oxazoline); PP, polypropylene; PPE, poly(phosphoester); PPO,
poly(propylene oxide); PPropOX, poly(2-n-propyl-2oxazoline); Pro, proline; PS poly(styrene); PSBMA, poly(sulfobetaine methacrylate); PSBP, poly(4-((3-methacrylamidopropyl) dimethylammonio) butane-1-sulfonate); PSPP,
poly(N,N-dimethyl-N-(3-(methacrylamido)propyl) ammoniopropane sulfonate); PtBMA, poly(tert-butyl methacrylate);
PTEGDA, poly(tetra(ethylene glycol)diacrylate)); PTEGMMA,
poly(methoxytri(ethylene glycol) methacrylate); PVAc,
poly(vinyl acetate); PVCL, poly(N-vinylcaprolactam); PVIm,
poly(vinylimidazole); PVME, poly(vinyl methyl ether); P4VP,
poly(4-vinylpyridine); RAFT, reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer; RhB, rhodamine B; ROS, reactive oxygen
species; SERS, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy; SPIO,
supraparamagnetic iron oxide; SPOC, poly(ʟ-ornithin-co-ʟcitrullin); TEM, transmission electron microscopy; THF, tetrahydrofuran; TRSA, temperature-responsive self-assembly;
UCNP, rare-earth upconversion nanoparticles; UCST, upper
critical solution temperature; UV–vis, ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy; WCA, water contact angle.
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Abstract
Herein, the postfunctionalization of different non-fouling PISA particles, prepared from either poly(oligo ethylene glycol methyl
ether methacrylate) (pPEGMA) and the anticancer drug PENAO (4-(N-(S-penicillaminylacetyl)amino)phenylarsenonous acid) or
zwitterionic 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) and PENAO were reported. Both PISA particles were reacted with
triphenylphosphonium (TPP) as mitochondria targeting units in order to evaluate the changes in cellular uptake or the toxicity of the
conjugated arsenic drug. Attachment of TPP onto the PISA particles however was found not to enhance the mitochondrial accumulation, but it did influence overall the biological activity of pMPC-based particles in 2D and 3D cultured sarcoma SW982 cells.
When TPP was conjugated to the pMPC PISA particles more cellular uptake as well as better spheroid penetration were observed,
while TPP on PEG-based PISA had only little effect. It was hypothesized that TPP on the micelle surface may not be accessible
enough to allow mitochondria targeting, but more structural investigations are required to elucidate this.

Introduction
Targeting mitochondria is a promising strategy for the development of new anticancer drugs [1]. Among them, organoarsenical drugs have shown great promise as these drugs inhibit the
function of mitochondria while showing overall reduced
systemic toxicity. PENAO (4-(N-(S-penicillaminylacetyl)amino)phenylarsenonous acid) [2,3], a trivalent arsenical drug, was

developed by Hogg and co-workers and is currently in clinical
trials [4]. PENAO triggers cell apoptosis by targeting the ANT
protein, which is located in the mitochondria. More specifically,
PENAO binds to the thiols located on the ANT peptide loops
Cys 57 and Cys 257 , which results in the formation of stable
cyclic dithioarsinite complexes [5]. Arsenic drugs do not only
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bind to mitochondrial protein, but also chelates other cysteinecontaining species. Several hundred good binding sites for
trivalent arsenicals in each organ have been proposed [6,7], and
more than 50 arsenic-binding proteins could be identified and
analysed by Zhang et al. [8] and Yan et al. [9] using p-phenylarsenoxide-based agents. This can also lead to deactivation of
the drug as these organoarsenic drugs react readily with blood
proteins, in particular transferrin [10]. In order to limit premature inactivation of the arsenic drugs, a range of nanoparticles
have been developed to enhance stability, thus increase activity
[11,12]. These nanoparticles have been decorated with targeting
ligands to enhance the accumulation of the drug in cancer
tissue. The activity of arsenic drugs could, however, also be enhanced by targeting mitochondria inside the cells, the target of
action of arsenic drugs.
To the current date, one of the most effective methods to specifically target the mitochondria is the covalent attachment of
mitochondrial penetrating molecules to carrier systems [13,14].
Several mitochondriotropic moieties such as dequalinium
(DQA), triphenylphosphonium (TPP), and mitochondrial penetrating peptides and proteins have been linked to nanotechnology. DQA and TPP are both cationic and lipophilic molecules
and therefore able to easily pass the mitochondrial membrane
[15-19]. TPP is the most-studied mitochondrial targeting agent
and has shown to accumulate 1000 times more in the mitochondrial matrix than in the cytosol [20]. TPP derivatives were attached to PEGylated poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL), and corresponding micellar formulation enabled the delivery of coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10) to the mitochondria [21]. In addition, PEGylated TPP-conjugated poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) nanoparticles have shown to increase mitochondrial accumulation when
more positive zeta potentials were obtained [22], and when the
TPP-nanoparticles were loaded with drugs, significantly better
antitumour activities were acquired [23-27], highlighting TPP’s
desirable influence on the therapeutic efficiency.
Micelles are ideal carriers when designing a nanoparticle with
an abundance of functional groups on the surface, which could
be conjugated with targeting ligands such as TPP. Moreover,
they have already been used to successfully deliver arsenic
drugs [28-32], highlighting their suitability as a potential
vehicle to deliver these drugs. Disadvantage is however the
multistep procedure to generate micelles ranging from the synthesis of block copolymers to the self-assembly into micelles,
often in low dilution, making the process inefficient. Micelles
obtained by the PISA process can in contrast generate large
amounts of nanoparticles in a reproducible manner. PISA nanoparticles have been frequently investigated as drug carriers. The
challenge is often how to entrap the drug during the selfassembly process. Addition of drugs during the PISA process is

possible [33,34], but it needs to be taken into account that the
drug can interfere with the block copolymer aggregation. Alternatively, the use of reactive polymers for the polymerization
creates a functional anchor to enable post-functionalization of
the PISA nanoparticles with drugs such as doxorubicin [35,36].
In a different strategy, drug conjugated monomers can be
directly used in the polymerization, eliminating the post-modification step [28,37-39].
In order to use micelles, prepared by PISA or traditional techniques, for targeting specific receptors, it is necessary that these
materials are low-fouling, thus repel non-specific protein
absorption. Su et al. [40] investigated the effects of a protein
corona on active and passive targeting using 20 different types
of PEGylated gold nanoparticles, which were decorated with
cyclic RGD (arginylglycylaspartic acid) peptides. As a result,
the active targeting efficiency on a protein covered nanoparticle
was significantly reduced compared to a non-protein bounded
nanoparticle. Stealth like nanoparticle surfaces, such as surfaces covered with polyethylene glycol or phosphorylcholine,
are therefore attractive for biological applications, as they have
the ability to repel proteins and therefore reduce the possibility
of macrophage clearance [41]. Therefore, in this study we will
use poly(2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine) (pMPC)
and poly(oligo ethylene glycol methyl ether methacrylate)
(pPEGMA) as protein-repellent polymers in order to ensure that
the formation of the protein corona is reduced.
In earlier studies we have shown the polymerization-induced
self-assembly is an excellent tool to generate nanoparticles with
conjugated PENAO in situ [28]. We described how the zwitterionic 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC),
copolymerized with 4-(N-(S-penicillaminylacetyl)amino)phenylarsonous acid methacrylamide, which is PENAO reacted
with a polymerizable group, can be used as a stabilizing block
for the subsequent PISA reaction with methyl methacrylate
(MMA) [42]. We also showed how small changes to the stabilizing block can cause changes in the self-assembly process
[43]. Moreover, a second nanoparticle based on poly(oligo
ethylene glycol methyl ether methacrylate) (pPEGMA) was
generated as both polymers, pPEGMA and pMPC display protein-repellent properties [44,45]. In this paper, we aimed at
comparing the effect of nanoparticles with and without triphenylphosphonium (TPP) as mitochondria targeting units. In
order to keep the aggregation number, and therefore the size of
the nanoparticle, constant, we opted to post-functionalize the
nanoparticles with TPP to facilitate the study of the effect of
TPP only. Aim of this project is to explore if the attachment of
mitochondria targeting ligands can enhance the activity of
PENAO using the nanoparticles that were recently described in
our group [28,42].
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Results and Discussion
Synthesis of Micelles by PISA
Initially two nanoparticles were prepared that had comparable
particle sizes, which enabled not only comparison of nanoparticles with and without TPP, but also the effect of the shell material, pPEGMA and pMPC. The synthesis of p(MPC-coPENAO)-b-p(MMA) and p(PEGMA-co-PENAO)-b-p(MMA)
nanoparticles has been described in our earlier publication [28].
Initially, the monomer 4-(N-(S-penicillaminylacetyl)amino)phenylarsonous acid methacrylamide was prepared by reaction of PENAO with methacylic anhydride [29] and then
copolymerized with MPC or PEGMA using CPADB-OH
(2-hydroxyethyl 4-cyano-4-((phenylcarbonothioyl)thio)pentanoate) as RAFT agent. This RAFT agent is based on the wellstudied 4-cyano-4-((phenylcarbonothioyl)thio)pentanoic acid,
but it was modified with ethylene glycol. During the polymerization of the water-soluble polymers, fluorescein O-methacrylate was added at a ratio of CTA to fluorescent monomer of
1:0.3. This means more that three out of ten polymer chains
will be labelled, which is sufficient for cell work. The watersoluble polymer was then chain-extended via PISA using MMA
at a various feed ratio of MMA and RAFT agent using earlier
procedures [42], resulting in nanoparticles with hydroxy functionalities located on the surface. In earlier studies it was observed that shorter MPC blocks result in more bioactive PISA
nanoparticles [28]. Therefore, the relative short MPC block
(p(MPC 17 -co-PENAO 4 ), MP2 ) was selected, which was
reacted with MMA in water–methanol to yield nanoparticles of
around 76 nm (Table 1). In order to identify a matching nanoparticle of similar size with a PEG surface, a range of polymerizations with various concentrations had to be carried out. As
described earlier, a range of PISA particles had to be prepared
in order to generate two particles of similar size [42]. In
general, it was necessary to use longer blocks based on PEGMA
in order to achieve similar particles sizes, which was discussed
in detail elsewhere [42]. Here, the best two candidates as discussed in reference [42] were used.
Both systems, p(PEGMA 63 -co-PENAO 7 )-b-p(MMA) 2838
PPM-NP4 and p(MPC 17 -co-PENAO 4 )-b-p(MMA) 1485
MPM-NP2, resulted in spherical core-shell nanoparticles with

sizes of around 80 nm (Table 1). It is evident that it is not
possible to compare two nanoparticles with similar repeating
units or similar molecular weight as both polymers, pMPC and
p(PEGMA), influence the PISA polymerization in different
ways. However, the chosen particles are comparable in size and
drug loading content (DLC, Table 1). These nanoparticles were
already described in [42], but they are included in this publication for convenience of the reader.

Modification with TPP
The PISA particles with excess hydroxy groups on the surface
were subsequently modified with the water-soluble TPP
derivate, TPP-COOH ((4-carboxybutyl)triphenylphosphonium
bromide), which was chosen as a target agent for the herein
conducted studies, and covalently coupled to PPM-NP and
MPM-NP particles. The reaction was conducted in aqueous
medium, using 5 equiv excess of TPP-COOH to RAFT-end
group. The pH was first adjusted to 5.2 at the start of the reaction and after 45 min tuned to 8.3 to allow maximum conjugation efficiency. After removing excess TPP-COOH and coupling reagents via dialysis in Milli-Q water, the particles were
adjusted to 4 mg mL−1 and analysed using DLS experiments
and TEM microscopy (Figure 1). The attachment of TPPCOOH to the micelle variants resulted in an increase in hydrodynamic diameter from approximately 85 nm to 136 nm for the
PEG micelles and from 75 nm to 138 nm for the zwitterionic
counterparts. However, no major change in dispersities was
detected and well-defined nanoparticles (PdI < 0.078)
were formed. Furthermore, the surface charge became less
negative for both particle systems (PPM-NP4 = −14.1 mV,
PPM-NP4-TPP = −4.7 mV; MPM-NP2 = −15.6 mV,
MPM-NP2-TPP = −5.1 mV) (Table 2), confirming the
successful attachment of the positively charged mitochondria
agent.
No quantitative elucidation via NMR spectroscopy or UV–vis
measurement was possible due to the extremely high molecular
weights of the particles. The NMR spectra in D2O showed only
very broad peaks of low intensity and no aromatic peaks, indicative of TPP attachment, were detected. This could of course
mean that TPP has either not reacted, is buried inside the shell

Table 1: Summary of the pPEGMA and pMPC block copolymers prepared by PISA at 70 °C including the hydrodynamic diameter Dh and particle size
distribution PdI obtained by DLS and the drug loading content (DLC) calculated using DLC = m(PENAO)/[m(PENAO) + m(polymer)]. The table here
contains the two nanoparticles used in this work. The full table describing several nanoparticles can be found in [42].

Particles

[MMA]:[PP/MP]:[I]

p(PEGMA63-co-PENAO7)-b-p(MMA)2838 PPM-NP4 5000:1:0.2 PP3
p(MPC17-co-PENAO4)-b-p(MMA)1485 MPM-NP2
aDetermined

by

1H

1500:1:0.2 MP2

Time (h) Conv.a (%)

Dh (nm)

PdI

DLC (%)

4.5

57

85.4 ± 0.9

0.067

0.79

6

99

75.9 ± 1.2

0.094

0.89

NMR spectroscopy.
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Figure 1: (I) DLS of PPM-NP4, MPM-NP2, PPM-NP4-TPP and MPM-NP2-TPP and (II) TEM of PPM-NP4-TPP and MPM-NP2-TPP (stained with
uranyl acetate). Note: The curves of PPM-NP4-TPP and MPM-NP2-TPP are overlapping.

Table 2: Summary of PPM-NP4 and MPM-NP2 before and after attachment of TPP-COOH.

Particles

Dha (nm)

PdIa

Dhb (nm)

PdIb

ζa (mV)

ζb (mV)

cmca (µM)

cmcb (µM1)

PPM-NP4/PPM-NP4-TPP

85.4 ± 0.9

0.067

136.3 ± 0.5

0.078

−14.1

−4.7

2.3

6.5

MPM-NP2/PPM-NP2-TPP

75.9 ± 1.2

0.094

137.5 ± 1.5

0.074

−15.6

−5.1

5.6

14.6

aBefore

TPP attachment.

bAfter

TPP attachment.

or NMR is not sufficiently sensitive to detect the attachment of
an end group in large nanoparticles. In any case, this approach
was inconclusive. Hence, the copolymer PP3 (p(PEGMA63-coPENAO7) was used as a model compound and reacted with
TPP-COOH under the same conditions as described above. The
conjugation product was analysed using 1H and 31P NMR spectroscopy. The 31P NMR spectrum (Figure 2a) shows a peak at
23.07 ppm which belongs to the phosphorus of the triphenylphosphonium moiety. Furthermore, the additional peaks in the
region between 7.5–8.2 ppm in the 1 H NMR spectrum
(Figure 2b) can be associated to the phenyl protons of the TPP
residue. The integration cannot be calculated using the methylene signal adjacent to the ester of PEGMA at δ = 4.1 ppm as
this peak will overlap with the ethylene glycol spacer to TPP.
Instead, the methyl signal 3.4 ppm was used. As the polymer
has 63 PEGMEMA repeating units, the intensity of this peak is
189, which should be equivalent to the 15 aromatic peaks of
TPP. This signal overlaps with 7 × 4 aromatic peaks belonging
to PENAO. Care needs to be taken here as this is also the region
of the aromatic group of the RAFT agent although there is
no direct overlap. Full TPP endchain modification therefor
equates to an intensity ratio of 43 (δ = 7.5–8.2 ppm) to 189
(δ = 3.4 ppm), which is equivalent to the signal intensity of 2.91

(δ = 3.4 ppm) to 0.68 (δ = 7.5–8.2 ppm) shown in Figure 2,
suggesting complete modification.
The integration for the peak at the region (g, h and i) increased
by 0.26 in number, suggesting that approximately one TPP
group per chain was attached. The model reaction using PP3
revealed that the conjugation of TPP-COOH to the polymer
proceeded in a quantitative manner and can be used as a good
indication for the reaction efficiency between the hydroxy
residue of the RAFT-end group and the carboxylic group of the
TPP molecule. It was assumed that the particle systems show
similar reactivity profiles and resulted in high TPP attachment
as depicted in Scheme 1. However, that still slightly negative
zeta potentials were obtained, indicates that somewhat lower
conjugation products were achieved. This is not surprising as
the introduction of positive charges on the surface will introduce stress to the system due to strong repulsive forces, thus the
complete reaction is prevented. At this stage, it is difficult to determine how many end groups were actually modified as typical
techniques such as NMR are not sensitive enough to detect
small changes on the polymer end groups. At this point it can be
argued that it would be easier to prepare a TPP-modified RAFT
agent as this would be the only way to ensure high end group
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Figure 2: Representative 31P NMR (top) and 1H NMR (bottom) spectrum of PP3-TPP conjugation product in D2O.

fidelity. This is of course true, but it also needs to be considered that the presence of the end group will influence the PISA
process and results in aggregation numbers and particle sizes
that are very different to the ones obtained with unmodified
RAFT agent.
Due to the observed change in size after ligand attachment, the
stability of the particles to disassembly was analysed by
measuring the scattering intensity for different polymer concen-

trations (c = 0–100 µM) and the critical micelle concentration
(cmc) values were determined from the intercept point of the
linear regressions as shown in Supporting Information File 1,
Figure S1. PPM-NP4 demonstrated a slightly lower cmc value
(cmc = 2.3 µM) compared to MPM-NP2 (cmc = 5.6 µM), thus
is the most stable. After TPP conjugation to the surface of the
nanoparticles, the stability for both micelle variants decreased
by approximately 2.5-fold (Table 2). Furthermore, the more
neutral zeta potentials of the TPP-conjugated particles influ-
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Scheme 1: Synthesis of TPP-based PISA particles based on zwitterionic 2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (PPM-NP4-TPP) and poly(oligo
ethylene glycol methyl ether methacrylate) (pPEGMA) with a pMMA core and pendant PENAO drugs (pink stars). The synthesis of the nanoparticles
was described earlier [28,42], here, the postmodification with TPP was explored. Parts of the scheme were adapted from ref. [28], © 2018 American
Chemical Society. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0.

ences the stability of particles to aggregation. High zeta potentials – positive or negative – result typically in less aggregated
particle systems [20,46].

Biological characterization
The mitochondria target containing nanoparticles PPM-NP4TPP and MPM-NP2-TPP were further analysed using 3D
spheroid tumour models [47]. The samples were incubated with
143B and SW982 cells and the penetration profiles of the
micelles were investigated using laser scanning confocal
microscopy. After 3 hours of incubation, the penetration
profiles of the micelles into the spheroids can be visualized as
seen in Figure 3. The PEG-based micelle, PPM-NP4-TPP,
reveals no significant change in fluorescence compared to the
non TPP-conjugated micelle, PPM-NP4 (green and red curves
respectively, Figure 3A II and B II)). No dominant improvement in spheroid penetration could therefore be detected. Interestingly, for MPM-NP2-TPP significant higher fluorescence
intensities were measured, when the TPP-micelle was subject-

ed to 143B and SW982 MCTS (Figure 3). As a result, high
spheroid uptake and deep spheroid penetration were observed,
particularly into the soft tissue sarcoma spheroids, indicating
that the TPP conjugation improved the internalization into
tumours for MPM-NP2-TPP, despite being slightly less stable
than the non-conjugate micelles.
The TPP-particles were further investigated for spheroid growth
inhibition using the SW982 MCTS model. The spheroids
were treated with the nano-objects at a drug concentration
c = 11.25 µM and the size and morphology of the MCTS were
traced after 3 and 6 days. The chosen concentration was based
on IC50 values of various PENAO formulations measured in
earlier works, which typically ranged around this value. Both
treated spheroids led to smaller tumour MCTS compared to the
control (Figure 4). No dominant optical difference could be
detected between the nanoparticle samples. Therefore, the
optical cell density of PPM-NP4-TPP and MPM-NP2-TPP
treated spheroids was elucidated via the APH assay after 6 days
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Figure 3: Penetration of PPM-NP4-TPP and MPM-NP2-TPP micelles and fluorescence intensity profile on (A I, II) 143B and (B I, II) SW982 spheroids (scale bars = 300 µm). The results of the nanoparticles without TPP have been reported earlier [42]. This figure was adapted with permission
from [42], Noy et al., Direct Comparison of Poly(ethylene glycol) and Phosphorylcholine Drug-Loaded Nanoparticles In Vitro and In Vivo, Biomacromolecules 2020, 21, 2320–2333. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0.

of treatment and compared with each other and with the
previous obtained optical densities of PPM-NP4 and MPMNP2 treated MCTS (Figure 5). As already seen in the images in
Figure 4, the cell viability of the micelle-treated spheroids is
lower than that of the control. No improvement in treatment
was achieved for the PPM-NP4-TPP micelles, which is in

agreement with the 3D penetration studies. On the other hand,
the zwitterionic MPM-NP2-TPP particles induced more cell
death and represent a lower optical cell density for SW982
MCTS. This outcome reveals that the attachment of TPP to
zwitterionic particles accelerated its anticancer performance in
terms of spheroid uptake and tumour growth inhibition, while
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Figure 4: Growth effects of PPM-NP4-TPP and MPM-NP2-TPP on SW982 spheroids after 3 and 6 days of incubation (c(drug) = 11.25 µM, scale bar
300 µm).

no anticancer enhancement was detected when the PEGylated
micelle was conjugated with a mitochondrial agent. In conclusion, the conjugation of TPP to MPM-NP2 gave the zwitterionic drug particles similar anticancer efficiency than that of the
non-conjugated PPM-NP4 micelles.

Figure 5: Cell viability of SW982 spheroids after 6 days treatment
with PPM-NP4, PPM-NP-TPP, MPM-NP2 and MPM-NP2-TPP
(c(drug) = 11.25 µM). Data represent means ± SD, n = 6. *, significant
difference, P < 0.05; **, significant difference, P < 0.01; ***, significant
difference, P < 0.001; ****, significant difference, P < 0.0001.

The co-localization of the TPP-variants into the mitochondria,
lysosomes and nuclei were analysed using laser scanning
confocal microscopy. Surprisingly, there was no improvement
in mitochondria localization for the employed samples, despite
carrying a mitochondria target on its surface according to the
the Pearson correlation coefficient shown in Table 3. Moreover,
PPM-NP4-TPP represents notable lower co-localization into
the mitochondria than PPM-NP4 (Figure 6 and Supporting
Information File 1, Figure S2), which is supported by the calculation of the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Table 3). The
Pearson’s correlation coefficient – which is a statistical formula
that calculates the correlation between two variables – decreases
in number for the PPM-NP4-TPP micelles, indicating that less
nanoparticles were accumulated within the mitochondria. It also
shows a slightly lower number for the localization into the lysosomes, stating that overall lower cell internalization was
achieved by the TPP-conjugated PEG micelle. Also the zwitterionic TPP-micelle led to no enhanced accumulation into the
mitochondria (Figure 6 and Table 3) after 3 hours of incubation.
However, an increase in lysosomal localization was observed
and calculated. No co-localization was detected within the
nuclei for both particle systems.
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Table 3: Summary mitochondrial and lysosomal co-localization of PPM-NP4, PPM-NP4-TPP, MPM-NP2 and MPM-NP2-TPP in SW982.

Organelles

Particles

Overlap coefficienta

Correlation Rb

Correlation R × Rc

mitochondria

PPM-NP4

0.62

0.10

0.01

PPM-NP4-TPP

0.56

0.04

0

MPM-NP2

0.43

−0.04

0

MPM-NP2-TPP

0.38

−0.13

0.02

PPM-NP4

0.79

0.56

0.31

PPM-NP4-TPP

0.77

0.48

0.23

MPM-NP2

0.80

0.52

0.27

MPM-NP2-TPP

0.84

0.63

0.4

lysosomes

aManders

overlap coefficient, bPearson’s correlation coefficient, cCoefficient of determination.

Figure 6: Cell localization of PPM-NP4-TPP (I) and MPM-NP2-TPP (II) into (A) mitochondria and (B) lysosomes und nuclei of SW982 cells. The particles carry fluorescein (green), the mitochondria and lysosomes were stain with Mito and Lyso Tracker, respectively (red) and the nuclei was stained
with Hoechst 33342 (blue). Merged images show co-localisation (yellow fluorescence).

It seems therefore that TTP conjugation reduces the uptake by
PEG-coated nanoparticles, but slightly, although not significantly increases the uptake in pMPC particles. We hypothesize that

in both particles the nanoparticles remain in the lysosomes, but
do not seem to escape the lysosomes to reach the mitochondria.
However, the particles were still found to be active and inhibit
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the cell proliferation of human synovial sarcoma SW982 cells
(Figure 7). All four PISA particles displayed an enhanced cytotoxicity compared to free PENAO using SW982. While
PENAO’s cytotoxicity arises mainly from crosslinking two
cysteine loops in the mitochondrial ANT protein, the here employed systems seem to not only rely on that reaction to introduce cell apoptosis, as all particle systems are cytotoxic regardless of reaching the mitochondria or not. The mitochondria
contain indeed several vicinal protein thiols that readily react
with trivalent arsenicals, however, it has been shown that
various other proteins, enzymes and receptors bind to As(III)
molecules [8,9]. It is on the other hand interesting that the zwitterionic micelles represent overall better anticancer efficiency
when TPP is attached, while the PEG micelle performance is
better without added TPP. The PPM-NP4-TPP micelle represents more than a 2-fold decrease in cytotoxicity, thus being
less toxic compared to PPM-NP4 micelle, while MPM-NP2TPP displays slightly lower IC50 values than that of MPM-NP2
(Figure 7). This is in agreement with the uptake results as PPMNP4-TPP displays lower uptake while MPM-NP2-TPP
displays higher uptake compared to the TPP-free PISA nanoparticle. It needs to be considered that these results here are unique
to this cell line and different results can be obtained when using
other cell lines. Such a study should include healthy cell lines
such as cell lines of the immune system to ensure that the mitochondria binding ligand does not induce any damaging effects
to these cell lines.
Many studies have reported that attaching targeting ligands on
nanoparticle or liposome surfaces play a key role in over-

coming biological barriers and reducing targeting effects.
Active targeting or retention can increase cellular internalization as well as accumulation at the diseased tissues by targeting
specific over-expressed receptors in cancer cells. However, to
this date it is still debateable if active retention truly causes this
"homing" effect. It has been shown that due to increased protein corona formation on a target agent carrying nanoparticle
surface, the interaction between ligand and targeting agent is inhibited and resulted consequently in significant lower nanoparticle targeting efficiency [48,49].
This study demonstrates that every small change to nanoparticle design can result in unpredictable outcomes, illustrating the
complexity in understanding and designing efficient drugdelivery systems in biological environments. It needs to be
considered that TPP, despite its positive charge, still carries
large phenyl groups that render the surface hydrophobic. While
this can affect protein adsorption, it is more important to understand how TPP is presented on the surface of these PISA particles. In order for TPP to fulfil its function, the surrounding of
the ligand needs to be considered. Cartoons are widely used in
the drug delivery literature, often showing the targeting ligand
readily available above a micelle shell of ordered polymer
brushes. This assumes that the targeting ligand is well
protruding out of the surface, which is usually not the case
when the ligand was attached to endfunctionality of a micelle
and is not attached to a longer chain. Chan and co-workers have
shown that the binding of biorecognition molecules on a PEG
nanoparticle to its target only works when the PEG chain length
is less than the polymer chain to which the ligand is attached.

Figure 7: Cytotoxicity study of PPM-NP4-TPP and MPM-NP2-TPP on SW982 cells in relation to the concentration of PENAO present. The results of
the nanoparticles without TPP have been reported earlier [42]. This figure was adapted with permission from [42], Noy et al., Direct Comparison of
Poly(ethylene glycol) and Phosphorylcholine Drug-Loaded Nanoparticles In Vitro and In Vivo, Biomacromolecules 2020, 21, 2320–2333. Copyright
2020 American Chemical Society. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0.
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Otherwise, the long PEG chain will intercept ligand binding
[50]. It is also reasonable to think that TPP is barely visible on
the surface at all. The hydrophobic phenyl group might redirect
towards the hydrophobic core, disappearing into the polymer
shell. Moreover, the targeting ligand might introduce changes to
the shell structure that is not evident with the characterization
carried out here. It has been shown that the presence of hydrophobic groups in the surface can reduce the hydration and limit
cellular uptake [51,52]. It is therefore evident that more studies
such as in-depth scattering studies are needed to fully elucidate
the structure of the micelle [53]. Although TPP is present, it
may not be fully available on the surface to display a significant mitochondria targeting effect.

Conclusion
A triphenylphosphonium (TPP) mitochondria agent was attached to PISA nanoparticles with the aim to improve overall
mitochondrial accumulation and therefore anticancer efficiency.
However, having TPP on the nanoparticle surfaces only enhanced tumor penetration and cytotoxicity for the zwitterionic
micelles, while no positive effect was seen for the PEGylated
micelles. More importantly, no increased mitochondria
targeting ability was observed for both micelles. While the
attachment of TPP clearly influenced the biological behaviour,
this behaviour may simply stem from the fact that TPP interacts with the shell or, thanks to the hydrophobic phenyl groups,
even with the core of the micelle. More in-depth studies are
necessary to answer the question if TPP is readily available on
the surface of the micelle and if the presence of the polymer
around TPP may interfere with binding to the mitochondria.

particles were purified by dialysis in Milli-Q water with
frequent solvent change (regenerated cellulose membranes,
MW cut-off 6000–8000 g mol−1) and analysed via DLS experiments and TEM microscopy.

Control experiment: attachment of
TPP-COOH to PP3 copolymer
For the control experiment, PP3 (19.30 mg, 0.85 mmol of
RAFT end group, 1 equiv) was dissolved in 1.5 mL of Milli-Q
water and TPP-COOH (1.88 mg, 4.25 mmol, 5 equiv to RAFT
end group), EDC·HCl (0.82 mg, 4.25 mmol, 5 equiv to RAFT
end group) and NHS (0.49 mg, 4.25 mmol, 5 equiv to RAFT
end group) were added to the polymer solution (the educts were
added as stock solutions in Milli-Q water (100 µL), respectively) and the pH was adjusted to 5.2 using 0.1 M NaOH or 0.1 M
HCl solution. After 45 min, the pH was corrected to 8.2 and the
reaction was left to stir at room temperature for 3 days. The
polymer was purified by dialysis in Milli-Q water with frequent
solvent change (regenerated cellulose membranes, MW cut-off
6000–8000 g mol−1) and the product was then lyophilized and
analysed using NMR spectroscopy.
1H

NMR (300 MHz, D2O) δH (ppm) 8.0 (1H, aromatic RAFT),
7.8–7.9 (7 × 4H, aromatic PENAO and 15H TPP), 7.7 (2H, aromatic RAFT), 7.55 (2H, aromatic RAFT), 4.1–4.2 (36 × 2H +
2H, CH2-C=O of p(PEGMA) and RAFT agent), 3.80 (36 × 2H,
CH2-CH2-O), 3.72 (36 × 2H × (~5)H + 7H, CH-N of PENAO
and CH 2 -O of p(PEGMA)), 3.64 (2 × 7H, S-CH 2 -C=O of
PENAO), 3.46 (36 × 3H, OCH3), 1.7–2.1 (140H, CH2 backbone), 1.5 (7 × 6H, CH3 PENAO), 0.7–1.2 (210H, CH3 backbone).

Experimental
The synthesis of polymers and PISA particles and the biological experiments are described elsewhere [28,42], but the procedure has been added to Supporting Information File 1 for convenience.

Attachment of TPP-COOH to PPM-NP4 and
MPM-NP2
In a typical experiment, (4-carboxybutyl)triphenylphosphonium bromide (TPP-COOH) (0.10 mg, 0.00022 mmol, 5 equiv to
RAFT end group) was added to a 5 mg mL−1 particle solution
before N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC·HCl) (0.034 mg, 0.00022 mmol, 5 equiv to
RAFT end group) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS)
(0.025 mg, 0.00022 mmol, 5 equiv to RAFT end group) were
added (stock solutions were made in Milli-Q water and 25 µL
of stock solution were added accordingly). The pH was
corrected to 5.2 using 0.1 M NaOH or 0.1 M HCl solution. The
solution was stirred for 45 min and the pH was adjusted to 8.3
and the solution was stirred for 3 days at room temperature. The

Supporting Information
Supporting Information File 1
Analytical techniques, in vitro experiments, polymer
synthesis, analysis of critical micelle concentration, and
fluorescence microscopy of non-TPP micelles.
[https://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjoc/content/
supplementary/1860-5397-17-148-S1.pdf]
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Abstract
The development of long-wavelength photoinduced copper-catalyzed azide–alkyne click (CuAAC) reaction routes is attractive for
organic and polymer chemistry. In this study, we present a novel synthetic methodology for the photoinduced CuAAC reaction
utilizing exfoliated two-dimensional (2D) few-layer black phosphorus nanosheets (BPNs) as photocatalysts under white LED and
near-IR (NIR) light irradiation. Upon irradiation, BPNs generated excited electrons and holes on its conduction (CB) and valence
band (VB), respectively. The excited electrons thus formed were then transferred to the CuII ions to produce active CuI catalysts.
The ability of BPNs to initiate the CuAAC reaction was investigated by studying the reaction between various low molar mass
alkyne and azide derivatives under both white LED and NIR light irradiation. Due to its deeper penetration of NIR light, the possibility of synthesizing different macromolecular structures such as functional polymers, cross-linked networks and block copolymer
has also been demonstrated. The structural and molecular properties of the intermediates and final products were evaluated by spectral and chromatographic analyses.

Introduction
For the last decade, click chemistry has been recognized as an
indispensable part of synthetic chemistry due to its easiness of
application, efficiency to produce the targeted products with
very high yields and little or no byproducts under a variety of

conditions, and high interconnected group tolerance. Since the
introduction of click chemistry by Sharpless [1,2] and Mendal
[3], many studies have been dedicated to better understanding
of the concept and expanding its scope to be applied in various
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fields of chemistry including bioconjugation [4], drug discovery
[5], materials science [6-9] and so on [10]. The development of
the use of light in click chemistry has set a milestone as a new
and effective method for the synthesis of macromolecules [11].
Initiation of this reaction photocatalytically provides many
advantages for the synthetic methodologies including bioconjugation, labeling, surface functionalization, dendrimer synthesis,
polymer synthesis, and polymer modification by adding spatial
and temporal control [12,13].
In recent years, heterogeneous photocatalysts have been performed in many photosynthetic reactions since they provide a
more reasonable and easy way to synthesize the targeted products compared to the classical homogenous photocatalysts. In
this respect, 2D materials offer great potential due to converting
the inexhaustible energy of sunlight into chemical and electrical energy along with having a less environmental impact.
After the discovery of the photocatalytic effect of 2D materials
under UV light [14,15] the heterogeneous photocatalysts have
been successfully applied in both small- and large-scale synthesis such as organic reactions [16,17], free radical polymerization (FRP) [18-20], controlled radical polymerization (CRP)
[21,22], CuAAC chemistry [23-25], and thiol–ene chemistry
[26,27]. However, most of the conventional 2D materials have a
wide bandgap that requires UV light irradiation for their activation. Since 94% of the rays from the sun are not sufficient to
activate these conventional semiconductor materials, many
strategies have been proposed to design photocatalysts that can
harvest in a wide spectrum of sunlight, especially in the NIR
region [28,29]. In particular, the development of new photocatalyst systems that absorb the incident light from the sun at much
longer wavelengths have aroused widespread interest [30-33].
However, the most of the NIR photocatalysts applied exhibit
relatively low catalytic efficiency due to their low absorption

characteristics and require complicated synthetic procedures. In
this respect, it is worth to mention that elemental 2D materials
with a proper bandgap and charge mobilities have been shown
to act as photocatalysts in several reactions [34,35]. Exfoliated
black phosphorus (BP), the most stable allotrope of phosphorus,
has been shown as a highly efficient photocatalyst possessing
superior features in many respects [36,37]. BP, a vital semiconductor 2D material with excellent physicochemical properties
such as high carrier mobility, tunable optical absorption, and
novel electronic band structure, fills the gap between graphene
and wide bandgap semiconductors [35,38]. Furthermore, BP
shows a layer thickness tunable bandgap ranging between
0.3 and 2.1 eV. Therefore, BPNs can efficiently be applied
as a photoredox catalyst with broadband solar absorption
[34,38-40].
The use of 2D materials for the photoinitiated electron transfer
reactions with CuII catalysts for the photoinduced atom transfer
radical polymerization (ATRP) and CuAAC reactions prompted
us to develop a new photoredox system that works under NIR
irradiation for the CuAAC reaction. In this work, we report a
new synthetic strategy to the photochemical reduction of CuII to
CuI for the CuAAC reaction using BPNs as the photo-initiator
under NIR light.

Results and Discussion
The detailed preparation and characterization of the initial BP
crystals and BPNs were previously reported [40]. BPNs were
tested as NIR photoinitiator for the CuAAC reactions of low
molar mass compounds and polymers possessing antagonist
azide and alkyne functionalities (Figure 1).
The optical absorption spectra of BPNs, copper(I) chloride
(Cu I Cl, 0.05 mmol) and copper(II) chloride (Cu II Cl 2,

Figure 1: Structures of azide and alkyne functional molecules and polymers used in the photoinduced CuAAC reactions.
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0.05 mmol) are shown in Figure 2. As can be seen, the BPNs
displayed an excellent wide range of light absorption region up
to 1000 nm. In this regard, BPNs are the only light absorbing
component in the NIR region where CuII is completely transparent.

Figure 2: UV–vis spectra of CuICl, CuIICl2 and BPNs.

Initially, the model reaction between benzyl azide (Az-1) and
phenylacetylene (Alk-3) in the presence of copper(II) chloride/
N,N,N’,N’,N’’-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (Cu II Cl 2 /
PMDETA) and exfoliated BPNs under the white LED irradiation was performed (Figure 3). The reaction was followed by
1H NMR spectroscopy during the click process. The decrease of
the acetylene proton at 4.42 ppm and appearance of the new
signal at 8.67 ppm corresponding to the triazole moiety con-

firmed successful click reaction under white LED exposure
conditions after 4 h (Figure 3a). Kinetic studies conducted by
1 H NMR analysis confirmed that the click reaction between
benzyl azide and phenylacetylene resulted in almost complete
conversion within 4 h white LED irradiation (Figure 3b). In this
connection, it should be pointed out that the reaction proceeds
also in dark almost at the same rate (Supporting Information
File 1, Figure S4). This is an expected observation because
there is no back reaction to reform Cu(II). Similar observations
were reported by the other photoinduced CuAAC reactions
[41].
In order to demonstrate the functional group tolerance, the
extent of the reaction was investigated on various alkyne groups
using benzyl azide under both white LED and NIR light irradiation. The results presented in Table 1 revealed that NIR-lighttriggered click reactions produced the corresponding products
with slightly higher yields favored by the higher penetration of
NIR light to the reaction media containing heterogeneously
dispersed BPNs. Compared with propargyl alcohol (Alk-1) and
propargyl acrylate (Alk-4), the rate of clicking slightly decreased in the case of propargylamine (Alk-2), but still gave
high yields. Therefore, it can be concluded that Alk-2 and
Alk-1 exhibit relatively lower efficiency probably due to the additional coordination of the CuI catalyst. Notably, the reaction
with Alk-4 gave higher yields with both light sources.
In the light of previous studies, a photoinduced electron transfer
mechanism presented in Scheme 1 can be proposed. Upon the
light irradiation, BPNs absorb the light and generate a single
electron which was transferred from the conduction band to the

Figure 3: a) 1H NMR spectra of the model reaction between benzyl azide (Az-1) and phenylacetylene (Alk-3) before (black) and after (red) irradiation.
b) Conversion-time plot as measured by 1H NMR spectroscopy through integration of the acetylene proton around 4.42 ppm.
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Table 1: Photoinduced CuAAC between benzyl azide and various alkynesa using exfoliated BPNsb in DMSO-d6 = 1 g/L.

White LED

NIR Light

Yieldc

Yieldc

1

43

98

2

65

69

3

90

95

Run

Product

aAll

reactions were carried out in a NMR tube in a room temperature in the presence of CuIICl2/PMDETA. bReaction time = 4 h. cConversions were
determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy.

CuII complex to form CuI capable of catalyzing the click reaction in a conventional manner.

Scheme 1: Proposed mechanism for photoinduced CuAAC reaction
using exfoliated BPNs.

The applicability of the described click reaction to synthetic
polymer chemistry was also demonstrated. For this purpose,
polymer functionalization by using alkyne functional poly(εcaprolactone) (PCL-Alk) and 9-(azidomethyl)anthracene
(Az-2) as click components was investigated. The detailed
1 H NMR spectrum of the resulting anthracene functional
polymer (PCL-Anth) exhibited the characteristic signals of triazole and benzylic protons at 5.5 ppm and 8.70 ppm, respectively (Figure 4a). The obtained polymer has similar absorption
characteristic to bare anthracene (Figure 4b). The fluorescence
spectrum of diluted solution of PCL-Anth in THF excited at
λexc = 350 nm showed the characteristic emission bands of the
excited (singlet) anthracene at 595, 655, and 725 nm
(Figure 4c). These observations clearly confirmed the successful chain-end functionalization.

In addition, block copolymer formation via NIR activated
CuAAC process between the polymers having antagonist click
components, namely, polystyrene azide (PS-Az) and PCL-Alk,
was investigated. At the end of irradiation in the presence of
exfoliated BPNs and CuIICl2/PMDETA, polystyrene-b-poly(εcaprolactone) (PS-b-PCL) is selectively formed (Scheme 2).
Figure 5a displays the GPC traces of precursors PS-Az, PCLAlk, and the block copolymer PS-b-PCL. As it can be seen, the
trace of Ps-b-PCL block copolymer was clearly shifted to
higher molecular weight region without contamination of the
precursor polymers. The 1 H NMR spectrum of the block
copolymer displayed the characteristic peaks of both macromolecular segments. Additionally, the methylene protons adjacent
to the triazole ring at 7.48 ppm were noted (Figure 5b). These
results indicated that structurally diverse polymers formed by
different polymerization mechanisms can readily be linked just
by a simple NIR-induced CuAAC reaction.
The macromolecular scope was further extended to the preparation of cross-linked materials. Thus, the formulations containing bisphenol A di(3-azido-2-hydroxypropan-1-ol) ether (Az-3),
and 1-(prop-2-yn-1-yloxy)-2,2-bis((prop-2-yn-1-yloxy)methyl)butane (Alk-5) as multifunctional click components were irradiated in the presence of BPNs and CuII ligand
under NIR light. The gelation was completed after 24 h
(Scheme 3).
The photocuring process was also followed by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The DSC thermogram shows two exo-
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Figure 4: a) 1H NMR spectrum of chain end modified PCL-Anth; b) UV–vis spectra of (azidomethyl)anthracene (black) and PCL-Anth (red); c) fluorescence emission spectrum of PCL-Anth.

Scheme 2: Synthesis of PS-b-PCL block copolymer via exfoliated BPNs-mediated photoinduced CuAAC reaction.

thermic peaks at 220.38 and 241.74 °C, corresponding to the
photo click cure reaction in two stages (Figure 6a). Since a
complete reaction of all the azide groups could not occur during
the dynamic ramping of temperature, the residual azide groups
decomposed at higher temperature. The IR spectrum of the
cross-linked polymer further demonstrates the formation of a

triazole ring by the decrease of the azide peak at 2100 cm−1
(Figure 6b).
Representative TEM images recorded at different magnifications of the resulting cross-linked polymer are shown in
Figure 7. From the TEM images, it can be concluded that the
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Figure 5: a) GPC traces of PS-Az, PCL-Alk and block copolymer (Ps-b-PCL) b) 1H NMR spectrum of the block copolymer (Ps-b-PCL).

Scheme 3: Preparation of the cross-linked polymer by CuAAC reaction using multifunctional monomers, Az-3 and Alk-5.

process leads to the formation of BPNs-embedded cross-linked
polymers. The darker regions circled with yellow dashed line in
Figure 6a were attributed to the BPNs while the other relatively
lighter regions were ascribed to the cross-linked polymer. To
further prove the existence of BPNs in the cross-linked structure, a high-angle annular dark-field scanning TEM (HAADFSTEM) image and the associated elemental mapping images for
C, N, and P were recorded and depicted in Figure 7c and 7d.
The elemental mapping images adequately demonstrated the

presence and the distribution of P atoms that are attributed to
BPNs in the cross-linked polymer in addition to C and N atoms
(Figure 7d). In contrast to the cross-linked polymer, the
distribution of BPNs in the block copolymer structure could
not be visualized by TEM, HAADF-STEM, and elemental
mapping images (Supporting Information File 1, Figures S5
and S6). This behavior is expected since BPNs are immobilized between the interconnected chains in the cross-linked
structure.
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Figure 6: a) DSC thermogram of photoinduced synthesis of nanocomposite networks (heating rate: 10 °C/min). b) FTIR spectra of Alk-5, Az-3 monomers and the corresponding cross-linked polymer.

Figure 7: (a, b) TEM images of cross-linked polymer at two different magnifications, c) HAADF-STEM image and d) the associated EDS elemental
mapping images of the cross-linked polymer.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the use of BPNs as an
efficient photoinitiator for the photoinduced CuAAC reactions
under white LED and NIR light irradiation. The described
method is applicable to organic and macromolecular syntheses.
NIR irradiation appeared to be more efficient compared to the

while LED due to the higher penetration in the dispersed media.
In macromolecular syntheses, polymer chain-end functionalization, block copolymer formation of structurally different polymers and cross-linking polymerization can successfully be
achieved by using suitably selected click components. This new
method would dramatically extend the applications of photoin-
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duced CuAAC reactions, particularly when the components are
light sensitive at short wavelength region and spatial control is
required.

Experimental
Materials
Red phosphorus (98.9%), tin (99.5%), and tin(IV) iodide (95%)
were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Ethyl alcohol (absolute) was
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was
purchased from Merck. All chemicals and solvents were used as
received without further purification for synthesis of black
phosphorus. Benzyl bromide (Merck), phenylacetylene (Sigma),
propargylamine (Sigma), propargyl alcohol (Sigma), d-dimethyl
sulfoxide, (DMSO-d6, Merck), N,N,N’,N’’,N’’-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA, Aldrich), sodium azide (NaN3,
Panreac), copper(II) chloride (CuIICl2, Merck), black phosphorus, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was used as received.
Propargyl acrylate (Sigma), styrene (Merck) were purified
before by using a basic alumina column to remove the inhibitor
and then stored in the fridge. ε-Caprolactone (Merck), and stannous octoate (Aldrich) were dried with CaH2 under vacuum.

Characterizations
1H

NMR spectra were recorded at room temperature at
500 MHz on an Agilent VNMRS 500 spectrometer. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) measurements were performed on
a TOSOH EcoSEC GPC system equipped with an auto sampler
system, a temperature-controlled pump, a column oven, a
refractive index (RI) detector, a purge and degasser unit and a
TSKgel superhZ2000, 4.6 mm ID × 15 cm × 2cm column.
Tetrahydrofuran was used as an eluent at a ﬂow rate of
1.0 mL/min at 40 °C. The refractive index detector was calibrated with polystyrene standards having narrow molecular-weight
distributions. The data were analyzed using Eco-SEC analysis
software. A Hitachi HT7700 (TEM) with EXALENS (120 kV)
working at a high-resolution (HR) mode was used to obtain
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images, high-angle
annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission microscope
(STEM) images and the associated EDS elemental mapping
images.

Synthesis of black phosphorus crystals and
preparation of its nanosheets
Black phosphorus (BP) was prepared using a modified lowpressure chemical vapor transport method [40,42,43]. For the
synthesis, 500 mg of red phosphorus, 20 mg of Sn and 10 mg of
SnI4 were placed into a quartz ampoule with the dimensions of
20 cm length and 1.5 cm width. The air was evacuated by
vacuum, and the ampoule was left to dry at least for 30 min
under vacuum. The sealed ampoule was placed horizontally in a
muffle furnace. The applied heating program was as follows:

firstly, the temperature raised to 893 K in 5 h and kept at this
temperature for 5 h. Next, the temperature was lowered to
758 K in the span of 6 h and the temperature was kept at this
temperature for 2 h. Finally, the oven was cooled to 393 K in
5 h, and it was left for natural cooling afterwards. After the
heating process, the ampoule was cracked in dry toluene and the
crystalline BP was separated. In order to remove surface impurities, the BP crystals were transferred into absolute ethanol and
sonicated for 30 minutes. The sonicated crystals were carefully
transferred to a Schlenk tube and dried under vacuum. The
Schlenk tube was filled with argon and crushed under inert atmosphere. The produced BP crystals were stored under vacuum.
BP nanosheets were prepared by the liquid phase exfoliation of
BP crystals. A specific amount of BP was dispersed thoroughly
in DMSO by a sonication bath (200 W) for 10 h at 6 °C. The resulting BP nanosheets dispersion was kept under an inert atmosphere for the further use.

Preparation of azide and alkyne derivatives
Synthesis of benzyl azide (Az-1)
A literature procedure was used [44]. Product was obtained pale
yellow oil, yield 96%. 1 H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d 6 ) δ
7.43–7.34 (m, 5H, -C 6 H 5 ), 4.43 (s, 2H, CH 2 -N 3 ). FTIR:
2108 cm −1 .

Synthesis of (azidomethyl)anthracene (Az-2)
A literature procedure was used [45]. 9-Hydroxymethylanthracene (7.40 mmol, 1 equiv) was added to DCM (50 mL) and
cooled to 0 °C. Then, SOCl2 (1.5 equiv) was slowly introduced
to the reaction media and allowed to warm up to room temperature while being stirred for 1 h. The solvent was removed under
vacuum and the residue redissolved in DMF (10 mL).
Following dissolution of the compound, NaN3 (1.5 equiv) was
added, and the reaction was stirred at 50 °C. After 1 h, the reaction mixture was allowed to cool down, diluted with water and
extracted with EtOAc. The combined organic phases were
washed with brine, dried with anhydrous MgSO4, filtered, and
concentrated under vacuum. Brownish yellow crystalline solid,
yield = 93%. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 8.70 (s, 1H),
8.44 (dd, 2H), 8.14 (dd, 2H), 7.64 (td, 2H), 7.56 (td, 2H), 5.51
(s, 2H); 13 C{ 1 H} NMR (DMSO-d 6 , 125 MHz) δ 131.39,
130.72, 129.51, 129.06, 127.28, 126.96, 125.88, 124.51, 45.96.

Synthesis of bisphenol A di(3-azido-2-hydroxypropan-1-ol) ether (Az-3)
Diazido monomer, bisphenol A di(3-azido-2-hydroxypropan-1ol) (Az-3) was synthesized according to a described method
[46]. Az-3 was obtained as light yellowish viscous oil and was
directly used without further purification, yield 98%. 1H NMR
(500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.15 (m, 4H), 6.82 (m, 4H), 4.16 (m, 2H),
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4.0 (dd, 4H), 3.51 (m, 4H), 1.65 (s, 6H); 13 C{ 1 H} NMR
(CDCl3, 125 MHz) δ 131.38, 130.67, 129.51, 129.09, 127.26,
126.83, 125.80, 45.93.

Synthesis of 1-(prop-2-yn-1-yloxy)-2,2-bis((prop-2yn-1yloxy)methyl)butane (Alk-5)
A literature procedure was followed [47]. The crude obtained
product was then purified using column chromatography to give
a clear oil, yield 70%. 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 0.80
(t, 3H, CH3), 1.30 (q, 2H, CH2-CH3), 3.30 (s, 6H, CH2), 4.10
(d, 6H, CH2-alkyne); 13C{1H} NMR (DMSO-d6, 125 MHz) δ
7.84 (1C, CH3), 23.33 (1C, CH2), 42.82 (1C, C), 58.39 (3C,
CH2-alkyne), 70.13 (3C, CH2), 77.24 (3C, CH2), 80.83 (3C, C,
alkyne).

Synthesis of ω-azido terminated polystyrene
(PS-Az)
ω-Bromo functional polystyrene was synthesized by ATRP according to a reported procedure [48]. In a flask equipped with a
magnetic stirrer, PS-Br (1 equiv) and sodium azide (5 equiv)
were dissolved in 5 mL DMF. The reaction mixture was stirred
at room temperature 24 h, then precipitated in 10-fold excess of
methanol, filtered and dried in vacuum to yield PS-N3. Yield
95% (Mn,GPC: 1589 g·mol−1, Mw/Mn: 1.13). FTIR: 2096 cm−1.

Synthesis of acetylene-terminated poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL-Alk)
Acetylene-terminated PCL-Alk was synthesized according to a
modified procedure [49]. To a Schlenk tube, 3-butyn-1-ol was
dissolved in ε-caprolactone and heated to 110 °C under
nitrogen. After the reaction mixture warmed up homogeneously, one drop of tin octoate was added to the reaction media and
the solution was stirred for 3 hours. The obtained polymer was
dissolved in chloroform and precipitated in methanol:water
(2:1) to yield poly(ε-caprolactone). White solid, (85%) Mn,GPC:
1576 g·mol−1, Mw/Mn: 1.2. FTIR: 2102 cm−1.

Photoinduced CuAAC reactions
Synthesis of organic molecules
For the first step of the reaction an appropriate amount of black
phosphorus was exfoliated in DMSO-d6. In a typical experiment, exfoliated BP in DMSO-d6 (0.5 mL) and azide compound (1 mmol, 1 equiv) were added to a NMR tube containing
Cu (II) Cl 2 (0.05 equiv), PMDETA (0.1 equiv). After 5 min,
alkyne derivative (1 mmol, 1 equiv) was added slowly to the
NMR tube. The reaction tube was irradiated by using a Philips
150 W PAR38E E27 halogen pressure glass type bulb with
strong IR-A (NIR) emission. The light intensity inside the reaction tube was ≈200 mW·cm−2. The light bulb was attached to
the top of a photoreactor setup equipped with a large air cooling fan and the reaction temperature was kept constant at room

temperature (24−25 °C). 1H NMR spectra were recorded 4 h
later.

Synthesis of anthracene functional poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL-Anth)
The same process as in the block copolymerization was applied.
Az-2 (19.27 mg, 1 equiv), PCL-Alk (1 equiv), CuCl2 (1 equiv)
and PMDETA (1 equiv) were placed in a Schlenk tube. The
tube was degassed by three freeze pump-thaw cycles. Then the
tube was irradiated under NIR light for 48 h. After the given
time, the mixture was diluted with THF and the copper complex was removed by passing through a neutral alumina
column. Excess amount of THF was evaporated by a rotary
evaporator. After precipitation of the mixture to cold methanol,
the polymer was collected by filtration and dried under vacuum
overnight. 1H NMR was demonstrated in Figure 4.

Synthesis of polystyrene-b-poly(ε-caprolactone)
(PS-b-PCL)
Firstly, under dark conditions BP was exfoliated in dry DMF by
a sonic bath for 8 h at 10 °C. Subsequently, the solution was
transferred into a centrifuge at 2500 rpm for 15 min. Terminally, this exfoliated BPNs with PS-Az (200 mg, 1 equiv),
CuIICl2 (1 equiv), PMDETA (1 equiv) and PCL-Alk (1 equiv)
were placed in a Schlenk tube. The tube was degassed by three
freez-pump thaw cycles. Then the tube was irradiated with NIR
light 48 h. At the end of the reaction, the mixture diluted THF
and the copper complex was removed by passing it through a
neutral alumina column. Excess amount of THF was evaporated by a rotary evaporator. After precipitation of the mixture to
cold methanol, the polymer was collected by filtration and dried
under vacuum overnight. Mn,GPC: 3510 g·mol−1, Mw/Mn: 1.10.

Synthesis of cross-linked polymer
Az-3 and Alk-5 was mixed in equal ratio (1 equiv) with CuIICl2
(0.05 equiv) and PMDETA (0.1 equiv) in a small transparent
vial and 300 µL BPNs in DMF was added to the vial, then irradiated 4 h. After the gelation was completed, the gel was placed
in DCM for 24 h hours, then filtered and dried 24 h in a vacuum
oven.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information File 1
Characterisation data: 1H NMR spectra of Alk-1, Alk-2 and
Alk-3, TEM, HAADF-STEM and associated EDS
elemental mapping of PS-b-PCL.
[https://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjoc/content/
supplementary/1860-5397-17-164-S1.pdf]
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Abstract
The self-healing behavior of two supramolecular polymers based on π–π-interactions featuring different polymer backbones is
presented. For this purpose, these polymers were synthesized utilizing a polycondensation of a perylene tetracarboxylic dianhydride with polyether-based diamines and the resulting materials were investigated using various analytical techniques. Thus, the
molecular structure of the polymers could be correlated with the ability for self-healing. Moreover, the mechanical behavior was
studied using rheology. The activation of the supramolecular interactions results in a breaking of these noncovalent bonds, which
was investigated using IR spectroscopy, leading to a sufficient increase in mobility and, finally, a healing of the mechanical
damage. This scratch-healing behavior was also quantified in detail using an indenter.

Introduction
Damage inflicted on different materials is omnipresent. Consequently, nature established a mechanism dealing with this problem [1]. The regeneration after a damage is one of nature´s great
abilities. For instance, a broken bone is healed [2] and sometimes even whole limbs can be regenerated as known from the

amphib axolotl [3]. Additionally, nonliving natural materials
can also be healed such as mussel byssus threads [4]. This specific process is based on reversible interactions, which are integrated in the chemical structure of the proteins of the thread [5].
Zinc–histidine metal complexes which are part of the protein’s
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structure enable the material to regenerate its mechanical performance after a damage event [1,6].
Besides the examples of self-healing/regeneration that exist in
Nature, the general concept could also be transferred to different synthetic materials. Hereby, two concepts can be distinguished. In extrinsic self-healing materials, a material flow is
achieved by the encapsulation of microcapsules [7] or microchannels [8] filled with liquid healing agent. In contrast,
intrinsic self-healing [9] and, thus, regeneration of the materials
without any additional required healing agents, can be obtained
by the integration of dynamic covalent bonds or [10], as known
from Nature, by supramolecular ones [11,12]. In previous
studies, several of these interactions were already applied such
as metal–ligand interactions [13,14], hydrogen bonds [15,16] or
halogen bonds [17]. Furthermore, π–π interactions also feature a
reversible behavior and were therefore utilized for the design of
different self-healing polymers [18-20]. In this context, mainly
the interaction between π-electron-deficient diimide groups and
π-electron-rich pyrene moieties was applied resulting in a very
strong and stable supramolecular bond [21,22]. The noncovalent interaction was found to be reversible and, therefore,
enabled healing of scratches [18].
However, little is known about the exact healing mechanism on
the molecular scale and the correlation to the macroscopic properties of such polymers. For this purpose, the current study will
focus on the design of polymers containing π–π interactions and

the quantification of the healing behavior as well as the in-depth
characterization of the molecular behavior and the macroscopic
properties, which reveals new insights into the self-healing materials based on π–π interactions.

Results and Discussion
Polymer synthesis
For the synthesis of supramolecular polymers based on π-π
interactions a literature reported procedure was utilized (see
Scheme 1), which described the synthesis of polypropylene
glycol-based polymers featuring aromatic diimides [23].
Following the procedure, perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic
dianhydride was converted with poly(propylene glycol) bis(2aminopropyl ether) with a molar mass of approximately
2000 g/mol resulting in polymer P1. In order to study the influence of the polymer backbone on the material’s properties, the
diamine containing polymer was exchanged to a triblock
copolymer of poly(propylene glycol)-block-poly(ethylene
glycol)-block-poly(propylene glycol) (PPG 3 -PEG 39 -PPG 3 )
featuring also two amine groups as end groups. The molar mass
of this reactant was 1900 g/mol. The conversion with perylene3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride resulted in polymer P2. In
both synthesis protocols imidazole was applied as a catalyst in
order to obtain higher molar masses.
Subsequently, both polymers were characterized regarding
their structure. For this purpose, size exclusion chromatography
(SEC) was performed revealing a molar mass of

Scheme 1: Schematic representation of the polymer synthesis of P1 and P2.
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Mn = 11,400 g/mol for P1 and Mn = 17,400 g/mol for P2 with
respect to a PEG-standard. The SEC traces of both polymers are
depicted in Supporting Information File 1. Furthermore, the
polymers were analyzed using NMR spectroscopy. Herein, all
signals could be assigned to both moieties within the polymers,
the perylene and the polymer backbone. All spectra are shown
in Supporting Information File 1.

Characterization of the polymers
After the synthesis of the polymers, the material and structural
properties were analyzed in detail in order to study the molecular behavior and to correlate these results later with the healing
behavior of the polymers. Firstly, the thermal properties of both
polymers were investigated via differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The TGA
revealed a high thermal stability up to a temperature of 370 °C
(for curves see Supporting Information File 1). The temperature was determined at a residual mass of 95%. The DSC on the
other hand indicates several thermal transitions (see Figure 1).
Both polymers feature a glass transition temperature (Tg) at
−58 °C (P1) and −51 °C (P2), respectively. Furthermore, the
polymers have an endothermic transition at 129 °C (P1) and
126 °C (P2). This transition is associated with the activation of
the perylene domains, which was also reported in literature
[23]. During cooling, the reformation of the perylene domain
was also observed. Finally, P2 featured a second endothermic
transition at 13 °C, which is based on the melting of the short
PEG-block [24].

Furthermore, both polymers were characterized via rheology
and dynamic mechanical thermo-analysis (DMTA). The DMTA
of P1 and P2 is depicted in Figure 2, revealing a network structure below temperatures of 120 °C. Above this temperature, a
sharp transition (within a very small temperature range) and a
significant drop of storage and loss modulus could be observed.
Accordingly, this transition is associated with the endothermic
signal measured in the DSC and based on the activation of the
π–π interactions. Such a behavior could also be observed for
other supramolecular polymers; however, the temperature
window, in which the drop of the storage and loss moduli
occurred, is rather small compared to other self-healing supramolecular polymers, e.g., metallopolymers [25].

Figure 2: DMTA analysis of P1 and P2 showing the transition at
around 130 °C due to the reversible π–π interactions.

Figure 1: DSC-analysis of the polymers P1 and P2 (second heating
and cooling cycle; 20 K/min for heating and cooling) with a glass transition temperature (Tg) at −58 °C (P1) and −51 °C (P2) and the
endothermic transition at 129 °C (P1) and 126 °C (P2). In addition, P2
shows a Tm at 13 °C.

Supramolecular polymers feature certain temperature ranges, in
which the noncovalent bond is activated. The degree of reversibility can be determined by the supramolecular bond lifetime
[26]. For example, a study regarding ionomers revealed a strong
correlation of the bond lifetime with the healing behavior [27].
A similar behavior was also observed for metallopolymers [13].
Consequently, the polymers P1 and P2 were also studied by frequency sweeps at certain temperatures (see Figure 3). At temperatures below the endothermic transition at 125–130 °C, no
crossover of G' and G'' could be observed indicating no active
supramolecular bonds. Furthermore, at this temperature (80 °C)
G' is higher than G'' indicating a network structure of the polymers. This finding correlates with the DSC results, since the
π–π interactions are not activated and, therefore, the polymer
network is intact.
Within the transition, the frequency sweeps revealed a
crossover of storage and loss modulus showing the activation of
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Figure 3: Frequency sweeps of polymers P1 (left) and P2 (right).

the π–π interactions, which goes hand in hand with the DSC
results. Thus, a dynamic network structure could be revealed.
The supramolecular bond lifetime was determined to be 15.87 s
at 135 °C (P1) and 10.18 s at 130 °C (P2), respectively. The
calculation was performed according to literature and
Equation 1 [27].
(1)
However, at higher temperatures also no crossover could be observed, which is also in line with findings for other supramolecular bonds like ionic interactions [27]. In this temperature
range, G'' is higher than G' showing that the polymer is
uncrosslinked. Thus, the mobility is very high, which is a
precondition for the healing.
To get further insight into the molecular behavior of P1 and P2,
temperature dependent IR spectroscopy experiments of drop
casted films of the respective polymers were carried out. The
respective polymers were heated to 150 °C and an IR spectrum
was recorded every 20 K. Afterwards the polymers were air
cooled and further spectra at 100, 70, and 25 °C were recorded.
Figure 4 displays the aromatic C=C (1570–1605 cm−1) and
C=O stretching (1640–1710 cm−1) region of the infrared spectra of P1 recorded during heating. These regions are specific to
the perylene moieties in the polymers and, therefore, allow a
direct observation of the π–π interactions in the polymer. Both
the C=C and C=O vibrations are sensitive to the electron density in the perylene systems, which changes depending on the
strength of π–π interactions [28-30].

During heating, the C=C stretching vibrations located at 1578
and 1594 cm−1 show opposite behavior regarding their wavenumber position: While the band at 1578 cm−1 shifts to slightly
higher wavenumbers (indicating more electron density in the
perylene rings), the band at 1594 cm−1 shifts to slightly lower
frequencies (indicating less electron density in the perylene
rings). This seemingly counterintuitive behavior can be explained by the fact that the perylene-moieties act as both
π-donors and -acceptors. Weakening of π–π interactions therefore results in higher electron densities in some part of the perylene moiety, while in other parts the electron density decreases.
The C=O vibrations at 1656 and 1698 cm−1 on the other hand
both shift to higher wavenumbers, indicating a strengthening of
the carbon-oxygen bond. This is caused by a weakening of
inter-perylene C–H–O interactions that also contribute to the
stacking behavior [28,29], which in turn increases the electron
density in the C=O bond.
In addition to these shifts in band positions, all bands show
noticeable broadening during heating, which is most significant
for the C=O vibration at 1656 cm−1. This indicates a broader
distribution of species contributing to the IR spectrum, which is
consistent with increased mobility of the perylene moieties
which allows for more possible geometries. Furthermore, it is
evident that the broadening of the band shows an intensive
increase at 150 °C. This nonlinear behavior indicates a drastic
change in molecular structure around this temperature range,
which corresponds to the observed signals in the DSC measurements and the findings of the DMTA analysis. The slight difference in temperature can be explained by the different experimental setups (open system for IR measurements, closed system
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Figure 4: Temperature dependent IR spectra of P1 drop casted on KBr in the C=C (1570–1605 cm−1) and C=O stretching region (1640–1710 cm−1).
During heating, slight shifts in the position of all bands (1578 cm−1: +1 cm−1; 1594: −1.5 cm−1; 1656 cm-1: +0.8 cm−1; 1698: +1.5 cm−1. These shifts
are partially reversed while cooling the polymer, indicating a reversible cause for the shifts. Additionally, all bands exhibit broadening during heating,
especially noticeable at 150 °C, indicating a broader distribution of species contributing to the IR spectrum.

for DSC) and the different sample preparations as well as different applied heating rates.
For P2, the observations (see Supporting Information File 1) are
generally the same; however; these changes are much weaker
for lower temperatures. While for P1 a slight band shift can be
observed even for 50 and 70 °C, P2 only shows noticeable
shifts at higher temperature. This aspect is consistent with the
higher rigidity of P2 at lower temperatures, caused by the presence of a second phase transition of the PEG moieties observed
in the DSC. Nevertheless, at 150 °C, P2 also shows the
clear broadening of bands, which is consistent with the very
similar positions for the perylene π–π interaction signal in the
DSC.
All these findings clearly support that at increased temperatures
the perylene–perylene π–π interactions are significantly weakened, which increases the mobility of the chains. Furthermore,
the reversible nature of these processes is indicated by the
recovery of the band shifts and band broadenings upon cooling
of the polymers to room temperature.

Self-healing behavior
Finally, the healing behavior of the polymers was studied in
detail. For this purpose, an established method was applied
enabling the detailed analysis of the scratch healing behavior by
investigating the volume of the scratch [31,32]. A scratch was
introduced into the material by using an indenter, afterwards,
the sample was twisted to 90° and the profile was measured

using an indenter resulting in the possibility to calculate the
volume of the scratch. The subsequent heating at a certain temperature (80 °C, 125 °C or 150 °C) resulted in a healing behavior, which was quantified afterwards by measuring the profile
again.
Using this approach, P1 was studied first and the results are
summarized in Table 1. For P1, a nearly complete healing at
150 °C was observed for the first scratch (see Figure 5) and a
partial healing for the second scratch (see Supporting Information File 1). The healing behavior at 80 °C was significantly
lower compared to 150 °C (see Supporting Information File 1)
and the scratch could still be detected after 36 h at 80 °C.
Furthermore, the healing was studied at 125 °C, which corresponds to the temperature, at which the change of the mechanical properties and flow behavior was started (see results of
DMTA). Hereby, a partial healing was also observed (healing
efficiency 50.64%, for pictures see Supporting Information
File 1). Looking closer at the 3D-profiles, it can be seen that the
depth of the scratch was reduced by more than 60% (from
max. 64 µm to max. 23 µm). However, the width and the length
of the scratch is nearly unchanged. Thus, the overall healing
efficiency is lower compared to the reduction of the scratch
depth.
In contrast, the analysis of the healing behavior of P2 was just
impossible. The scratching of the material resulted in no
measurable scratch, which is presumably associated with the
melting of the PEG-block at temperatures below room tempera-
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Table 1: Overview of the healing of P1.

Volume after healing
[µm³]

Healing efficiencya

120,934,901

41,574

99.97%

33,233,081

8,757,225

73.65%

18 h; 80 °C

23,741,395

12,086,157

49.09%

18 h; 80 °C

12,086,157

11,194,985

7.37%

18 h; 125 °C

22,119,541

10,917,396

50.64%

Scratch

Healing time/ temperature

Volume before healing
[µm³]

1

18 h; 150 °C

2

18 h; 150 °C

3b
4
aThe

healing efficiency was calculated based on a literature reported equation [31,32]. bThe third scratch was healed at 80 °C for 18 h and afterwards, it was further healed again for 18 h at 80 °C. The overall healing efficiency is 52.85%.

Figure 5: Schematic representation of the first healing of P1 at 150 °C.

ture (see Supporting Information File 1). Thus, the material
seems to feature a highly efficient elastic recovery (see Supporting Information File 1 for the “scratch” analysis) resulting in a
(fast) crack closure behavior without the necessity of activating
the supramolecular π–π interactions. Consequently, the healing
of P2 could not be analyzed in detail since the polymer backbone seems to influence the mobility behavior of the material
significantly.
The observed healing behavior of P1 goes hand in hand with
the structural analysis of the material before. Since the healing
behavior is based on π–π interactions, a sufficient healing could
only be observed at temperatures above the activation of the
π–π interactions. At temperatures below the activation, the
healing was incomplete and presumably associated with the
elastic recovery of the material. Consequently, for the first time,
a correlation between the structure behavior of polymers
featuring reversible π–π interactions and the healing behavior
could be obtained.

Conclusion
Supramolecular polymers based on π–π interactions were synthesized and characterized in detail. The mechanical and ther-

mal behavior was studied revealing an activation of the supramolecular interactions at 125 °C. This finding could also be
verified by temperature-depending IR-spectroscopy indicating a
broadening of the aromatic signals at 150 °C, which correlates
to the changes of the molecular structure. Furthermore, the
scratch healing was analyzed in detail showing that only one of
the two polymers studied, polymer P1 is able to heal scratches
in a sufficient manner at temperature higher than the activation
of the π–π interaction. In contrast, polymer P2 could not be
damaged in a sufficient manner (under the utilized conditions)
due to the polymer design. In particular, the poly(ethylene
glycol) block resulted in a sufficient elastic recovery. Consequently, the material could not be analyzed via scratch testing in
sufficient manner.
The current study reveals a strong correlation between the molecular structure of the supramolecular building units and the
healing behavior of such polymers. Thus, the polymer backbone influences the healing behavior of the materials significantly and, consequently, this aspect is also highly important for
the design of novel self-healing materials. However, further
studies are required in order to understand the influence of the
utilized polymer backbone in more detail.
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Experimental
Materials and instrumentation
All chemicals were used as received from Sigma-Aldrich
(Darmstadt, Germany) if not otherwise stated. The dialysis
tubings were purchased from Spectrum Labs (Spectra/PorTM,
pre-wetted tubing, 3.5 kDa) and were rinsed with water before
use.
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were measured using a
Bruker AC 300 (300 MHz) spectrometer at 298 K (Billerica,
MA, USA). The chemical shift is given in parts per million
(ppm on δ scale) related to a deuterated solvent.
Elemental analysis was performed utilizing a Vario El III
(Elementar, Langenselbold, Germany).
Size exclusion chromatography measurements were performed
utilizing the following setup: Shimadzu with CBM-20A (system
controller), DGU-14A (degasser), LC-20AD (pump), SIL20AHT (auto sampler), CTO-10AC vp (oven), SPD-20A (UV
detector), RID-10A (RI detector), PSS SDV guard/1000 Å/
1,000,000 Å (5 μm particle size) chloroform/isopropanol/triethylamine [94/2/4] with 1 mL/ min at 40 °C, poly(ethylene
glycol) (standard).
Differential scanning calorimetry was measured on a Netzsch
DSC 204 F1 Phoenix instrument (Selb, Germany) under a
nitrogen atmosphere with a heating rate of 20 K min−1 (first and
second heating cycle) and 10 K min−1 (third heating cycle). In
general, the first cycle is used as annealing step, which deletes
the thermal history of the sample, and thus is neglected.
Thermo gravimetric analysis was carried under nitrogen atmosphere using a Netzsch TG 209 F1 Iris (Selb, Germany) with a
heating rate of 10 K min−1 from 25 to 600 °C. The thermo
gravimetric analysis revealed degradation temperatures above
370 °C for all synthesized polymers.
All dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) experiments were performed on a MCR 301 rheometer (SN80386674) from Anton
Paar (Graz, Austria) using a convection temperature device
CTD 450 which covers a broad temperature range of −100 to
450 °C. For measurements and the export of data the Rheocompas- software was used.
The temperature sweeps (DMTA) and frequency sweeps (FS)
were measured with a plate-plate setup (D-PP15-SN0). The
sample was heated to 150 °C and the sample gap was set to 1
mm. For the DMTA, the samples were cooled to 25 °C and
heated up to 200 °C with a heating rate of 2 °C/min under a frequency (f) of 1 Hz with 1% shear strain (γ). For the frequency

sweeps, the sample was firstly annealed at the desired temperature (80, 130 (P2) or 135 (P1) and 140 °C). Afterwards, the frequency was decreased in a logarithmic profile from 100 up to
0.01 Hz at a strain of 1%.
All infrared (IR) spectra were recorded on a Nicolet iS5 FTIR
spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, United States of America), equipped with potassium bromide windows and beam splitter. The sample temperature was
controlled with a temperature cell and temperature controller
combination (TFC-M13-3 / ATC-024-1, Harrick Scientific
Products, Pleasantville, New York, United States of America),
which provides a heated sample chamber suitable for 12 mm
windows.
To collect IR spectra of the samples, first KBr windows were
prepared directly before the measurement by pressing 200 mg
dry spectroscopic grade KBr (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt,
Germany) into a ∅ 12 mm-form under vacuum and 7 MPa
pressure. The window was subsequently transferred into the
temperature cell and secured with a lockring and teflon seals. A
background spectrum with 32 scans and 4 cm−1 spectral resolution was recorded. 1 mg of the respective sample was dissolved
in 100 µL spectroscopic grade CHCl3 (Uvasol®, Merck KGaA,
Darmstadt, Germany) and 20 µL drop casted onto the window.
To record the IR spectra of the samples, the temperature cell
was heated to the respective temperature (30–150 °C in 20 °C
steps) and left to equilibrize for 2 minutes. Afterwards, a sample spectrum with 32 scans was recorded.
All graphics were generated with GNU R (version 4.0.2) [33]
without further preprocessing of the spectra.
The preparation of the samples and the self-healing experiments (including evaluation of the data) were performed according to literature [31]. In the first step, the sample was hot
pressed (at 150 °C, at about 2 t for 3 minutes) in a special
manufactured mold. The pressed polymer samples were embedded in epoxy resin consisting of Epoxy Resin L and Hardener
CL from R&G Faserverbundstoffe GmbH, followed by grinding
of the sample with sandpaper (P60 to P2500).
The self-healing scratch tests were performed on an Anton Paar
Micro scratch tester MST3 on a STeP 4 platform. The instrument was equipped with 10 µm and 50 µm Rockwell C indenters and the optical images were taken with the lenses MPlan N
5×/0.10/FN22. The scratches were performed with a 50 µm
Rockwell indenter, 1500 mN normal force and 15 passages on a
length of 2000 µm and a scratch speed of 30,000 µm/min.
Subsequently, the scratch was imaged by the microscope in
panorama mode. The sample was turned 90° in order to
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measure the profile of the scratch. Therefore, 150 scratches
along the scratch (every 20 µm) were performed with a 10 µm
Rockwell indenter with the following parameters: 3 mN normal
force, 200 µm/min scratch speed, length 1600 µm (P1) or
600 µm (P2).
For the visualization and evaluation of the scratch profile data
recorded by the MST3, a Python-based GUI controlled program
was developed, which mainly uses the well-established data
analysis library pandas as well as the SciPy and NumPy
libraries for linear algebra, integration and interpolation.

Polymer synthesis
The polymer synthesis was adapted from literature [23] and is
reported briefly in the following.
P1: Perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride (1.02 g,
2.60 mmol), poly(propylene glycol) bis(2-aminopropyl ether)
(M n = 2000 g/mol; 5.2 g, 2.60 mmol) and imidazole (18 g,
264.39 mmol) were mixed in a round bottom flask under
nitrogen atmosphere. Afterwards, the reaction mixture was
heated to 150 °C for 17 h. After cooling to room temperature,
water and chloroform were added to the mixture. The organic
phase was washed two times with water, dried over sodium
sulfate and concentrated. The residual was dissolved in tetrahydrofuran and dialyzed for three days with solvent exchange
two times per day (MWCO: 3500 g/mol). After the solvent
evaporation, a dark violet polymer could be obtained. 1H NMR
(300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.74–8.45 (m, 8H, perylene-H), 4.27–3.12
(m, 143H, PPG: OCH2, CH), 1.46–0.81 (m, 140H, PPG: CH3)
ppm; SEC (PEG standard): M n = 11,400 g/mol, M w =
27,600 g/mol, Ð = 2.43 (RI detector), Mn = 11,800 g/mol, Mw =
25,000 g/mol, Ð = 2.12 (UV detector); elemental analysis:
found: C: 63.81, H: 9.06, N: 1.48; expected: C: 64.04, H: 9.04,
N: 1.18.

(m, 185H, PPG-H (OCH2, CH) PEG-H (OCH2)), 1.46–0.91 (m,
9H, PPG: CH3) ppm; SEC (PEG standard): Mn = 17,400 g/mol,
Mw = 34,100 g/mol, Ð = 1.95 (RI detector), Mn = 18,200 g/mol,
Mw = 35,100 g/mol, Ð = 1.92 (UV detector); Elemental analysis: found: C: 57.94, H: 7.97, N: 1.50; expected: C: 58.71, H:
8.21, N: 1.14.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information File 1
Additional data.
[https://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjoc/content/
supplementary/1860-5397-17-166-S1.pdf]
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Abstract
Cryogels are macroporous polymeric structures formed from the cryogelation of monomers/polymers in a solvent below freezing
temperature. Due to their inherent interconnected macroporosity, ease of preparation, and biocompatibility, they are increasingly
being investigated for use in biomedical applications such as 3D-bioprinting, drug delivery, wound healing, and as injectable therapeutics. This review highlights the fundamentals of macroporous cryogel preparation, cryogel properties that can be useful in the
highlighted biomedical applications, followed by a comprehensive review of recent studies in these areas. Research evaluated
includes the use of cryogels to combat various types of cancer, for implantation without surgical incision, and use as highly effective wound dressings. Furthermore, conclusions and outlooks are discussed for the use of these promising and durable macroporous cryogels.

Introduction
Gels can be defined as polymer networks that are expanded
throughout their whole volume by a fluid. In the case of hydrogels, the network component is a hydrophilic polymer, and the
swelling agent is water [1]. However, their lack of interconnected macropores and elasticity, required properties for a
variety of biomedical applications, has demanded the development of cryogels. Cryogels are a class of hydrogels formed

below the freezing point of the solvent. Following a cycle of
freeze–thawing, a supermacroporous interconnected structure is
formed [2]. The uniform porous structure facilitates cell proliferation and waste exchange, e.g., in a scaffold for tissue engineering applications [3]. Novel biomedical and biotechnical applications of cryogels can also be found in controlled drug
delivery, carriers for cell immobilization, sensors, biosepara-
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tion, purification, and wound dressing [4-6]. Here we discuss
the preparation of cryogels, their properties and applications,
focussing on recent reports of cryogels in emerging applications, including bioprinting, injectable cryogels, drug delivery,
and wound healing, as investigations in these key areas have
intensified in recent years. Previous reviews discuss the biomedical applications of cryogels, specifically composite cryogels [7] and biodegradable cryogels [8], while injectable cryogels have also been reviewed by Eggermont et al. [9] and
Çimen et al. [10]. Here, we provide an update on the most
recent literature relating to drug delivery and injectable cryogels, and we discuss 3D printing and wound healing in detail.

Review
1. Cryogel synthesis
Cryogels are produced by a cryogelation process, see Figure 1.
While this process is relatively universal, differences exist in
the initial materials used, hence resulting in either chemically or
physically crosslinked cryogels [11-13]. Firstly, a reaction mixture is prepared consisting of monomers/small molecule precursors, polymeric precursors, or a combination of the two
(Figure 1) and solvent (e.g., water). ). It is worth noting that
while we refer to water as the solvent here and in Figure 1,
other solvents can be used, providing they have an appropriate
melting/freezing temperature. Typically, the reagents will
comprise only 5–20% of the reaction mixture. Often an initiator may also be required to initiate the polymerisation of the
monomers/small molecule precursors. The solution is then
cooled to below the freezing point of water, whereby ice crystals form. Importantly, here the solvent (water) solidifies
(freezes) and forms solid solvent porogens within the structure

allowing the polymer network to form around these crystals,
templating the porous structure of the final cryogel. In chemically crosslinked cryogels (Figure 1a), the monomers polymerise and crosslink (in the presence of a crosslinker) around
the ice crystals to form a network. In physically crosslinked
cryogels (Figure 1b), once the solution is cooled below the
freezing temperature the polymeric precursors can form chain
entanglements and/or crystalline regions to form physical
crosslinks between the chains. After thawing, the cryogel is
formed and porous structure is retained. Often in physically
crosslinked systems more than one freeze–thaw cycle is required to result in a free-standing cryogel. Common cryogel
compositions include natural polymers such as gelatin and
chitosan, and synthetic acrylamide-based polymers and
poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) [12-14]. The reader is directed to a
recent review by Thakor and co-workers which discusses
cryogel synthesis in greater depth [15].

2. Cryogel properties
Cryogels are macroporous hydrogels with interconnected
porosity, with high swelling capacities and large surface areas.
Ultimately, many of the final cryogel properties are dependent
on the choice of polymer/monomer composition used. However, other factors such as crosslinking, pore size, wall thickness,
and incorporation of fillers or additives also affect the cryogel
properties. Cryogel wall thickness and density, pore size and
pore size distribution can be influenced by the method used for
preparation, for example, by increasing the freezing rate smaller
pores can be observed [13]. Final cryogel properties including
biocompatibility, mechanical and thermal properties, and
degradability are influenced by a variety of factors. Perhaps the

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the process of aqueous cryogel formation, using (a) monomers/small molecule (i) or polymeric precursors (ii) to
form chemically crosslinked cryogels, or (b) polymeric precursors to form physically crosslinked cryogels. Temperatures are indicative of those typically used for aqueous cryogel formation.
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most important factor is the chemical composition as this determines whether the cryogel is biocompatible or degradable and
to some extent influences the mechanical and thermal properties of the cryogel. Mechanical properties are mainly influenced by porosity and degree of crosslinking, while crosslinking also influences biocompatibility and degradability. In
chemically crosslinked cryogels the mechanical properties can
be influenced by the degree of crosslinking (ratio of monomer
to crosslinking agent), while the degree of crosslinking is tuned
in physically crosslinked cryogels by varying the number of
freeze–thaw cycles.
Pore size, wall thickness, and wall density are of significant
importance for cryogels properties [16]. Thicker walls and
higher wall densities typically result in improved mechanical
properties and are influenced by the concentration of monomer
or precursors used as well as the type of crosslinking in the
cryogel. Moreover, the processing conditions used when
synthesising cryogels have a vast effect on the internal structure. An accelerated freezing rate or reduction in cryogelation
temperature will lead to smaller pore sizes throughout the
cryogel. This is because the solvent freezes at a faster rate,
allowing only a small amount of crystal growth [13,14]. Ivanov
et al. researched the production of poly(acrylamide) (PAAm)
cryogels and found that reducing the freezing temperature by
15 °C caused an average 30 μm decrease in pore size diameter
[14,17]. In contrast, it has been reported that with cryogels
crosslinked with glutaraldehyde, the freezing temperature does
not affect the pore size [13].
An additional consideration is that during cryogelation a temperature gradient will be present. The exterior of the sample
will be first exposed to the cold temperature, leading to enhanced freezing rates and smaller pore sizes compared to the
inner cryogel material, resulting in a heterogeneous pore size
distribution, see Figure 2 [18]. This has led to concerns over
producing cryogels with dimensions greater than 25 mm [19].
Although, a report by Macková et al. outlines the benefits of
graduated pore size distribution in hydrogels used in tissue
engineering, since many human body tissues also exhibit a
heterogeneous morphology [20]. This finding was further reiterated by Sen et al., who also explored heterogeneous pore size
distribution for tissue engineering applications [21]. Cryostructuring, including directional freezing of cryogels, has been used
to achieve varying degrees of porosity and aligned porosity or
anisotropy within cryogels. This approach to cryogel preparation has recently been discussed in a review by Shiekh et al.
[22] where different cryogel formats were also considered.
Chemical crosslinking can provide satisfying and tailored mechanical properties, however toxic compounds are used as

Figure 2: Microarchitecture of gelatin cryogels. (A) Surface and crosssectional SEM micrographs of highly porous 1.0% (w/v) gelatin cryogels (scale bar = 50 μm). (B) 2-photon imaging at a depth of 150 μm
below the surface of a rhodamine-gelatin cryogel (scale bar = 1 mm).
The inset shows a magnified view at the centre of the scaffold diameter (scale bar = 100 μm). Images are representative of at least 5 gels
imaged using each modality. Reprinted from [18], Biomaterials, vol. 35,
issue 8, by S. T. Koshy; T. C. Ferrante; S. A. Lewin; D. J. Mooney,
“Injectable, porous, and cell-responsive gelatin cryogels”, 2477–2487,
Copyright (2014), with permission from Elsevier. This content is not
subject to CC BY 4.0.

crosslinking agents, which can be difficult to extract and can
impair the biocompatibility [4]. Instead, with physical crosslinking, no organic solvents or toxic crosslinking agents are
used, therefore no danger of residue left in the final material,
which makes this method highly important for biomedical applications [4,5]. As the production is easier, it also results in
lower cost. According to Zhang et al., the challenge has been to
obtain satisfactory properties without any chemical modification, while retaining the biocompatibility, biodegradability, and
bioactivity [4]. However, Bagri et al. confirm that physically
crosslinked PVA cryogels show even greater mechanical
strength than their chemically crosslinked counterparts [23].
Therefore, it is achievable to obtain similar properties with
physical crosslinking, yet the matter of reproducibility and scalability remains an issue.
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To assess the mechanical performance of cryogels, compression testing is frequently carried out [12,13]. It has been reported that 99.8% compression can be achieved on continual
occasions without any adverse effects, though this was for cryogels based on silk fibroin which is known for its elastic nature
[14,24]. In contrast, other reports have cited lower compressibility values in the region of 50–75% [12,25]. It has been found
that decreasing the pore size will increase the compressive
strength [26], though in contrast to this Dispinar et al. found
that increased porosity resulted in higher compressive stresses
being achieved. Further to this, compressive strain was found to
increase with porosity [25], suggesting that the brittle nature observed for some hydrogels may be due to their lack of macropores [27,28]. One such application where a low compressive
strain would not be desirable is if the cryogel was to be
injectable (see section 5.2). It has therefore been suggested that
the ideal porosity for injectable cryogels is 91%. This figure
was the suggested value for cryogels composed of methacrylated gelatin, therefore the value will change slightly with different chemical constituents [18].
For various applications of cryogels, degradation of the material is required, yet in many cases the cryogel is still required to
perform some functionality during degradation. Therefore, it
would be beneficial if the mechanical properties of the cryogel
were measured throughout its degradation [25,29]. It has been
suggested that during degradation of cryogels, the walls of the
cryogel decrease in thickness and are in some cases broken.
This analysis was made for enzyme-degraded cryogels, so it is
unclear whether the process is likely to occur for cryogels
degraded by other mechanisms such as disulphide cleavage
[30,31] and hydrolysis [8]. It has also been found that degradation of chitosan/dextran cryogels resulted in an average increase
in pore size, possibly due to thinning of the pore walls and
reduction in crosslinks [32]. In general, mechanical property
analysis of degraded cryogels is a topic largely overlooked by
current literature, despite the importance of it for applications
such as scaffold materials [29]. A recent review article by
Savina et al. highlights biodegradable cryogels and their applications, including a variety of biocompatible polysaccharidebased cryogels [8].

ratio of hydrophobic and hydrophilic polymers in the final
cryogel structure can allow for fine tuning of the responsive behaviour [33,34].
At specific and unique temperatures, phase changes occur to a
temperature-responsive polymer, physically changing the properties and/or morphology. Often it can be characterised in terms
of swelling, as the solubility of a polymer within a solvent, or
solvation state, changes with temperature in thermally responsive cryogels. This leads to variation in cryogel volume, as at
differing temperatures the nature of intra- and intermolecular
hydrogen bonding changes, leading to variations on how
hydrated the cryogel is, triggering a volume phase transition
[34,35]. Changes in solubility can be described by the upper
critical solution temperature (UCST) and lower critical solution
temperatures (LCST). The UCST is the temperature at which a
polymer becomes soluble upon heating, and the LCST is the
temperature at which polymers become insoluble upon heating.
Any LCST or UCST behaviour can be identified from a
polymer/solvent phase diagram, if it has both one-phase and
two-phase regions [34,36].
Most commonly, the physical change in properties induced is
used when transferring from room temperature to another environment (i.e., body temperature). This leads to potential applications such as injectable biodegradable scaffolds in tissue engineering, or utilising the changing surface properties for in vitro
cell culture applications [36-38]. Furthermore, a polymer in
cryogel form which exhibits LCST behaviour at below the body
temperature of ≈37 °C would be suitable to use for medicinal
applications in humans, as it would be insoluble at above these
temperatures (i.e., normal body environment) and so would
retain its structure when introduced to the human body, and not
degrade or dissolve straight away. Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
(PNIPAM) is a well-known example of a thermo-responsive
polymer, which exhibits a phase transition close to body temperature and has been used in cryogels to infer temperature
responsive behaviour [11,33,39]. Thermoresponsive cryogels
comprising oligoethylene glycol have also been reported with
dual shape memory behaviour [40]. Natural polymers such as
cellulose derivatives, chitosan, gelatin, and dextran exhibit temperature-responsive properties and have been used in cryogels.

3. Stimuli-responsive cryogels
Stimuli-responsive properties are often desirable for biomaterials used in drug-delivery applications. Here, we focus on temperature and solution pH response of cryogels as detailed
below.

3.1. Temperature-responsive cryogels
This is a property which can easily be applied and manipulated
through careful polymer selection. For example, altering the

3.2. pH-Responsive cryogels
The degree of swelling is affected by the chemical composition
of the cryogel, and the nature of the medium, such as pH, ionic
strength, and swelling medium composition [34,41]. This
affects the interactions of pH-sensitive polymers (both
polymer–solvent and polymer–polymer interactions), as functional groups on the polymer chains can have weak acidic characteristics if they release protons, or weak basic characteristics
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if they accept protons, in response to changes in pH. This can
come about from even small variations in solution pH,
depending on the degree of ionisation and pKa value (index to
express acidity of weak acids) of the polymer [35]. Polymers
responsive to pH can be classified by the functional groups
present within their polymerised structure [35,41,42]. Including
(i) polyacids with weakly acidic groups (i.e., -COOH or
-SO3H), (ii) polybases with weakly basic groups (i.e., -NH2),
and (iii) polyamphoterics with both weakly acidic and weakly
basic groups.
The scientific community is especially interested in using these
properties in specific drug-delivery systems; the potential of
using polysaccharide-based specific drug-delivery systems in
the colon has been explored [43], as within the colon are many
polysaccharides and a large number of bacteria which secrete
enzymes [41]. Within this work, varying the concentration of
various pH-sensitive polymers was considered in terms of
swelling, and it was shown that abrupt changes in swelling
could be obtained at a specific pH while using materials compatible with the colon. Also, assessing swelling as a function of
NaCl concentration began to explore osmotic interactions of
hydrogels, adding to the consideration of environmental conditions and providing data in a region often overlooked in these
types of studies.
A great range of pH changes are faced when a foreign material
travels through the human system. For example, for an orally
administered drug-delivery device to release therapeutic agents
in the colon, it must withstand a range of conditions as it passes
through the body, including pH 6.2–7.3 in the mouth, pH 7 in
the oesophageal tract, pH 1.5–3.5 in the stomach, pH 6 in the
small intestine to pH 7.4 (terminal ileum) to 5.7 (caecum), and
then a final pH 6.1–7.5 in the colon [44]. Often, in order for the
therapeutic agent to reach the target site, specific barriers to
variable pH must be designed for. Furthermore, a response to
pH can be utilised to release the therapeutic agent at a site of
specific acidity, thus ensuring targeted delivery.
Poly(acrylic acid)-based cryogels have been investigated as a
pH oscillator in oscillatory bromate-sulphite-ferrocyanide reactions as potential soft materials for energy generation [45].
Boyaci and Orakdogen reported pH-responsive cryogels based
on the monomer N,N-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate
(DMAEMA), crosslinked with acrylamido-2-methylpropanosulphonic acid (AMPS), where the swelling of the cryogels was
heavily dependent on solution pH [46]. pH-Responsive cryogels have also been prepared comprising polyamidoamine
(PAMAM) dendrimers, whereby the cryogels were stable under
acidic conditions, and degrade at physiological solution pH
(7.4) [47].

3.3. Dual temperature and pH-responsive cryogels
During cryogel design and production a diverse range of
starting monomers and/or polymers can be used, selected for
desired properties to be exhibited in the final polymer matrix.
Therefore, it is possible to combine thermo-responsive and
pH-responsive properties through cryogelation techniques, resulting in a cryogel which responds to both changes in environmental temperature and pH. For example, grafting thermally
responsive PNIPAM to a backbone of pH-responsive chitosan
to produce a cryogel responsive to both temperature and pH has
been explored in some detail [48-52], and the application as a
drug-delivery system in the intestine has also been considered
[12,13,34,35,42]. In particular, the work by Huang et al. demonstrated not only those systems responsive to both pH and temperature can be successfully produced using techniques which
are scalable in theory to an industrial level, but also that these
properties can be tailored to result in long-term release of therapeutic agents in environments modelling the human body [51].
A further example of multi-stimuli responsive cryogels includes
the work by Dragan et al., who prepared semi-interpenetrating
polymer networks (semi-IPN) hydrogels comprising DMAEMA
and either potato starch or anionically modified polystyrene via
a cryogelation procedure [53]. These materials were investigated as drug-delivery systems (DDS) and the release profile was
strongly influenced by the pH. The authors suggested that due
to a low release of the drug at pH 1.3, and an increase in release
rate at pH 7.4, the material could be a potential for targeting
release in the colon.

4. Other cryogel applications
For cryogel biomedical applications not discussed in section 5,
including cell separation, tissue engineering scaffolds, bioreactors and capturing of target molecules, the reader is directed to a
recent review by Bakhshpour et al. [54]. In addition to the biomedical applications discussed in detail below, cryogels have a
variety of potential uses in fields such as tissue engineering
[12], chromatography, and separation applications. For example, for the filtration of biologically relevant molecules [19,42],
wastewater treatment [55,56], biosensors [57], as actuators
[58,59], as carbon super-capacitators, anodic component of lithium-ion batteries, and devices for low-pressure H2 storage have
also been explored [60].

5. Biomedical applications
Cryogels are of major interest in several fields of research,
through offering new solutions and improvements to current
systems and procedures. Their interconnected porosity in the
micrometre scale, superior mechanical strength, and stability in
comparison to hydrogels, thermodynamic compatibility with
water (and thus also aqueous solutions), and being able to
produce them from biocompatible materials make these materi-
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als ideal for cell culture and tissue engineering [12,16,38,42].
Furthermore, post-synthesis modifications can be performed to
enhance attachment from certain objects, for example proteins
from the extracellular matrix (ECM) in tissue engineering, cell
culture and microbiology, or specific chemicals to aid in chemical, environmental, and medicinal filtration, and purification applications [5,19,42,60,61]. This also aids cell immobilisation,
putting cryogels forward for potential use in bioreactors [5,42].
Cells can be included within the cryogel matrix, and shown
benefits of doing this include reinforcing the matrix, increasing
rigidity, and accelerating formation of pores [16,60,62].
Cryogels offer solutions to obstacles in current medicinal and
therapeutic practices. In particular, specific isolation and characterisation of stem cells in cell-based therapies, detection of
low levels of biomarkers in the blood (i.e., tumour cells, pathogenic microorganisms, etc.) for disease diagnosis, and general
isolation of biological substances for clinical and environmental microbiology hold opportunities for cryogels [13,42,61].
They also allow for the processing of cell and virus suspensions and support microbiological research in studying interactions between different biological substances (i.e., cell–virus
interactions) [38].
Highly dense polymeric structures in the walls result in cryogels having high elasticities, making them suitable for applications of a cyclic nature such as storage and sterilisation of biomedical materials, biocatalysts, bioreactors, actuators, biosensors, and more. They exhibit stability during repetitive freezing
and thawing, and dehydrate/rehydrate and undergo cyclic
compression without losing mechanical integrity [5,12,13,60].
Possessing shape memory allows for dehydration and storing;
rehydration before use restores their original shape [37,60].
Here, we discuss emerging areas for cryogel application, including recent advancements in the use of cryogels in 3D printing,
injectable cryogels, drug delivery and wound healing applications. It should be noted that whilst this section contains reference to tissue engineering, expansive detail on the subject
matter is beyond the scope of this review.

5.1. 3D-Bioprinting of cryogels
3D-printing of biomaterials, or bioprinting, enables the control
of the size, porosity, and geometry of the final product tailored
to the requirements of the individual patient, e.g., potential scaffold fabrication from cryogels in tissue engineering [63]. It is
extremely important to consider the viscosity and injectability
of the material for limitations on deposition mechanisms, e.g.,
the maximum deposition force and/or syringe tip size (0.8 mm
used for hydrogels) for certain printers, place restrictions on
highly viscous materials. These material properties have a direct

influence on the final printing resolution. The resolution should
be adequate for millimetre-sized defects (common in most in
vivo tissue-engineering work in small animal models) [64].
Kim and co-workers reported a method in 2009, whereby a
3D-plotting system was coupled to a cryogenic refrigeration
system [65,66]. Using these systems 3D scaffolds were prepared by printing collagen layers first on the cryogenic stage,
where they froze immediately. To prevent clogging, the nozzle
tip was covered with silicone rubber. The fabricated scaffolds
were investigated with dermal applications in mind, and
keratinocytes and fibroblasts were shown to migrate and differentiate within the scaffolds. They further reported the development of 3D-printed cryogels based on alginate with hierarchical structures for hard tissue applications [67].
More recently, in 2018 Serex et al. developed a microfabricated
dispensing probe that allowed for the mixing of cryogel
monomeric components immediately prior to printing [68].
They demonstrated the ability to control pore sizes by altering
the temperature of the frozen bed used and the temperature of
the dispensing probe. Successfully 3D-printed sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC)-based cryogels were subsequently
coated with collagen to promote cell adhesion. Cultivation and
spreading of fibroblast NOR-10 cells were achieved within the
cryogels, suggesting promise for tissue engineering applications.
Building upon this work, hierarchical injectable cryogels were
developed by Braschler and co-workers, based upon 3D additive manufacturing techniques [69]. They report 3D-printed
structures which could be used for minimally invasive cell
delivery (see Figure 3). Moreover, hierarchical structures with
varying local pore sizes were obtained by tuning the substrate
temperature during printing, which led to control over vascularisation density in vivo.
Biçen Ünlüer et al. recently reported the use of biocompatible
gelatin–hyaluronic acid (Gel-HA)-based 3D-printed cryogels,
which demonstrated biocompatibility without the need for additional coating [70]. In this work, the Gel-HA based bioink
was 3D-printed to give a free-standing structure which was
subsequently frozen to prepare the cryogel, prior to freeze
drying. While this approach offers less control over the process
than that reported by Serex, Braschler and co-workers, it does
not require the cold stage necessary for cryogelation to occur
during printing. Hybrid collagen/chitosan bioinks have
also been investigated for their printability for producing
cryogel scaffolds [71]. These cryogels form crosslinks through
physical interactions, hence no additional crosslinking was required.
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Figure 3: Principle of 3D-cryogel printing. A) Illustration of 3D-printing of cryogels. B) Illustration of the 4D shape change. By withdrawing fluid, the
cryogel was highly dehydrated and compressed; in addition, surface tension drove surface-minimising folding. Upon rehydration, the cryogel returned
to its original shape and volume via shape memory. C) Illustration of the hierarchical scaffold organisation. Local pore size variation was used to preferentially drive in vitro cellular organisation and in vivo vascularisation to areas with large pores. Reprinted from [69], Acta Biomaterialia, vol. 76, by
A. Béduer; N. Piacentini; L. Aeberli; A. Da Silva; C. A. Verheyen; F. Bonini; A. Rochat; A. Filippova; L. Serex; P. Renaud; T. Braschler, “Additive
manufacturing of hierarchical injectable scaffolds for tissue engineering”, 71–79, Copyright (2018) Acta Materialia Inc., with permission from Elsevier.
This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0.

Some difficulties arise when designing 3D-printed cryogels.
While precise resolution may be achieved, there is some difficulty maintaining porous structures when stacking multiple
layers, specifically the fusion of layer contact points without
scaffold collapse. The vertical pores remain intact, but horizontal pores in hydrogel scaffolds might collapse due to material softness [64]. Shick et al. also pointed out the limitation in
fabricating scaffolds with high porosity and complex internal
structures, for example in tissue engineering applications [63].
They report the processes being not yet developed enough to be
used in clinical applications. However, with the use of novel
materials and development of printing systems, progress can be
made in achieving stable print structures for the ultra-high standards set by the human body.

5.2. Injectable cryogels
Implantable biomaterials are proposed as a viable solution when
dealing with issues relating to either the delivery or recruitment
of cells. Currently the methods used are implantable biomaterials or polymeric hydrogels [18]. The issue with implantable biomaterials is that the implantation process requires the fabrication of the biomaterial component, trained physicians, postoperation patient distress, potential scarring, risk of infection,
and often causes inflammation at the site of surgical incision.
These issues may inhibit the performance of the implant [18] or
cause distrust in the patient and the implant which may lead to
negative emotional experiences [72]. Polymeric hydrogels,
however, can cause issues of their own, such as the risk of
liquid presursors leaking from the implant site to other tissues,

and posing difficulties in generating the desired implant geometry [73]. An alternative proposal is the use of cryogels. This
process typically results in a biomaterial with a unique macroporous network, shape-memory properties, and exceptional
flexibility allowing syringe injectability [9].
It has been suggested that cryogels are more suitable for this application, as opposed to hydrogels, as a greater number of cells
can be contained within the structure. With an exemption for
injectable supramolecular hydrogel systems, which have been
demonstrated to perform very well even after injection [74-76],
hydrogels in general have been cited as being too brittle to
enable injection [27]. Injectable cryogels have been investigated as scaffolds, for drug delivery, and for wound-healing applications. Here we highlight recent advances in the development
of these injectable systems relevant to the applications discussed.
5.2.1. Injectable cell scaffolding: Injectable cryogels may be
able to provide a suitable scaffolding for the attachment, proliferation, and survival of cells in complicated operations. The
macroporous structure is an attractive option due to its low toxicity and to control the release of compounds stored in the
porous structure through one of four methods: diffusion-controlled, swelling-controlled, erosion-controlled, and stimuluscontrolled [54].
A study by Koshy et al. reported a methacrylated gelatin
(GelMA) cryogel implanted by injecting through a conven-
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tional needle [18]. Gelatin was chosen for its inherent peptide
sequences that facilitate cell adhesion and enzymatic degradation. Gelatin is also low cost and safe to use in human testing as
shown in a work done by Nichol et al. [77]. The bulk mechanical behaviour, structure, and degradation of the cryogelated
GelMA was tested, as well as the ability of these injected scaffolds to promote cell attachment, proliferation, and survival.
Their results show that cryogels have a useful ability to retain
their original shape even when extruded through a needle, this
means that the cryogel does not leak out of the needle bore after
being applied. The GelMA can then be implied with minimal
intrusion to the patient which decrease the chance of trauma to
the patient. Koshy et al. also report that in vitro and in vivo
testing showed that cryogelated GelMA is cell and tissue compatible, although mild inflammation occurred during in vivo
tests, however this is a common occurrence with biomaterials as
shown by Mikos et al. [78]. Finally, the cryogel was capable of
a controlled release of proteins. This allowed for a more controlled integration and movement of cells interconnecting with
pores of the gel. These cell-attracting properties suggest that the
use of cryogelated GelMA as a method for cell-integrated scaffolding and protein release for applications in biomaterialsbased therapy is a viable option. Similar work was carried out
by Lai et al. [79], whereby the polymerisation of GelMA was
carried out using carboxybetaine methacrylate (CBMA) as a comonomer. With the incorporation of CBMA, these hydrogels
demonstrated better mechanical properties, a slower degradation rate, and a controlled drug release rate compared with the
GelMA alone. The properties of the GelMA/CBMA hydrogels
could also be adjusted by varying the ratio of CBMA to GelMA
which gives it a high degree of customisability.
The use of cryogels in neuroscience applications is gaining
interest due to their soft and spongey properties [80]. Newland
et al. recently reported on the use of injectable PEG/heparincontaining cryogels with nerve growth factor to promote the
growth of neurite cells [81]. Through the use of templateassisted photopolymerisation, cylindrical cryogels were formed
as high aspect ratios are desired for bridging across regions
when whole neural pathways or large brain areas are targeted.
5.2.2. Injectable nanocomposite cryogels: Nanocomposite
cryogels comprise a typical cryogel with nanoparticulate fillers
incorporated into the structure. Addition of nanoparticles is
often conducted to impart specific properties, such as improving mechanical properties or provide therapeutic properties such
as antimicrobial properties. A work reported by Koshy et al. in
2018 was testing the use of injectable nanocomposite cryogels
for versatile protein-drug delivery [37]. Injectable and porous
cryogels were prepared using a bio-orthogonal click chemistry
crosslinking approach with alginate employing tetrazine-

norbornene coupling. Laponite nanoparticles were then incorporated within the walls of the cryogel. The results showed the
so-called “click alginate” was able to produce cryogels with an
interconnected porous structure, and high deformability
allowing it to be used through a 16-gauge needle. The pore size
range was between 50–300 μm, and small concentrations of
laponite found in the gel wall helped with sustained release of a
number of proteins with diverse properties [37].
Injectable nanocomposite cryogels have also appeared in
research as a method to combat cancer. Bauleth-Ramos et al.
used acetalated dextran nanoparticles in an injectable cryogel to
combat the negative effects of chemotherapy and even suggested this approach as a potential method of vaccination
(Figure 4) [82]. The injectable alginate cryogel was loaded with
several therapeutic compounds, including spermine-modified
acetalated dextran nanoparticles (Sp-AcDEX NPs). The
Sp-AcDEX NPs were released over time to provide therapeutic
effects with the nanoparticles aiding in accumulation in the
tumour tissue. The reported results were found to be promising,
as this method helped induce immunogenic cell death in tumour
cells whilst also accumulating drug payloads into the tumour.
Further testing was said to be targeted towards the use of the
cryogel as an approach to delay or prevent cancer recurrence
through the induction of in situ cancer vaccination mediated by
antigens and danger signals released from the apoptotic cancer
cells [82].
Additional to the work done by Bauleth-Ramos et al., a biomaterial-based vaccination system has been developed by
Bencherif et al. [27]. It used minimal extracorporeal manipulation to provide in situ enhancement of dendritic cell (DC)
numbers, a physical space where DCs interface with transplanted tumour cells, and an immunogenic additive. Cryogels
were injected into mice to localise transplanted tumour cells and
deliver immunomodulatory factors. After 4 days of cellular investigation, it was revealed that sponges loaded with 1.5 μg of
granulocyte macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF)
led to a significant increase in the total number of cells, and
more particularly infiltration by DCs. The works done by
Bauleth-Ramos et al. [82] and Bencherif et al. [27] suggest that
the cryogels may help to combat against cancers.
Injectable composite cryogels based on GelMA, and cellulose
nanocrystals (CNC) or polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers
have been shown to be effective for minimally invasive drug
delivery [83]. The reinforced cryogels main function was to
provide scaffolding for cell growth and also incorporated the
anti-inflammatory corticosteroid drug betamethasone sodium
phosphate (BSP) for delivery when implanted. While optimum
formulations were identified with the PAMAM dendrimer
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Figure 4: Illustration of the production of the injectable multifunctional composite, comprised of alginate cryogels loaded with GM-CSF and CpG-ODN
and Sp-AcDEX NPs loaded with Nut-3a. Nut-3a loaded Sp-AcDEX NPs were produced by double emulsion technique and alginate cryogels were prepared by double crosslinking (covalent and ionic). The composite was prepared by allowing the Sp-AcDEX NPs to adsorb into freshly prepared alginate cryogels. Figure 4 was reproduced from [82], T. Bauleth-Ramos et al., “Acetalated Dextran Nanoparticles Loaded into an Injectable Alginate
Cryogel for Combined Chemotherapy and Cancer Vaccination”, Adv. Funct. Mater., with permission from John Wiley and Sons. Copyright © 2019
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0.

present, the release of BSP was relatively high within a 24-hour
period, indicating that further development is needed to achieve
sustained release with this system.
After reviewing the recent diverse work currently being
achieved in the field of injectable cryogels we can identify that
the use of cryogel is not only novel but also extremely effective
and easily achievable. Potential risks arise in the use of
injectable gels which occur in the presence of not fully polymerised gels being injected into patients. The non-polymerised
precursors can cause free radical damage or react with proteins
in the human body containing thiols and amino groups [84].
Further toxicity research would be required for all of these cryogels to fully understand how they react in the human body as
opposed to animal substitutes.
However, the use of injectable cryogels is a subject matter that
has yet to be fully studied. Use of hydrogels in these areas is
well known, while cryogels offer most of the benefits that
hydrogels can offer with a few added benefits such as their
inherent porosity and open macroporous structure which can
remain intact after injection [13]. The potential to incorporate
nanoparticles within cryogels is also an area of interest due to

the interesting properties and chemical interactions both materials have. Bauleth-Ramos et al. even went a step further to combine the nanoparticles healing effects with the cryogel sustained
release formulation. Potential fields of study here could include
the increase in injectable cryogels that guide drugs (due to the
pinpoint injection method and chemical sensitivity [82]) and
nanoparticles to targeted sites maximising the efficiency of
healing in modern day medicine.

5.3. Cryogels in drug delivery
Polymers are commonly used in drug-delivery applications as
they can improve bioavailability of hydrophobic drugs and
facilitate a controlled release of the drug. This leads to numerous benefits, including the increased time spent in the therapeutic zone, which allows the drug to be effective but is below
the level considered toxic [85]. Drug-delivery systems (DDS)
demand safe and effective treatment, and in the majority of
cases a long-term target specific treatment would be favoured
over general multi-dose pharmaceuticals. Cryogels have been
identified as a good material of choice for the development of
DDS, as properties can be tailored to meet the exact requirements necessary for a treatment. A major motivation for drug
delivery is to produce a system that is a low-cost alternative to
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current methods, whilst retaining similar if not better performance. Cryogels’ inexpensive preparation and storage make
them desirable for replacing currently used DDS where appropriate [73,82]. Moreover, stimuli-responsive cryogels can also
be used to control drug release under specific conditions. There
are also some emerging areas where cryogels are proving to be
uniquely equipped for certain tasks due to their adaptability and
physical-chemical properties [18].
Macroporous polymeric gels with their unique heterogeneous
open-porous structure open new perspectives for the development of innovative systems for biomedical and pharmaceutical
applications. Cryotropic gelation is an efficient method for the
preparation of super-macroporous polymer hydrogels. They
have large pore sizes which can easily contain samples and additives whilst also retaining biocompatible structures [86].
Some reports focus on the use of model drug compounds [8789], or newly synthesised antimicrobial compounds [90], for example. Here, we highlight recent examples whereby a drug of
clinical relevance has been investigated using cryogels for
delivery.
Kostova et al. published research on the novel approach of
using cryogels with poly(ethoxytriethyleneglycol acrylate)
(PETEGA) in 2011 (see Figure 5) [91]. They reported that the
addition of the drug verapamil hydrochloride had no effect on

Figure 5: Digital and SEM photographs of PETEGA cryogel at 20 °C
(top) and 50 °C (bottom), synthesised via UV irradiation of a moderately frozen system (10 mass % solution of ETEGA; temperature of
freezing −20 °C; 5 mass % H2O2 and 30 mass % PEGDA to the
monomer). Reprinted from [91], Polymer, vol. 52, issue 5, by
B. Kostova; D. Momekova; P. Petrov; G. Momekov; N. TonchevaMoncheva; C. B. Tsvetanov; N. Lambov, “Poly(ethoxytriethyleneglycol
acrylate) cryogels as novel sustained drug release systems for oral application”, 1217–1222, Copyright (2011), with permission from Elsevier.
This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0.

the polymerisation of the cryogel, as gel yields close to 100%
were obtained. The verapamil hydrochloride carried via
PETEGA cryogels possessed sustained release over a period of
more than 8 h, which is attributed to the hydrophobic state of
the polymer network at physiological temperature and the
method of drug immobilisation. Additionally, cryogels based on
other polymers such as polyacrylamide (PAAm), PNIPAM and
poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA), obtained via the
same method reported by Kostava et al., have shown similar
effects as reported by Petrov et al. in 2007 [30] and 2009 [92].
More recently, cryogels have been used to tackle diseases such
as cancer. Aliperta et al. have used cryogels in the sustained
release of bispecific antibodies for cancer immunotherapy [93],
combining stem cells with a biopolymeric cryogel DDS. Human
mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) were gene-modified to
secrete anti-CD33-anti-CD3 bispecific antibodies (bsAb) to be
used for the treatment of acute myeloid leukaemia (AML).
Macroporous star-shaped poly(ethylene glycol) (starPEG)heparin cryogels were prepared by combining hydrogel network
formation via chemical cross-linking of starPEG and heparin at
4 °C and pH 8. The initial tests were reported to be a success
with rapid and efficient transport of nutrients and therapeutic
bsAbs via the interconnected macropores, however, more
testing is required on its effects on long lasting T cells. Similar
positive results were attained by Tam et al., who synthesized
biomimetic cryogels whilst also analysing the mechanism of
their formation [7,94]. They examined the effects of mono/
disaccharide additives on the size of pores and how they interact
with polysaccharide polymers to alter cryogel pore size and mechanical properties. In addition, Tam et al. demonstrated the
optical transparency with three-dimensional spatial control of
immobilised bioactive growth factors using multiphoton patterning and cellular response to immobilised ligands as shown
in Figure 6 [94].
Researchers are working on the design of effective and low-cost
gel-based DDS. Biopolymeric porous gels can be derived from
natural materials such as chitosan. Dinu et al. prepared macroporous structures based on chitosan and clinoptilolite by cryogelation [95]. The group investigated and tested their potential
as a DDS using diclofenac sodium and indomethacin as the
drugs. They reported the cumulative release of diclofenac sodium from the monoliths lower than 5% at pH 1.2 and higher than
70% at pH 7.4. In addition, they reported cumulative release 6%
of indomethacin within the first hour in phosphate buffered
saline (PBS) from composite cryogels.
Lima et al. presented an interesting partnership of cryogels with
ceramics for a DDS [96]. Polyvinyl alcohol and polyacrylic acid
were used as the precursor to the cryogel, and integrated within
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been achieved. Due to the layer system, drug release could
occur without diffusion of the subsequent layers, controlling the
speed of the release in the ceramic cryogel. In addition, the
ceramic can enhance the mechanical properties of composite
within the cryogel and can be tailored for speciﬁc drugs and
drug-release proﬁles [96].
The drug aripiprazole used to treat schizophrenia was recently
investigated for delivery using cryogels comprising β-cyclodextrin (β-CD) functionality [97]. The cryogels were synthesised by photochemical crosslinking of N,N-dimethylacrylamide (DMA) and β-CD triacrylate (Figure 7) and aripiprazole
was incorporated through inclusion inside the hydrophobic
β-CD domains. The release of aripiprazole was monitored at pH
1.2 and 6.8, targeting oral delivery, with different release
profiles depending on the ratio of DMA/β-CD.

Figure 6: Cell morphology of T47D breast cancer cells cultured in HA
cryogels. (A) Schematic representation of cells cultured on HA cryogels resulting in formation of 3D multicellular spheroids. Fluorescently
labelled cryogels (red) immobilised with (B, C) RGD peptides result in
cell monolayers whereas cryogels immobilised with (D, E) IKVAV
peptides result in cellular spheroids. Scale bars represent 200 μm.
Reprinted with permission from [94]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0.

the ceramic. They produced a layer-by-layer structure by adding
both cryogels and ceramics into a mould, and a physical crosslinker was used to realise the drug theophylline after stimuli had

The antifungal agent voriconazole was incorporated into a physically crosslinked cryogel comprising PVA and chitosan grafted
with NIPAAm (CS-g-PNIPAM) for mucosal applications [98].
Cell culture assays confirmed that the cryogels were non-toxic
and the release profiles of voriconazole from a CS-g-PNIPAM/
PVA 75/25 gel showed release of up to 80% of the encapsulated drug over a period of 8 hours. Sustained release of
diclofenac over two weeks was studied using natural biopolymer kefiran cryogels [99]. Kefiran is a biocompatible watersoluble branched polysaccharide, isolated from kefir grains.
Scaffolds were prepared by cryogelation of a 2% w/v aqueous
solution of the kefiran, without the need for any crosslinking
agents. Release of diclofenac, a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug, was low with 15% of the drug released after 2 weeks.
However, this could result in a sustained release over longer

Figure 7: Preparation of PDMA/β-CD cryogel via cryogenic treatment and photochemical crosslinking in frozen state. Figure 7 was reproduced from
[97], Y. Danov et al., “Cryogel Carriers Comprising β‐Cyclodextrin Moieties for Improved Solubilization and Delivery of Aripiprazole”, Macromol. Chem.
Phys., with permission from John Wiley and Sons. Copyright © 2021 Wiley-VCH GmbH. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0.
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time periods which would require further investigation. Doxorubicin release from heparin-containing cryogel microcarriers was
investigated by Newland et al. [100]. Highly sulphated heparin
was used to exploit electrostatic interactions between anionic
sulphate groups and the primary amine group present in doxorubicin which confers a positive charge under physiological
conditions. This interaction was confirmed by in silico modelling. While the carriers did not show any cytotoxicity, cell
viability was reduced in the presence of the doxorubicin-loaded
cryogels, suggesting delivery of the drug was successful. These
cryogels were also injected into mice, adjacent to an orthotopic
breast cancer tumour, impeding tumour growth and metastasis.
Several groups have reported on the use of composite cryogels
for drug delivery, whereby the active ingredient is encapsulated
within a particle, such as polymeric micelles [101] or microneedles [102], embedded within the cryogel. Therapeutic agents
may not necessarily be represented solely by drug molecules.
Recent examples of other types of therapeutic cargos used for
delivery by cryogels include fertilizers for agrochemical applications [103], peptides [104], proteins [37], and growth factors
[81,105,106]. For example, Lee et al. reported the use of a
double cryogel structure for the delivery of growth factor for
enhanced bone regeneration [105].

5.4. Cryogels in wound healing
The skin acts as a protective barrier against the environment
with immunologic and sensorial functions [7]. As of now, the
way of dealing with extensive skin loss would be wound
dressing, autografts, and allographs but there is a lot of room for
improvement. Cryogels can cause cell migration which shows
promise to solving these problems and enhancing skin substitutes [7]. An optimal bio-scaffold would have to be biocompatible, biodegradable, have a high pore connectivity and swelling
ratio as its function is to promote cell growth and act as a
nucleus for cell migration. Moreover, ideally it would also
promote hemostasis, the physiological process that stops
bleeding. Certain cryogels have the potential to provide all the
ideal criteria listed above; this is brought about by careful
consideration of the material chemistry and processing techniques. Pore connectivity is needed as it facilitates metabolic
and oxygen transport. When cryogels are fully hydrated, they
often exhibit a soft consistency which in turn creates low interfacial tension. This low interfacial tension minimises irritation
to surrounding tissue post-implantation. This theory has been
put into practice because Priya et al, investigated the ability of
cryogels to mimic various layers of skin [107]. A polyvinylpyrrolidone-iodine cryogel was used as the top layer to impart antiseptic properties, while the bottom regenerative layer comprised
a gelatin cryogel. When the cryogel had been implanted into
rabbits which had sustained wounds, the animals with cryogels

implanted showed faster and more productive wound healing
compared to the untreated rabbits and a complete skin regeneration occurred after 4 weeks with no inflammatory response.
Most reports of cryogels used in wound-healing applications
use a naturally occurring biopolymer such as gelatin and/or
chitosan in combination with other components. Gelatin and
chitosan are known to be biocompatible [108,109], and while
gelatin is known to promote cell adhesion [108], chitosan owns
haemostatic properties [109]. Neres Santos et al. produced
PVA/gelatin cryogels incorporated with manuka honey in the
matrix for wound-healing applications [110]. The manuka
honey was used to diffuse to the wound through controlled
release from the cryogel matrix. Gelatin has also been suggested to be used as scaffolding material in absorbent pads for
wound dressing and for surgical use [111]. Chhatri et al. developed physically crosslinked PVA/chitosan cryogels loaded
with Savlon (antiseptic liquid) and suggested wound-healing
applications for the material [112]. This theory is supported by
literature that chitosan is known to accelerate the wound healing
process in humans and providing antibacterial properties as well
[113]. Physically crosslinked chitosan-gluconic acid cryogels
have also been reported by Takei et al., who investigated
applying differing methods of sterilisation, using either ethanol
washing [114], or by autoclaving the cryogels [115]. Interestingly, the cryogels retained their haemostatic properties following autoclaving at 121 °C for 20 min, and showed comparable
healing rates compared to ethanol sterilisation (Figure 8).
A unique take to the development of cryogels as injectable gels
is the work achieved by Zhao et al. in developing an injectable
antibacterial and conductive shape memory haemostatic cryogel
[116]. The cryogel is based on carbon nanotubes (CNT)
combined with methacrylated chitosan. Zhao et al. report that
the cryogel has robust mechanical strength which is required to
aid in wound healing. The shape recovery mechanism of the
cryogel is also triggered by blood and has high absorption speed
and uptake values, this would mean the cryogel works well for
blood clotting purposes. Overall, it was tested against gelatin
sponges and traditional gauze which it outperformed. Figure 9
shows the results of Zhao et al. in vivo experimentation. The
effectiveness of the CNT-reinforced cryogel can be seen as it
consistently is shown outperforming the gauze and/or gelatin
sponges. The results concluded that cryogel QCSG/CNT4 was
shown to have better haemostatic capability than QCSG/CNT0,
and better in vivo wound-healing performance than Tegaderm™ film, gelatin sponge, gauze, and QCSG/CNT0 [116].
Cryogels comprising the natural biopolymers silk fibroin and
chitosan, with tannic acid and ferric ions (Fe3+) incorporated
have been reported as multifunctional devices for wound
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Figure 8: (A) Healing rate of wounds treated with autoclaved CG11 cryogels and those treated with 70% ethanol. (B–E) Hematoxylin and eosinstained sections of wound tissues treated with autoclaved CG11 cryogels (B, C) and those treated with 70% ethanol (D, E) at 2 days (B, D) and
10 days post wounding (C, E). Reprinted from [115], Journal of Bioscience and Bioengineering, vol. 125, issue 4, by T. Takei; S. Danjo; S. Sakoguchi;
S. Tanaka; T. Yoshinaga; H. Nishimata; M. Yoshida, “Autoclavable physically-crosslinked chitosan cryogel as a wound dressing”, 490–495, Copyright
(2018) The Society for Biotechnology, Japan, with permission from Elsevier. This content is not subject to CC BY 4.0.

healing providing hemostasis, exudate absorbance, antibacterial
effects, and promotion of cell proliferation [117]. The tannic
acid and ferric ions provide photothermal properties whereby
under near infrared (NIR) radiation the temperature increased to
enhance the antimicrobial properties, while also showing good
hemostasis properties such as blood absorption and clotting, and
cell proliferation. Chitosan has also been used by Meena et al.
for producing cryogels for haemostatic applications, with locust
bean gum (LBG) incorporated to enhance mechanical properties and water absorption [32]. This chitosan/LBG semi-interpenetrating network cryogel was investigated for its swelling,
degradation, and protein adsorption properties, demonstrating
potential as a haemostatic dressing.
The healing of wounds to skin tissue takes place over a much
shorter time scale than the regeneration of bone tissue in fractures and breaks [118,119]. It has been reported that the
majority of skin tissue wounding will be healed up to the proliferative phase by 4–6 days depending on the size, location, and
severity of the wound [120]. The application of a degradable
cryogel with a higher rate of degradation may be preferable
compared to the rate of degradation that would be required for
other purposes such as severe tissue engineering or bone tissue
applications. However, it has been suggested that for wound
dressing applications degradation of the cryogels is not wanted,
as it may result in small pieces of cryogel remaining in the
wound [121]. If full degradation of the cryogel was to occur,
this would not be a problem.

Conclusion
While cryogels have been investigated by researchers for
decades, they are now finding applications in a broad range of
biomedical settings due to their interconnected porosity and advantageous properties. A major advantage of cryogels is their
low-cost manufacturing due to the medium of porogens commonly used being water, and relatively low amounts of reagent
required. However, there are issues when considering scaling up
cryogel syntheses.
The variability of cryogel compositions, dictated by the precursors used, as well as physical properties such as porosity, pore
size distribution, wall thickness, and density have given
researchers a plethora of tools with which to tune cryogels properties for separation, tissue engineering, for preparing printable
and injectable cryogels, wound healing and drug delivery applications. Here, we have reviewed recent advances in the development of injectable cryogels and 3D printing with cryogels,
and cryogel applications in wound healing and drug delivery.
Showing that while 3D printing of cryogels is still in its infancy
developments are being made to develop complex hierarchical
structures, with potential to successfully mimic biological structures. This could have a huge impact on how we design scaffolds for tissue engineering and wound healing in the future.
Furthermore, injectable cryogels have been an area of intense
research in recent years, and injectables could pave the way for
new and improved therapies with minimal invasive procedures
for patients. Due to the structure of cryogels, they inherently
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Figure 9: In vivo haemostatic capacity evaluation of the cryogels. Blood loss (a) and haemostatic time (b) in the mouse liver injury model. Schematic
(c) represents the injury model for the mouse. Blood loss (d) and haemostatic time (e) in the mouse-tail amputation model. Schematic (f) represents
the amputation model of the mouse tail. Blood loss (g) and haemostatic time (h) in the rabbit liver defect lethal noncompressible haemorrhage model.
Schematic (i) represents the noncompressible haemorrhage model of the rabbit’s liver. Reproduced from [116] (Copyright © 2018 X. Zhao et al., distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

have a high surface area and hence are a logical candidate for
the release of therapeutics from the walls of the material. Similarly, they are excellent candidates for wound healing due to the
ability of cryogels to swell and absorb water and provide a
sterile environment for new tissue growth, supported by the
porous structure.
However, after reviewing these areas of interest there is room
for further investigation. For example, cryogels used in
injectable gels for DDS is currently an emerging field. In the
examples given previously there were no two methods that were
similar and when authors compared the use of cryogels, there
was mostly comparison to hydrogels rather than previously reported work involving cryogels. In the field of cryogels for drug
delivery and wound healing there are several examples of

systems that have demonstrated proof of principle. However,
there are limited efforts dedicated to testing these on human test
subjects which is required to learn the effects these potential
drugs can have on humans whether long term or short term.
In the authors opinion, there is a huge positive outlook for the
use of cryogels combatting cancer. Future research would be required to identify types of cancers that could be successfully
treated using alternative methods such as cryogels, as opposed
to well-known chemotherapies. Injectable nanocomposite cryogels have possible ties in cancer research and the potential to
form vaccination against several types of cancer. More broadly,
this platform may be useful for generating a range of T-cell
effect responses from immunity to tolerance. The overall
outlook for cryogels is incredibly positive and exciting as they
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are a subset of materials which may have a huge impact in
many areas of biomedical science and medicine, which we hope
to see implemented in the coming years.
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Abstract
Controlling the length of one-dimensional (1D) polymer nanostructures remains a key challenge on the way toward the applications of these structures. Here, we demonstrate that top-down processing facilitates a straightforward adjustment of the length of
polyethylene oxide (PEO)-based supramolecular polymer bottlebrushes (SPBs) in aqueous solutions. These cylindrical structures
self-assemble via directional hydrogen bonds formed by benzenetrisurea (BTU) or benzenetrispeptide (BTP) motifs located within
the hydrophobic core of the fiber. A slow transition from different organic solvents to water leads first to the formation of µm-long
fibers, which can subsequently be fragmented by ultrasonication or dual asymmetric centrifugation. The latter allows for a better
adjustment of applied shear stresses, and thus enables access to differently sized fragments depending on time and rotation rate. Extended sonication and scission analysis further allowed an estimation of tensile strengths of around 16 MPa for both the BTU and
BTP systems. In combination with the high kinetic stability of these SPBs, the applied top-down methods represent an easily implementable technique toward 1D polymer nanostructures with an adjustable length in the range of interest for perspective biomedical
applications.

Introduction
Cylindrical polymer nanostructures in solution have received
increasing attention during the last two decades, related to the
high surface-to-volume ratio, which is particularly attractive for
targeted carrier materials in biomedical applications. In addition, cylindrical drug delivery vehicles appear to be advantageous compared to the spherical analogues with regard to blood

circulation time, drug loading, and tumor penetration abilities
[1-3]. However, the straightforward preparation of cylindrical
polymer aggregates with defined and reproducible length still
remains challenging but represents a prerequisite for the desired
applications in nanomedicine [4,5]. A key factor in this regard
are formulation strategies, which allow a straightforward imple-
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mentation into established processes that are, e.g., in accordance with good manufacturing practice (GMP) [6]. Approaches such as the crystallization-driven self-assembly
(CDSA) or the synthesis of covalently bound cylindrical
polymer brushes (CPBs) offer access to a defined fiber length
[7-16]. However, they also suffer from disadvantages, such as
significant experimental effort to evaluate suitable reaction procedures for the synthesis or the conditions for the assembly
process, and are therefore often limited to specific materials. An
alternative is the use of molecular motifs capable of forming
directional supramolecular interaction forces, such as hydrogen
bonds or π-interactions, to guide the one-dimensional (1D)
assembly of established, commercial polymers in solution [17].
We recently reported the self-assembly of polyethylene oxide
(PEO) polymers into cylindrical nanostructures, also called
supramolecular polymer bottlebrushes (SPBs), based on the end
group modification with hydrogen bond forming benzenetrisurea (BTU) and benzenetrispeptide (BTP) motifs [18-20].
The resulting amphiphilic character of the materials facilitated a
control of the kinetic assembly, which provided access to stable
nanostructures on a broad length range (<100 nm–2 µm). While
the process enables a good adjustment of the length, it relies on
a precise control of the assembly pathway and requires the use
of organic solvents, such as THF and DMF, which limits the applicability in pharmaceutical formulations [21]. For an application in nanomedicine, a length in the range of 100–200 nm is
particularly attractive to ensure cellular uptake and to access the
known size window for a potential enhanced permeability and
retention effect (EPR) [22,23]. As an alternative for the
assembly pathway control, we opted to apply easy-to-use topdown approaches to tune the length distribution in a straightforward fashion over the above-mentioned length range of interest.
While ultrasonication (US) represents a standard but rather
harsh fragmentation technique, we additionally introduced dual
asymmetric centrifugation (DAC) as an excellent alternative
top-down method for effective, more controlled, and adaptable
preparation of polymer nanostructures [24-28]. Both methods
are applied for fragmentation of initially µm-long SPBs based
on BTU–PEO and BTP–PEO conjugates. The resulting
nanofibers were characterized in detail by cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryoTEM), as well as by asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation measurements coupled to a
UV detector and a multiangle laser light scattering detector
(AF4–MALLS technique) to estimate the apparent structure
length and the length distribution of the SPBs.

Results and Discussion
The general structure of the tested BTP and BTU is depicted in
Figure 1 [19,20]. While the hydrogen bonding moieties are
either urea-based or peptide-based (i.e., phenylalanine) units,
the dodecyl chains act as hydrophobic shields to induce the

amphiphilic assembly in water and prevent the surrounding
water from interfering with the hydrogen bonds in the interior
[29]. Attaching a hydrophilic PEO chain (2 kg⋅mol−1), the compounds self-assemble into long fiber structures consisting of
2–4 lateral core units upon transfer into water, as reported previously [19-21]. A slow solvent change from a THF solution to
water resulted in µm-long fibers in both cases (BTU or BTP).

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the chemical structures of BTU
and BTP and the supramolecular self-assembly of the compounds into
SPBs.

An initial attempt to tune the fiber length by changing the initial
organic solvent was not successful. As seen in the corresponding cryoTEM images (Figures S1–S6, Supporting Information
File 1) as well as AF4 measurements (Figure S10, Supporting
Information File 1), all tested organic solvents yielded similarly
µm-long fibers, exemplifying the surprisingly minor influence
of the initial organic solvent on the resulting fiber length. Alternatively, a targeted size below 1 µm can be achieved by top-
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down strategies inducing strong shear forces. Typically, US is
applied to fragment supramolecular structures [7,30-33]. However, US causes cavitation within the sample, the collapse of
which is accompanied by very high local heating. Alternative
approaches rely on inducing strong shear forces by strong
mixers or dispersers. An interesting method in this regard is the
use of DAC, which is also considered to be a speed-mix technology due to the rapid mixing of the sample [28]. In DAC, the
sample holder performs an additional rotation besides the main
rotor rotation, resulting in a continuous change of the direction
of the centrifugal force [28]. This change induces a strong agitation of the solution and generates large shear forces. DAC has
mainly been used to create drug composites but recently found
application in the formulation of liposomes or the direct
nanodispersion of pharmaceutically active ingredients [24-28].

The technique resembles nanomilling methods but allows a
much smaller sample scale, which renders it particularly attractive for testing the suitability to fragment fiber-like supramolecular assemblies in solution [34].
We started with a rotational speed of 1,000 rpm and treated the
initial fibers for 10 min using samples BTU DAC (10 min,
1,000 rpm) and BTP DAC (10 min, 1,000 rpm). This comparably mild treatment already caused a significant fragmentation
of the µm-long fibers, resulting in structures of 50–200 nm
length according to the cryoTEM images after 10 min of treatment (Figure 2). An average fiber length of 92 ± 51 nm and
74 ± 39 nm for BTU DAC (10 min, 1,000 rpm) and BTP DAC
(10 min, 1,000 rpm), respectively, were apparent according to
cryoTEM.

Figure 2: cryoTEM images of A) BTU DAC (10 min, 1,000 rpm) and C) BTP DAC (10 min, 1,000 rpm). The corresponding histograms B) and D) show
the length distribution of BTU DAC (10 min, 1,000 rpm, B, mean length: 92 ± 51 nm) and BTP DAC (10 min, 1,000 rpm, D, mean length: 74 ± 39 nm).
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This could further be supported by AF4 measurements
(Figure 3A and 3B). Here, fibers featuring an average radius of
gyration of Rg ≈ 20 nm and a weight-average molar mass of
Mw = 3,099,000 g⋅mol−1, corresponding to a number of aggregation of N agg ≈ 1,200 and a length of 110 nm for BTU
(assuming four units per cross-section), as well as a weight-average molar mass of Mw = 4,406,000 g⋅mol−1, corresponding to
a number of aggregation of Nagg ≈ 490 and a length of 120 nm
(assuming two units per cross-section) for BTP, could be observed after 10 min at 1,000 rpm (Figure S12A and S12B, Supporting Information File 1) [19,21].
As a consequence, we scrutinized the influence of time and
rotation speed on the size of the fragments, which were
analyzed by AF4 (Figure 3). First, samples were treated for 1, 5,
and 10 min at a rotation speed of 1,000 rpm (Figure 3A and 3B
as well as Figure S12A and S12B, Supporting Information
File 1) to investigate if an extended exposure time can break up
the aggregates even further. For BTU, the peak maximum of the

UV trace was shifted from 60 min to 45 min already after 1 min
of mixing (Figure 3A). After 5 min of centrifugation, no further
change could be observed since the peak at this low elution time
already corresponded to very small oligomers (Figure 3A). For
BTP, a stronger downward shift of the peak maximum from 70
to 45 min could be observed after 1 min of mixing. Similar to
BTU, the increase in centrifugation time to 5 min led to a more
pronounced fragmentation, which was not further enhanced by
prolonged DAC.
To determine the influence of the strength of the shear forces,
we also increased or decreased the centrifugal speed to 2,500
and 500 rpm, respectively (Figure 3C and 3D). At 2,500 rpm,
the fragmentation of the aggregates occurred more rapidly, and
a significant shift in AF4 elution time was observed for both
samples, BTU and BTP, within 1 min of DAC (Figure S11A
and S11B, Supporting Information File 1). For BTU, the samples were further fragmented with extended time at this speed,
and the smallest structures were obtained for BTU with

Figure 3: AF4 elution profiles showing the stability against dual centrifugation over different time ranges at a rotation speed of 1,000 rpm (A and B)
and 2500 rpm (C and D) of BTU and BTP, respectively. Injection peaks are omitted for clarity.
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Rg < 3 nm (Figure S12C, Supporting Information File 1). On
the contrary, the reduction of the applied shear forces (500 rpm)
limited the fragmentation rate for both samples. For BTU and
after 10 min, a significant amount of the large structures
(>40 min elution time) remained intact (Figure 3C and 3D as
well as Figure S11C and S11D, Supporting Information File 1).
Overall, DAC represents a straightforward technique to adjust
the size of these supramolecular assemblies, which could easily
be tuned by variation of rotational speed and treatment time.
Nevertheless, the distribution of the aggregate size remained
rather broad. Increasing the time of treatment, the length of the
fibers appeared to approach a lower size limit depending on the
speed of rotation, which became particularly apparent for the
BTU compounds. Even an extended mixing time of 3 h at
2,500 rpm did not significantly change the observed distribu-

tions compared to 10 min treatment (Figure S13, Supporting
Information File 1).
For comparison to more established techniques, we tested the
impact of US on the same fibers. Initial tests on treating fibers
within an ultrasound bath (≈11.5 W⋅L−1) did not reveal any
changes in the structure. Therefore, we decided to apply a US
probe at higher power (200 W) and varied the exposure times
(Figure 4).
Already after 1 s of US, a significant decrease in the length of
the fibers could be seen for both samples (Figure 4A and 4C),
substantiating the rather harsh forces induced by this technique
at the applied conditions. A reduction of the applied power
might represent a suitable way to further limit the shear forces

Figure 4: AF4−UV elution profiles after US for the cumulated time of 0 s (black), 1 s (red), 5 s (blue), 10 s (magenta), 30 s (green), and 50 s (yellow)
for BTU (A) and BTP (C). The injection peaks were omitted for clarity. cryoTEM images of BTU (B) and BTP (D) after 30 s of US exposure
(c = 1 mg⋅mL−1).
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on the sample and gain more control, but this was not further
tested. The peak maxima at around 80 min (BTU) and 65 min
(BTP) decreased slightly and shifted to a lower elution time.
For the BTU sample, even a new peak was formed at 10 to
20 min, corresponding to the formation of short structures. Continuous US for a cumulated time of 5 s resulted in the disappearance of the main peaks and the appearance of a broad distribution ranging from 15 min to 70 min elution time for both
samples. The severe broadening of the distribution and the
immediate formation of very small structures suggests a
shearing off of small fragments during US. A further increase of
the time (up to 30 s) narrowed the length distribution once
again, and only the small aggregates remained in solution,
which appeared to be stable during further sonication (50 s of
cumulated US time). The resulting fibers featured an average Rg
value of ≈15 nm (Figure S14, Supporting Information File 1)
and a weight-average molar mass of Mw = 3,633,000 g⋅mol−1,
corresponding to a number of aggregation of Nagg = 1400 and a
length of 125 nm for BTU (assuming four units per crosssection). For BTP, a weight-average molar mass of
Mw = 2,910,000 g⋅mol−1, corresponding to a number of aggregation of Nagg = 440 and a length of 80 nm (assuming two units
per cross-section) was calculated [19,21]. Correlating well with
the AF4 results, cryoTEM images of both samples (Figure 4B
and 1D) showed mainly short cylinders after a cumulated US
time of 30 s, with an average fiber length of 124 ± 65 nm and
69 ± 41 nm for BTU and BTP, respectively (Figure S8, Supporting Information File 1). It is important to note that all obtained fibers remained unchanged over several months after the
top-down processing, demonstrating the previously described
excellent kinetic stability of these supramolecular aggregates
(Figures S15 and S16, Supporting Information File 1) [21].
Inspired by work of Lamour et al., we estimated a similar limit
length L lim upon extensive US treatment [35]. This length
allows an indirect estimation of the tensile strength σ* of our
fibers according to

We exposed the BTU and BTP fibers to extended US (>1 h).
No further scission could be observed after 2–3 h of US.
AF4–MALLS measurements of the fibers after 3 h US revealed
a Mw at the elution peak maximum of 843,000 g⋅mol−1 and
943,000 g⋅mol−1 for BTU and BTP, respectively (Figure S17,
Supporting Information File 1). This translates to a fiber length
of 29 nm for BTU by assuming a stacking distance of 0.36 nm
and 4 molecules per cross-section [19], and 28 nm for BTP by
assuming a similar stacking distance and 2 molecules per crosssection [21]. Based on a fiber diameter of 12 nm (estimated
from small-angle X-ray scattering experiments) [19,20], the resulting tensile strength for both compounds was approximately
16 to 17 MPa (Table S1, Supporting Information File 1). This
strength was in the range of Elastin filaments and significantly
lower as, for instance, the tensile strength of amyloid fibrils
[35,39]. Overall, the observed values for the fibers corresponded well to the sensitivity to shear forces. However, the
core–shell structure of our supramolecular systems has to be
considered in this regard. For example, significant steric strains
induced by the polymer chains act on the core structure,
limiting the strength of the supramolecular assembly.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the remarkable long-term stability of BTU–PEO
and BTP–PEO fibers in water, which were prepared via bottomup self-assembly, enabled us to apply two straightforward topdown approaches (US and dual asymmetric centrifugation) to
tune the length distributions of the supramolecular fibers.
Exposing the SPBs to US resulted in a rapid fragmentation of
the fibers into small rod-like fragments. Dual asymmetric
centrifugation, on the other hand, allowed to adjust the length
distribution in a more controlled manner by adjusting the time
and rotation speed. Thus, this study demonstrates that easy-touse top-down methods can be a feasible approach to obtain
some control over the length distributions of 1D polymer nanostructures, and thus this makes them more likely to be applied in
biomedicine, where dimensional control is a prerequisite.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information File 1
where
is the radius of the cavitation bubble,
is the wall
velocity of the collapsing bubble, d is the fiber diameter, and η
is the viscosity of the solvent [36]. By assuming typical values
for the wall velocity, bubble radius, and viscosity of the solvent,
the equation simplifies [37,38] to

Synthesis, procedures, and characterization.
[https://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjoc/content/
supplementary/1860-5397-17-175-S1.pdf]
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